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This month's cover, a paintir

by Stanislaw Fernandez,

is a symbolic representation

o! the creative process.

Paint from the tube—sensor
input—h transformed

by the powers of human
consciousness Into

focused strokes of energy.
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FIRST
LAJDRD
By Alan K She'pard, Jr.

"*We have- hot lost

pur interest in space,:but
-.ills no longer- ..

' '

...
•

'

.

a crusade. Rather it has
':.become a-mature -....-'

technology that must

.earn its way* ..

;. ;.
.

. .j.i : .

the American people? -1 doubt it,' but as

we near the twenty-fifth anniversary of

Americas first manned space mission, the

Mercury III mission on wuido
I Hew.

Question seems worth asking

j.f you: ate like'trVany Americans these

days, yoj may have almost forgotten the

/space prog ram. It-has become easy to

lose track of it.' save -or a few moments when
the evening news reports that a shuttle

has put another satellite into orbit- and
returned safety to Earth. Even die-hard

space enthusiasts nave had little' to toot their

ardor II is sad to watch NASA's shuttle

schedule slip f.'om.a forecast of 50 flight's

this year toa' reality or 17. d :shea ". -aw-j to

see Wash.r s-

of waruors- against new tecnnc
;

oqy rt ready

;r a space
i:Oi

,

|i.:i

An v.dh me glory

days of space Some v5 years ago.

Sputnik ': caught the nations'.attention as

no technological event eve- had. Suddenly,

t seemed as if we were rosing a race .

">: be
dangerously ia: behind. Each manned
Mercury.flight Drought hours of oovomee
on network television, followed closely

DSJ-

views The Gemini spa'cewaiks continued
the excitement. Then came the Apptio

pr;

:mmme m'drama.

nan suddenly Ids fervor oied.' Perhaps.-
:

in moon we
had forgotten that this was amy pan of a
grander design. Remaps il was jus!

|na; Vietnam, ed shocks, and Mio'east wars

captured trie-attention o
:

the nation at

large. No matter. MASAs budge-t. shrank,

and following fheend of the Apollo program.

Americas astronauts walf.eo nearly six"

yearn lor another niuni.

Today it is easy to suspect that we have
tie -si

..:. :
.

>i

ftmshed. arm i: worked. In eight ermine

ye ment
m; =

Ur a- base from

which to work in space'. Yet space seems so

have taken (,'. m ii > .i.>
,,

.!i;im

circ i

programs'. Where Is \iv::k<:> -vAnm;-, ':''

Where, arethe banquets.for smitm r/;As

reiiirr:.:i-q
:

irpir: their tourneys?

The answer 'if inn! they are in the rOmafito

pasl ,V:i ; y belong, i .' |u: I

one clue-.an he

role of spec
!.!:»!': .i

space for military purposes y'viost seem to

ignore the Soviet
:

Uriiori :

.s primitive but. -.'...

setup u / ieny it; i.g. ; Yet no one
:

' :...:: ..!.

!.. '.
ii ... ! :y -ii;.

accept this new technology as a logical

SOUi: e i

-.-: pons O: Ad : vi\

could depend: ..

And Ida' is trie nature of space today. We
have not ;csf interest in space, out it is no

longer a 'crusade. I: is a 'nature ieennology

that earns its way ny improving long-

distance ccmmunlcat ens and weather re

ports. No one holds banquets tor tire

' phone company.

.

.
Severe: things convince me that this is

not >wever. Enthusiasm i;y

space today is nor lost or even obsolete:

it merely awa som iew leve . mt.

perhaps a.major event, to focus or:.

One; b-.ir o\

these days that mass entertainment is-

dom nated dy the i'kes of Prince and
Madonna. huIK Megan ana Mr >". vet Holly-

wood's slick version of The nigh! Stuff

managed to pack the movie houses \o<

weeksi Cteanyr ine apace programs early

days remam good cox-once rnatenai

H'.i ,-:
years the national SoaceWeek activities

nave arown i

tfiifi cities. Between July '.S and July 24.

mall exhibits, science fairs—-even an

. amateur rock- ; , :.. .
, ill

. :eledratmg tne

wonder and value o- manned spaceflight.

More loan a
.,... »vi re '

,.' tod ;,
, tend

Am i /vi "li
: i ,'i ,. i.

...I ii horn ine

wnite HoLise. coluntnist Jack Anderson has

established the Young Astronauts Council.

its goal: to recruit thousands oi ooys arid

ir i- r ]( nd Sixteen tor

l
.

i
: l i

r.'i'
.
'i on. The

program,
i poi .mod by nea ,- a cozen:

major corporations

i.r :
: J:,:

: ire needed becaos.

id.' space

spe
as Mercury. Gemini, and Apollo ones

did. But it will happen In 15 or 20 years

private enterprise wit begin to carry private

rati,: ;
- n .c u mwiih satel-

lites but-' for vacations c

ov i i
!

i

!
.

I by NASA on years or

i
:. . ' ly i' i.i r irsl vv I.Ji

ers toward Mars, or; a

breaking as ihe Apcis-. i'i iilyhi was.

Enthusiasm will well up in us again. And
this time it w|: r-oi die cur after a few short

visits to the moon. Humamty is m space io
'

stay. And once spacr; travel becomes a

carnrnon, Tl costly term el Lourism everyone
will know HOC) .

A&niini Ainn 3. Alteuatd, J:. (USN. Rsrj
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The young swimmer springs from

the board into a powerful, perfectly

formed dive. Like a human missile,

his body rises to an impossible height.

Then he halts in midair and, tightly rolling

himself into a hurtling ball, executes a

quadruple somersault as he begins his

descent. His body unfolds, Ihen straightens

and slices the water below. An aquatic

machine, this twenty-first-century Olympian
was identified during early childhood and
programmed by the most advanced medical

and computer technology. A decade of

training has given him the grace of a dolphin,

the speed of a cheetah, and the strength

of half a dozen ordinary men.
He owes his superhuman ability,

moreover, to dozens of scientists at univer-

sity centers, corporate headquarters,

and secluded private labs around the world

who are currently trying to break the

barrier of human performance. In "Ultra

Sports" (page 38), writer Mark Teich and
Omni senior editor Pamela Weintraub

examine this ongoing effort to produce the

custom-designed superathlete, starting

with research that helped America win an
unprecedented 83 gold medals at last

year's Olympics in Los Angeles. "These men
are obsessively dedicated," Teich notes,

"in part because most are athletes

themselves. They have an intense personal

interest in their work."

That work, based on experimental

techniques from biofeedback and comput-
erized biomechanical analysis to electrical

stimulation, is drastically changing the
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way athletes are trained. "There is a great

deal of talk about maintaining the purity

of sports," Weintraub comments. "But

dedicated sthe:es are obsessed by
winning, and those who do not embrace
sports science will just not be competitive

in the years to come." The photographs
accompanying the article were taken

by Walter looss for the book Shooting for

the Gold: A Portrait of America's Olympic
Athletes, by Dave Anderson.

One of the most sports-minded men in

science today is neuroendocrinologist

Andrew Schally. who believes that if a

champion has no serious challengers, the

quality of his performance slips. Through-

out most of the Sixties, Schally and his

rival, endocrinologist Roger Guillemin, were
combatants in a bitter contest: Both men
were determined to isolate the brain's

hypothalamic hormones, which regulate

the pituitary, the pea-size gland that

influences everything from sexual behavior

to. growth. In 1977 they shared the Nobel
prize for their work.

In this month's Interview (page 62),

regular contributor Douglas Stein asks

Schally to discuss the world of neuroendo-
crinology, the interplay of hormones and
the nervous system. Not only is Schally

expanding our knowledge of the powerful

hypothalamic substances, Stein says,

he is.also racing to find new approaches in

the treatment of hormone-dependent
prostate and breast cancers, and he hopes
to develop radical new methods of

contraception, "Schally is an intensely

competitive scientist and a man of titanic

energy," Stein opines, "and he may one
day earn a second Nobel prize, one he

doesn't have to share with anyone.

"

While scientists like Schally employ their

expertise to improve the quality of life,

others find their research used lor sinister

purposes. In "Psi Soldiers in the Kremlin"

(page 80), writers Douglas Starr and
E. Patrick McGuaid reconstruct the bizarre

world of Soviet parapsychology research,

in which mind control and human manipu-

lation are the primary goals. Starr and
McQuaid traveled throughout the United

States and Europe, locating dissidents who
once worked in secret Russian laborato-

ries. And. the writers report, as recently as

1983. the Soviet government was allegedly

spending $10 million a year to investigate

psychic abilities for possible military appli-

cations. "We Were skeptical at first," Starr

comments. "The field of parapsychology is

full of missionaries and atheists, all very

convincing. But we have concluded that

whatever the Soviets are up to, the United

States government is taking them seriously."

Finally, in addition to exploring the surreal

world of psi, this month's Omni presents

some fantasy from the realm ol fiction

as well. In "The Songbirds of Pain," by Garry-

Kilworth (page 46), an ordinary woman,
caged by her relationship with a married

man, opts lor a radical alternative. And
in Robert Dunn's fantasy "The Kite Man"
(page 68). a traveling salesman arrives in a

small town to offer the children much more
than his beautiful wares.OO
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Gender Defender

1 take issue with the moral dilemma posed

by Carol Johmann at the beginning of

her article, "Sex and Morality" [Mind, May
1985]: "Do you think a man should steal

an expensive drug to save his dying wife if

he is too poor to pay for it?"

Why is the woman ill and the man
performing the action? The genders are

almost always portrayed this way: Women
are depicted as vulnerable, and men as

dynamic. The opposite formulation, in

which the husband is dying and the wile

considers theft, would probably be seen as

an anomaly.

Another underlying assumption is that

- trie man—not the couple—is identified as

being too poor to afford the drug. The
economic responsibility for the family is

seen as resting with the man. I agree with

Dr. Julia Wood, who states in the article that

these perceptions are socially conditioned.

Until society examines all the subtle

conditioning with which we're bombarded,
sexual equality will never be achieved.

Renny Christopher

Gilroy, CA

Super Bova
I
admire Ben Bova's essay "Science and

Science Fiction" [Continuum, April 1985],

Bova put science fiction into perspective,

showing how it can have a positive influence

on science itself.

Science fiction shows that we have the

intellectual capability of someday under-

standing the cosmos, provided we maintain

our faith and interest in doing so.

Ian M Migala

Plymouth, MN

Ear Bubbles

We greatly appreciate the publicity Omni
gave to the Innovative Hearing Corporation's

nonelectric hearing aid ["Ear Bubbles,"

Continuum, May 1985], but we wish to clarify

the following: The suggested retail price

of our product is $135, and it is available in

San Francisco; not San Jose.

Erin Bentley

Marketing Manager
Innovative Hearing Corporation

San Francisco

Mexicans and Aliens

As a devoted reader of Omni magazine

and as a Chicano, I deeply resent the

analogy made between Mexicans and illegal

aliens in Margaret Sachs's article "Illegal

Aliens of the Third Kind" [Antimatter, April

1985]. A publication that deals with science

and the world's mysteries can -hardly justify

comparing Mexicans with aliens from space.

People who come to the United States

to look for work or to seek political sanctuary

should no! be stigmatized as aliens. Lest

we forget, our founding fathers came to

America ior exactly the same reasons and

are today recognized as heroes. The

proper term (or a noncitizen who works

without a permit is undocumented worker.

Michael A. Cevallos

Los Angeles

Space Support

I couldn't agree more with Jack Anderson's

plea for increased space-exploration

funding [First Word, April 1985], but he

forgot one important point. Anderson speaks

of leaving tomorrow's youth with "a dream

to fulfill." Wouldn't it be great if we could

take even a fraction of the military's budget

and spend it on space research? We
could then create an effective world-peace

organization, dedicated to making the

earth a livable, practical, and sane environ-

ment. This is the challenge as I see it.

Richard J. Gehrke
Rocky Mountain House, Alta.

Hazardous Waste
In the article "Ceramic Beer" [Break-

throughs, January 1985], writer Bill Lawren
implied that a landfill operated by the

BKK Corporation, in West Covina, California,

has accepted radioactive wastes for

disposal.

The facility is licensed to accept hazard-

ous waste, but it is not licensed to accept

—

nor has it accepted—radioactive waste for

disposal. There is no evidence of any

radioactive wastes in the extensive ground-

water monitoring data available at the site.

Ronald R. Gastelum

General Counsel

BKK Corporation

Torrance, CADO



DIALOGUE

FDRunn
Omni welcomes speculation, theories,

commentary, dissent, and questions from

readers in this open forum. We invite you
to use this column to voice your hopes
about the future and to contribute to the

kind of informal dialogue that provokes

thought and generates breakthroughs.

Please note that we cannot return submis-
sions and that the opinions expressed here

are not necessarily those of the magazine.

Herpes Update
In March 1981, Omni described my research

on the use of adenosine monophosphate
(AMP) as a potential cure lor herpes virus

["Herpes Cure," Continuum], AMP which

has been available to physicians for 35
years, is a naturally occurring cellular

metabolite, and it has shown no side effects

or toxicity. The following is an update on

that research.

On March 8, 1985, the Journal of the

American Medical Association published

our report on a double-blind trial involving 32
patients suffering irom shingles. Shingles

generally affects people over the age
of fifty; it is characterized by blisters and
severe pain. Unlike other forms of herpes,

it is not contagious, but the blister. fluid

can produce chicken pox in people who
have never had the disease. The virus first

enters a child's body during a case of

chicken pox and lies dormant in nerve-cell

ganglions for decades. Later in life, stress,

disease, or lowered immunity can reactivate

the virus.

In our study, we gave 17 patients AMP
injections three times a week for four weeks.

The remaining 15 patients received a
placebo. By the end of the four-week period,

88 percent of the AMP-treated patients

found that their blisters had healed and pain

had vanished, compared with only 43
percent of the patients given placebos.

Those AMP patients who still had pain

continued with therapy and were free of

pain and blisters within three weeks. In

addition, all remaining placebo patients were
also given AMP injections. They, too,

recovered in |hree weeks. Two years after

the study ended, "we contacted all of our
patients; not one had had a recurrence of

lesions or pain. These results supported our
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earlier study (described in The British

Journal of Dermatology, March 1981) on

130 herpes zoster patients, none, of whom
have reported recurring pain,

Some doctors have expressed concern
about adenosine, a by-product of AMR
which they contend may be toxic to cells.

The body's red blood cells, however, readily

remove and detoxify large amounts of

adenosine Irom blood and tissues. We are

reasonably confident that this demon-
strates AMP's safety.

From our work, we conclude that AMP
injections promote faster healing and
prevent pain, which can persist for years if

left untreated. Early treatment of shingles-

related eye intection will prevent scarring of

the cornea, a condition that can result in

impaired vision.

Our continuing observations with genital

herpes and cold sores indicate that we
are able to suppress recurrences with first-

time infections— if they arc treated early.

Once blisters reappear, latency has been
established, and treatment becomes more
difficult; the best we can offer then is

control of the infection.

S. Harvey Sklar, M.D., MSPH
Englewood Hospital

Englewood, NJ

The World's Hardest I.Q. Test

I always thought that one of the aspects of

intelligence was rapidity of thought. If

so, why do you give readers an entire month
to complete the Omni-Mega I.Q. Test

[Games, April 1985]?

Warren Newcombe
Burlington, Ont.

Thank you for disillusioning me about the

intelligentsia. I used to be quite impressed

by high-I.Q. organizations but no longer.

."The World's Hardest I.Q. Test" was
challenging, entertaining, and interesting.

But it's a disappointment if it is, as you

claim, the toughest yet devised.

I'm not a genius by any means, but even
I was able to answer nearly every item

correctly The questions are well

documented in conventional sources, so

anyone capable of using reference material

comes off looking good.

When one considers that the Mega
Society—-which is limited to one person in

a million—has only 26 members, one might

conclude that 99 percent of the very intelli-

gent people in the United States have
better things to do than join mutual back-

patting societies.

Frank Garske

Yucca Valley, CA

The Games column is my favorite part of

Omni, and
I spent quite a bit of time on the

Omn/-Mega I.Q. Test. I didn't really care

about my I.Q. score— I took the quiz for fun.

I object to calling this quiz an I.Q. test

because the "best" answer is, in many
cases, a judgment of values and not of

intelligence. Suppose my answer to a

particular question differs from that of the

author of the test. He says his answer is

best and explains why; I reply that I can see

his point- but that I thought differently, and I

state my own reasons.

In other words. I like problems to which

the answers are available, even if it means
waiting for the next issue.

Malcolm Cogswell
Howick, Que.

Ronald Hoeflin, author of the Omni-Mega
Test, responds; In reply to Mr. Newcomb's
letter, I do not think that rapidity of thought

is a decisive criterion of intelligence. A
true genius like Beethoven or Einstein may
devote months or years to a problem, not

mere minutes. The common practice of

limiting I.Q. tests to an hour or so is probably

suited more to the convenience of super-

vising psychologists than to the nature

of genuine genius.

Mr. Garske, are you sure your answers
are correct? Of the first 1,000 Omni readers-

who attempted the test, fewer than 11

percent solved more than half the problems

correctly, and even the highest scorer

missed five problems.

As for Mr. Cogswell's claim that the quiz

is realty a measure of values, the Omni-
Mega Test took several years of research to

develop and is used for admission

purposes by three of the top high-I.Q.

societies. For this reason, I have no plans

to reveal the answers to the public.OO



RADIATION PILL

EARTH
By Sherry Baker

It's
hot and humid, and as you stretch out

by the poo!, you're only vaguely aware
of the radio droning its mixture of deejay

patter and rock. The noon news mentions

a small fire in a nuclear reactor 65 miles

away but when the reactor's RR. guy is

interviewed, he says, "Don't worry; no

cause for alarm,"

By five, though, that situation has
changed. "Molten fuel is seeping through

the building's foundation," the radio

blares, "and a meltdown of the core has

begun. Half a million people have already

started to evacuate the area surrounding

the plant." And now, a wind-blown radioac-

tive plume is headed inland. While you
will escape immediate, lethal radiation, the

air you breathe, the food you eat, every-

thing you touch will soon be contaminated

with radioactive iodine, the most pervasive

and damaging component of fallout from

nuclear power plants and weapons. (Other

fallout materials include radioactive noble

gases and radiocesiums, but if you're

far enough from the accident or blast, the

body does not absorb these in quantity.)

This far from the reactor, there are no

evacuation plans. The streets are jammed
with cars. Although radioactive iodine, a

major cause of thyroid cancer and other

symptoms of radiation sickness is already

on its way, it's impossible to leave.

Your choices are limited. If you do nothing.

you run the risk of developing cancer. You

should at least stay inside and cover your

face with a cloth mask. The best defense: a

nonprescription drug that will block the

radioactive iodine your body takes in. But

there is a problem. No government agencies

or pharmacies even stock the drug, known
as potassium iodide, or Kl.

There's nothing mysterious about Kl,

according to Princeton University physicist

Frank von Hippel. who has studied the

drug for a decade. Harmless Kl simply binds

- to sites in the thyroid, preventing it from

taking up the toxic radioiodine.

Moreover, he adds, a number of tragic

and near-tragic incidents have emphasized
the importance of distributing Kl around

the world. On March 4, 1954. for instance,

the United States tested a large nuclear

.bomb, spewing fallout over the populated

western Pacific atoll of Ronge'ap. Detailed

lend olf radiation.

studies over the 20-year period following

the explosion showed that nearly everybody

exposed to the radioactivity had been
operated on for thyroid problems. And if

the nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island had
actually melted down in 1979. Von Hippel

adds, thousands more people would have

developed thyroid problems as well.

But in 1979 there were no large quantities

of Kl in stock anywhere. And today the

situation is virtually the same. Only a few

states, including Alabama, Tennessee, and

Vermont, have moved to stockpile Kl.

And federal officials have managed to skirt

the issue for years.

In response to Kl studies by Von Hippel

and others, for instance, the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission claimed that

evacuation was more effective than the

drug, whose side effects include skin

rashes and swollen mucous membranes.
These claims were vehemently rejected

by scientists. Panic and traffic jams, some
pointed out, might make evacuation impos-

sible. And another group, including repre-

sentatives of the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (FDA), declared that benefits of the

drug certainly outweigh the risk.

To quell the protest, in fact, the FDA
moved to make Kl a nonprescription drug

that would be quickly available in case
of emergency. But the companies approved

to market Kl—Roxanne Laboratories,

Carter-Wallace, and Anbex—were asked to

refrain from selling it ("If consumers obtain

the drug on their own," the FDA explains,

"they may take it before it's necessary")

The only one to take a positive step,

it seems, has been Alan Morris, president

of New York-based Anbex. Rejecting the

FDA's request, Morris has begun to market

Kl in pill form under the name IOSAT.

"People have a hard time believing that

potassium iodide works," Morris says, "but

if a nuclear accident does happen, every-

one will want Kl, and there won't be enough."
.

That's too bad. Jan Beyea, senior

research scientist at the National Audubon
Society, says that "without the drug's

protection, fifty percent of the exposed
population might well suffer from thyroid

cancer. With potassium iodide, we could

knock that down to only five percent."OO



HAUTE CUISINE

By Alcestis Oberg

f^ I hen Franklin Chang, America's

i!
'

I

' I first Hispanic astronaui, joined

mm mm the space corps, he withstood

all the necessary medical tests, worked
60- to 80-hour weeks, and gladly made the

speaking engagements NASA set up for

him. While in training, however, he finally put

his foot down. He refused to drink the

instant coffee served on the shuttle.

"I was born in Costa Rica," explained

the naturalized American. "There, it's like

committing a sin to drink instant coffee."

Chang, a physicist, decided to do
something about the shuttle's Java. He
invented the first kitchen appliance for

space: a zero-gravity percolator. NASA
won't release information on how the

percolator works until it's patented, but the

space agency does hope lo send this

gizmo along on future shuttle flights.

The problems of eating and drinking in

space aren't limited to bad coffee. Prepared

in advance of the journey, shuttle meals

tend to be boring. Part of the reason for this:

Making meals from scratch in zero g is

next to impossible.

Even a world-class cook would be at a

loss. Electric and gas ovens depend on

convection currents, which are absent in

space. NASA has devised a special

convection oven equipped with fans that

distribute the heat evenly. But because
of the shuttle's power restraints, the oven's

highest setting is 180"—too low for cooking

food. It takes up to an hour just to heat a

meal in this oven.

Other common cooking methods aren't

acceptable in space, either. The oil used in

stir-frying would keep the meat and
vegetable slices in the wok, bul quickly

stirring the pieces would send them flying.

Flame broiling and barbecuing are out

because a sustained flame can't burn in a
space capsule without creating a hazard.

Furthermore, foods behave differently in

zero g. Breads may not rise. Pancakes
won't stick to a griddle. And fat will congeal

on the outside of meat.rather than dripping

Intoa pan.

The iterns we call the staples of life

—

flour, sugar, salt—are nuisances because
of their consistency. No sooner would their

containers be opened than tiny particles

would end up in the astronauts' eyes, ears,

and noses, as well as in equipment.

For safety reasons, dietitians liquefy the

salt and pepper sent on the shuttle. Such

condiments as mustard, mayonnaise, and

catsup come in small packets. Why not

store seasonings in large tubes? "The shape
is not acceptable," says Rita Rapp, the

astronauts' chef. "It reminds everybody of

toothpaste."

Cleaning up also presents a challenge.

Drips, spills, crumbs, and refuse float

freely. One consolation: Liquids tend to

stick together in globules like liquid mercury,

so you can capture a spill with a container,

instead of mopping it up.

Already, astronauts have begun to use

their ingenuity when preparing meals in the

shuttle. During brief periods of weightless-

ness on the KC-135 aircraft, astronauts

faced with the dilemma of making

sandwiches in zero g solved it by building

the sandwiches in Iheir mouths.

"You have to hold at least one piece of

bread in your mouth as you smear on

the mustard." says astronaui Rhea Seddon.

Next comes a layer of bologna, followed

by a slice of cheese.

Clearly, chefs will need to come up with

new utensils and new techniques if they

are to cook in space. In some cases they

may use less familiar methods to prepare

food aboard the shuttle. In tandoori cooking,

for example, meats and vegetables are

placed on a skewer and cooked by

contained radiant heat.

Some equipment will simply take on new
duties. For instance, a calibrated syringe

becomes a measuring cup. An electric

centrifuge with mixing attachments can

substitute for a blender and Dutch oven:

Ingredients can be blended and then

cooked in it without floating out, as they

would from an ordinary kilchen pot.

Once chefs have the proper equipment,

they should be able to whip up old favor-

ites. Here's how a future recipe for space

cake might read:

Equipment needed: centrifuge with

attachments and lid; convection oven;

pressure-driven flour canister with nozzle;

liquid ingredients in calibrated syringes;

other ingredients in tubes.

Attach blending hooks inside centrifuge.

Close lid and start centrifuge. Keep open

small hole in lid to add ingredients.

Cream one half pound butter until soft.

Inject two cups sugar, a few tablespoons at

a time, creaming thoroughly until light and

fluffy. Squirt in one teaspoon vanilla and

one half teaspoon almond extract. Add one

half cup liquefied prebeaten eggs, beating

very well. Through a special nozzle inject

three cups flour, one tablespoon liquefied

baking powder, one quarler teaspoon

liquefied salt, and one cup reconstituted

milk. Alternate dry and liquid ingredients

very carefully to ensure thai the flour adheres

to the mixture.

When well blended, stop centrifuge.

Spoon batter (it will not pour) into two lidded

nine-inch baking pans.

Bake in 350° convection oven until golden.

Cool. Decorate with pretinted butter-

cream frosting in tubes.

Adjustments: If the cabin pressure is

lowered for a spacewalk, adjust ingredients

for high-altitude baking. If you want

Kentucky bourbon cake, substitute one

cup of bourbon for milk.DO



JUNGLE JITTERS

EXPLDRATIDTUS
By Peter Tyson

eep in ihe jungles of Ecuador,

miles irorn the nearest footpath,

eight bedraggled American

ornithologists stared blankly at the Indian

squatting before them. He had just disclosed

that a group of headshrinking Indians had

decided to murder them. Although the

Americans had known from the beginning

that their expedition wouldn't be easy,

they had no idea it would get this harrowing.

For four weeks the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences research

team had slashed trails through arm-thick

vines and slogged through knee-deep

mud as they advanced slowly into the

. previously unexplored Corillera de Cutucu

(literally "The Mountains of Moss"). They

had planned the expedition to study the

unique wildlife of this inaccessible mountain

range in the Amazon basin.

"Because of the tremendous length and

broken nature of the Andes, many wildlife

populations have developed in isolation

here," explains Robert Ridgely, a world

authority on South American birds and an

organizer of the 1984 expedition. "The

topography and the stability of the climate

have allowed a great many different kinds

of species to develop in the Andes. We
hoped to find evidence of such speciation

in the Cutucu."

The expedition began in Logrono, a

small frontier town in southeastern Ecuador

that sits at the edge of Indian-controlled

lands. The Ecuadoran government had

granted the scientists permission to enter

the Cutucu, but since the Shuar Indians

have been the sole inhabitants of the Cutucu

for 400 years, they ultimately decide who
will come and go. The team made several

attempts to contact the Indians, explains

Ridgely. "They were reluctant to grant

permission, but we finally persuaded' the

Shuar representatives in Logrono to let

us in." What the scientists didn't realize is

that these representatives don't always

speak for the jungle tribes.

After hiring local Shuar porters and

loading mules with bundles of camping

and scientific gear, the Americans set

off across the primitive swaying bridge that

links Logrono with Shuar land. But difficul-

ties arose almost before the bridge was out
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of sight. The mules, unaccustomed to the

rigors of mountain trekking, stumbled

and fell often on the steep slopes ot the

Cutucu, dropping valuable food supplies

and delicate scientific equipment into

the thick mud of the jungle trails. One mule

died in a 30-foot fall. After only iwo days,

the mule drivers, unwilling to risk losing any

more animals, abandoned the expedition

and returned to Logrono with their animals.

The party waited almost a week until

additional Indian porters were recruited.

"We never knew when we were going to

have to abort the whole trip," recalls Frank

Gill, chairman of the academy's ornithology

department and, with Ridgely, coleader

of the expedition.

Despite the difficulties, scientific work

did begin once base camp was established

(there were at least six camps during the

two-month trip). The team strung fine nylon

"mist" nests in the forest to gently ensnare

tropical birds, many of which had never

been seen before. They then photographed

the birds and recorded their songs. The

rare photographs will be added to the

academy's vast collection, called VIREO

Shuar Indian: the lawgiver of the jungle.

(Visual Resources in Ornithology).

They killed two specimens of each bird

species and packed the bodies carefully in

cotton for the return trip to the United

States. Of 100 anatomical specimens they

donated to the Smithsonian, 10 specimens

were the first of their kind ever retrieved

from the wild.

Though primarily ornithological, the

expedition also collected specimens of

other animals for the institutions that helped

sponsor the trip. All mammal specimens

were given to Ecuador's National Museum
of Natural History, in Quito, a cosponsor

of the expedition. The spiders went to

Harvard University, and the frogs to the

University of Kansas. Among the 1.000-plus

insects collected, academy entomologists

identified several new species.

It was about a month into the trip that a

Shuar strolled into camp toward dusk,

asking to be hired as a porter. He later

revealed that one group of deep-jungle

Shuar planned to kill the expedition

members and steal their equipment. The
Americans, well-armed with shotguns,

remained on the alert (and slept little) for

the rest of the expedition.

"The Jivaro [of which the Shuar are a

subgroup] were actively shrinking heads

until some thirty years ago." says Peck,

who discovered a human scalp wedged
under ihe roof of an abandoned hunting

shack. "That tends to discourage a lot

of travel through their country."

. Dwindling food supplies and rising

tension finally forced the scientists to leave

the Cutucu after eight weeks of intensive

work. They traveled on little-used trails,

sometimes at night, giving known Shuar

villages wide berth. Thoroughly exhausted,

they made it out of the Cutucu. Knowing

that the gringos were well-armed and had

promised them leftover supplies seems

to have kept the Indians at bay.

As much of an ordeal as it seemed, the
,

expedition did not kill the ornithologists'

enthusiasm for their work. Ridgely has

already returned to Ecuador to collect

material for a book on South American birds.

Gill plans to return to Ecuador, although

not to the inhospitable Cutucu. "Oh, the trip

was great fun . .

." he laughs, "once."DO
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:hemical ecstasies

In
Homer's Odyssey, Helen of Troy filled wine cups with ne-

penthe, a potion that banished pain and sorrow. Similar to hash-

ish and opium, the mythical nepenthe represented an ideal drug,

perfectly safe and enjoyable. Seeking to remedy their ills and

misfortunes, the ancient Greeks replaced human sacrifice, in which

the victims were called pharmakoi, with better living through phar-

macology. Many of their herbs and drugs are found in today's

medicines, but the ideal nepenthe for both therapeutic and social

use has remained an elusive yet fetching possibility.

From Homer to Aidous Huxley, dreams of a brave new world of

chemical ecstasies have haunted our literature and inspired our

research. Huxley's fictional mind-lulling "soma" is now the trade

name ofa modern muscle relaxant; a few puffs of cocaine smoke

can magically transform Dr. Jekyll into Mr. Hyde; and California's

Moksha Laboratories, named after the psychedelic in Huxley's

Utopian Island, is searching worldwide for botanical nepenthes.

The quest has been guided by the dreams and nightmares of

science-fiction elixirs. Author Robert Silverberg reviewed these

substances for the National Institute on Drug Abuse and noted

that future drugs, like his own fictional potions—"tingle" and

"mindblot"—will be used as euphorics, panaceas, mind expand-

ers, and controllers. The stories in the science-fiction anthology

Strange Ecstasies suggest that the drugs will work in both medical

and nonmedical settings. Researchers from academia. the Rand

Corporation, and the Hudson Institute have endorsed this vision,

predicting the arrival of an ideal potion by the year 2000.

This Utopian substance would balance optimal positive effects,

such as therapeutic efficacy or pleasure, with minimal or non-

existent toxic consequences. But the quest for such a' substance

is difficult. The pharmaceutical industry spends more than $3 bil-

lion a year to find therapeutic "magic bullets" wiih acceptable

combinations of advantages and risks. Research with recreational

drugs may encounter bullets of a different kind.

Los Angeles biochemist Ronald Burkholder, for instance, was
trying to synthesize a "peace pill" by twisting a ring of cyclohex-

ane molecules, when he discovered PHR an analog of the devilish

PCP. After swallowing the pill, he stripped, climbed a pole, and

was shot six times, fatally, by a policeman. Biochemist Alexander

Shuigin has fashioned drugs for enhancing sensations, reliving

childhood fantasies, unblocking creativity, or taking a weekend

trip. The trips, however, are not always pleasant or controllable.

Nepenthe is still not here. Or is it?

Nepenthe is now the name of a restaurant nestled between the

redwoods and the Pacific coast of northern California, Just down

the road, at the Esalen Institute, investigators recently spent a week

toasting and tasting the newest chemical contender for Homer's

cup: MDMA. Synthesized from nutmeg :n 1914, the year opium

and cocaine were banned in the United States. MDMA was ig-

nored until Shuigin discovered its psychedelic effects in 1976 and

users dubbed it Ecstasy (XTC), Since then 30,000 doses have

been distributed each month.

One dealer gives written "flight instructions" promising that while

XTC is "kissing in your veins" during the hour-long voyage, you'll

experience happiness, security, peace, and freedom. That should

end ail wars, but secret U.S. Army tests in the Fifties found that it

also ended the lives of experimental animals. Low doses reduce

toxicity but leave subjects with clenched jaws, wiggly eyes, and

high blood pressure. Users are told this is a "de-stressing" proc-

ess and that the nausea and vomiting are all in their minds.

XTC can call up hidden emotions and thoughts. Shuigin de-

scribes this as disinhibition, whereby empathy and mutual trust

are enhanced. Psychiatrists report XTC improves communication

with patients, but these claims remain unproved, Despite users'

occasional anxiety, depression, and hallucinatory confusion, ther-

apists insist there is benefit without abuse. Commuters in Chicago

may also have benefited when a psychiatrist who had taken XTC
was found directing rush-hour traffic.

The Drug Enforcement Administration recently banned XTC with

an emergency one-year controlled substance classification. Even

so, evangelical pushers still talk of turning on the Pentagon, while

enchanted psychiatrists lobby against bans, proof that the dream

of nepenthe is still alive. The dream has been disturbed by the

night terror of MDMAs toxicity, reminding us that we are like chil-

dren charmed by Circe, the magical pharmacologist who lulled

travelers with promises of ecstasy. To find our dream, we must first

outwit Circe and her sorcery that changed men into beasts and

imprisoned them forever.—RONALD K. SIEGEL

Ronald K. Sieget is a psyche-pharmacologist at UCLA's Neuropsychi-

atry Institute and past president ol Moksha Laboratories.
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THE REAL SECRET OF
THE PYRAMIDS

Cou!d the Egyptian pyra-

mids have been astronomi-

cal observatories?

That's one popular theory,

bolstered by the belief that

a passageway that descends
from the north tace of the

Great Pyramid of Khufu was
designed to point at the

North Star.

Now Dick Walker, of the

U.S. Naval Observatory,

in Flagstaff, Arizona, says

that the angle of the pas-

sageway had nothing to do
with astronomy. It was simply

a smart contractor's deci-

sion—designed to help

the Egyptians move large

stone blocks in a hurry,

Today, the 377-foot shaft

points to a spot 26.5230°

above the north horizon.

Thai's actually a few degrees
from Polaris, the North Star,

but the earth's poles have

gradually changed since the

time of the pharaohs. In

the early nineteenth century,

British astronomer John
Herschel calculated that in

2800 B.C., when the pyramid

was built, the passage would

have pointed at Thuban.
the North Star of the time.

That started generations of

speculation about the astro-

nomical purposes of the

pyramids.

Recalculating the earth's

wobble with modern meth-

ods, however, Walker found

that Thuban was not visible

from the base of the passage
in 2800 b.c. He wasn't suTt

prised. He says the ancient

Egyptians knew no trigonom-

etry, little astronomy, and
had trouble with fractions.

They did know that Sirius
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rose in the sky before the

Nile flooded, but their earliest

map of the constellations

dates from 1 ,500 years after

the great pyramid.

Then why that angle?

Walker says its one at which
blocks could be slid easily

downhill to seal the pharaoh's

tomb inside the pyramid, ft

also is roughly the angle

formed by going two blocks

over and one block up.

—Jeff Hecht

"Sociability is just a big smile,

and a big smile is nothing

but teeth."

—Jack Kerouac

TINTED WINDOWS FOR
SEA TURTLES

Luxurious oceanfront

condominiums in parts of

Florida will soon sport tinted

windows—to save the lives

of baby turtles.

Every year thousands of

sea turtles swim ashore

on Florida beaches and lay

their eggs in the sand. When

the hatchlings emerge from

their shells, usually at night,

they march resolutely toward

the water and swim out to

sea. At least that was the way
it used to work, before man-
kind arrived with electric

lights that disorient the turtles

and lure many of them to

their deaths.

"Hatchling turtles are

attracted to light, not water,"

explains Ross Witham,
director of sea-turtle research

for the Florida Department
of Natural Resources. "In

pristine or undeveloped

areas, the brightest area is

the water because it reflects

more light than the surround-

ing landmass."

There are few pristine or

undeveloped areas left

on Florida's east coast, how-
ever. Baby turtles now
emerge to a bewildering

world, where the brightest

area is likely to be a massive
high-rise condominium to

the west of the beach. The
hatchlings who move in

that direction are often

crushed by cars on beach-
front highways; others die

of dehydration.

To prevent that, three

Florida counties have agreed
to take measures to protect

the imperiled turtles, including

requiring tinted windows on

all new condominiums so

that less light reaches the

beach to disorient them. "We
realize that [sea turtles] are

an endangered species,"

one county official says. "If we
want to prevent their extinc-

tion, we have to take certain

steps."

The decision was not

universally applauded. "It's

pure nonsense," a city man-
ager ot one coastal city

declares. "When someone
goes to the expense of

putting up a condominium on

the beach, they shouldn't

be told what to do. They have

rights, too."—Robert Deckert

"If you don't know where you

are going, you can never

get lost.
"

—Herb Cohen



Some scientists claim th;

the human nose can sniff

out more lhan 5,000 distinc

tions in odor, an ability of

which the multibillion-dollai

fragrance industry is

much aware. But di

senses, smell has lor

the least underst

A massive effort to correi

that shortcoming was con-

tained in a recently released

report that took researchers

five years to compile ai the

University of Pennsylvania's

Clinical Smell and Taste

Research Center. According

to Richard Doty, its director, !

this wasn't your ordinary

university study,

Researchers tested 1,955

participants from ages 5

to 99, seeking olfactory infor-

mation from university em-
ployees, residents of homes
tor the elderly, students,

summer campers, and health-

fair attendees. All were
asked to smell a collection of

what is inelegantly known
as "scratch and sniff" sam-
ples of menthol, peanuts,

soap, lilacs, pine, cheddar
cheese, pizza, onion, motor
oil, root beer, and dill pickles,

among other odiferous items

that Doty said were chosen

by a variety of psychological

and chemical criteria.

The results? Well, women
have a better sense of smell

than men do, and smokers
scored worse than nonsmok-
ers. But of more interest to

Doty was that after the age of

sixty, a human's sense o!

smell begins to tail off mark-

edly. The abjlity to distinguish

between odors declines

through the age of eighty

and virtually vanishes after

[ridings,"

he said, "it's; not' surprising

that many elderly people
complain.that food doesn't

taste very- good to them."

More important, he says, is

that this sensory decline

means an elderly person can
no longer detect gas leaks,

smoke, or fire or tell a good
chicken in the refrigerator

from a bad one. The results

of the Pennsylvania study

could have far-reaching ef-

fects on- the field of

gerontology.

So little was known about
our sense of smell until

"'

recently, says Doty, that test-

ing for it was akin to "testing

for visual acuitywithout

an eye chart. Now we have, if

you will, a nose chart that

physicians can use to test a

patient's sense of smell."

—George Nobbe

"
i beheve that the human

imagination never invented

anything that was not true, in

this world or any other.

"

—Gerard de Nerval

hamburger, long

ized as a distinctly

American gastronomic expe-
ience, has taken on an un-

;hy connotation among
titness freaks. But the ham-
burger's greasy reputation

has just received a boost In

a recent experiment, a

chemical extract from fried

burger beef protected labo-

ratory mice against cancer.

Food microbiologist (and

hamburger lover) Michael

Pariza, of the University

of Wisconsin, in Madison,

exposed 40 mice to the

deadly chemical carcinogen

DMBA. Twenty of the ro-

dents, previously given the

protective, anticarcinogenic

burger extract (which is

called mutagenesis modula-

tor), developed two thirds

fewer tumors,

"The idea that anticarcino-

gens are in food isn't new,"

Pariza says. "Until now.

though, foods thought of in

this regard have all been
edible plants, such as the

cruciferous vegetables-
cabbage, broccoli, and
cauliflower, Our contribution

' has been to show that food

i
derived from animals, in

;
this case hamburger, can also

! have ant!carcinogens."

. Actually, hamburgers do

|
contain minuscule amounts of

j

known carcinogens. But

j

much greater levels of anti-

;
carcinogens, Pariza sug-

i gests. render the cancer-

!
causing constituents abso-

I lutely harmless.

|

"Our thinking is that this

I particular anticarcinogen may

j

be truly significant, "he

I
says, "but we've done only a

j

limited animal testing, and

i
we aren't, suggesting that

! people eat len pounds of

j hamburger every day,"

—Eric Mishara

"I have always felt that doubt

i

was the beginning of wis-

: dom and the fear of God was
: the end of wisdom."

—Clarence Darrow
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NIGHTMARESAND
CREATIVITY

The Strange Case of Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde tells the

nightmarish tale of a doctor

who becomes a monster.

Actually, the story was a

nightmare—a dream that

haunted author Robert Louis

Stevenson. Now a psychia-

trist reports that it's no wonder
Stevenson had such terrify-

ing dreams. Nightmares,

he says, are closely linked to

creativity.

Dr. Ernest Hartmann, of

Tufts University, spent years

studying people who have

at least one nightmare a
week. He subjected 50 suf-

ferers to interviews and per-

sonality, inkblot, and medical

tests. The results led Hart-

mann to tie nightmares to thin

"boundaries."

Boundaries are the mental

divisions that we place

between sleeping and wak-

ing, seeing and imagining,

and between ourselves and
others. "People with frequent

nightmares appear to have

'thin' or permeable' bounda-

ries," says Hartmann. They're

sensitive, vulnerable, and
prone to feeling helpless

—

emotions that nightmares

often express. Thin bounda-
ries may also correlate with

creativity. Hartmann found

that of the nightmare sufferers

he observed, "almost all

exhibited creative or artistic

tendencies."

On the other hand, thin

boundaries can also be a
curse. Hartmann found many
sufferers had mental illness

in their families or had the

tendencies themselves.

"Nightmares might be like

a tiny bit of madness," con-
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eludes Hartmann. He says

that a child who has them
might be directed toward ar-

tistic pursuits. At the same
time, you'd want to watch for

signs of schizophrenia.

—Douglas Starr

"The first human being who
hurled a curse instead of

a weapon against his adver-

sary was the founder of

civilization,
"

—Sigmund Freud

LEPROSY'S SUGAR
COATING

Fifteen million people
suffer the horrors of leprosy,

a tropical disease that de-

stroys human nerves and
skin. Doctors treat the

with sulfa drugs and antibiot-

ics. Because leprosy bacte-

ria grow persistently and
slowly, however, patients often

must take the drugs for life.

But recent experiments

suggest that a permanent
cure may not be far off.

The research—conducted

at the Albert Einstein Medical

College, in New York, and

at Venezuela's National

Institute of Health—shows
that leprosy works by fooling

the human immune system

into ignoring it. Normally,

regulatory cells tell other dis-

ease-fighting cells that an

invasion is taking place, and

then, after the invasion is

repulsed, these cells switch

off the others.

Leprosy bacteria fool the

regulatory cells into switching

off the defense before it

begins. The Einstein re-

searchers have traced this

trickery to a waxy coating on

the surface of the Mycobac-
terium leprae. They've found

that a sugar molecule in

the coat seems directly re-

sponsible for switching off the

immune system. When they

added the coating without the

sugar to a solution of human
cells, the normal immune
reaction took place.

Of the many people who
contract leprosy, only a
minority suffer its most hid-

eous form. It's those people,

says immunologist Vijay

Mehra, a member of the Ein-

stein team, whose immune
systems are most susceptible

to the bacteria's trick.

To counter that, scientists

developed a vaccine of dead
leprosy bacteria combined
with another bacterium

that generally activates the

human immune system.

The dead bacteria don't keep
producing the waxy coating.

That gives the immune sys-

tem a chance to prepare

an adequate defense.

So far the vaccine has

been tested on several hun-

dred leprosy patients in

Venezuela, More than half

with the most serious form

developed an immunity.

"It was the first time leprosy

patients have shown an

immune response," says

Mehra. "Some patients were

cured in two to three years."

Currently, the Venezuelans

are inoculating 60.000 against

the disease as a test,

—Douglas Starr

"Life is nothing but a

continuous succession of

opportunities for survival.
"

—Gabriel Garcia Marquez

Leper: A victim of leprosy bacteria's sugar coating, which foots the

body's regulatory ceils into turning otf the immune system.



MUTANT CAT

For more than two de-

cades, biological breeding

laboratories have been
providing hairless mice for

cancer research and for

studies dealing with cosmet-

ics, dermatology, and irradia-

tion It seems only appropri-

ate that biologicai chance has

now seen fit to provide hair-

less mice with an equally

hairless cat.

The thirty-odd recognized

breeds of feline have just

been supplemented by

a brand-new variety: the

sphynx. Recently debuted at

the international Garden

Cat Club show, at New York's

Madison Square Garden,

the sphynx is definitely

something new in cats. Pop-
ularly known at the exhibition

as the E.T, cat, a three-

year-old male sphynx named
Shmonem was a hit of the

event. Born of normal devon
rex parents, the sphynx is

certainly not your average

tabby. Except for tufts of hair

around the eyes and nose
and at the end of a long,

ratlike tail, it is hairless. It runs

a body temperature two lo

three degrees higher than

other cats, and it also has a

healthy appetite to fuel the

metabolic heat loss.

The sphynx has pink and
gray markings that make
the skin look as though it were

covered with a coal of fine

down. The effect is engag-
ingly bizarre, much like

the E.T cat's cinematic

namesake.

Bred in Holland and cur-

rently living in France, the

sphynx was imported spe-

cially for the Garden Cat

Club show. According to

Vicky. Markstein. the show's

manager, the sphynx is

literally without price—there
are just too few of them.

Additionally, it is still uncertain

whether the breed is sterile.

Markstein, a senior research

staff member with IBM, said

that the Memorial Sloan-

Kettertng Institute for Cancer
Research was negotiating

to obtain twenty cc's of

sphynx blood for T-cell testing

in an immunological study.

"He's more intelligent than

the average cat," Markstein

said at a press interview

for ihe sphynx, Shmonem
coos like a pigeon rather than

meowing. He wags his tail

from side to side like a dog.

His vision is exceptionally

keen—apparently to com-
pensate for the lack of space-

orienting whiskers. The
sphynx is physically suited

only for a civilized, indoor

existence. Markstein pointed

out that without a coal for

heat retention and physical

protection, the sphynx would

soon perish in ihe wild.

The sphynx is apparently

ihe result of a chance muta-

tion. Markstein discounted

the imminence of bioengi-

neered housecais, noting that

there are far more lucrative

areas for genetic tinkering.

"We don't like to think about

him as a scientific curiosity,"

she said, stroking the cooing

E.T. cat. "He's just a wonder-

ful pet."—Edward Bryant

"You should never look at

somebody who's sleeping.

It's as it you were opening a
tetter that isn't addressed

to you.
"

—Sacha Guitry

CONSCIOUSNESS
GOES ONLINE

It was bound to happen.

The much touted revolution in

consciousness soon will be
wedded lo the equally touted

computer revolution.

CenterLink Information

Services—an immense li-

brary ot spirituai teachings,

psychology, and parapsy-

chology—plans to make
its vast information available

to Ihe public via computer
database.

Full texts of such classic

books as the Bhagavad Gita

and the Course in Mractes,

a three-volume system of

psyehospiritual therapy, will

eventually be available

over your modem. CenterLink

is also currently negotiating

to include ongoing editions

of Brain!Mind Bulletin.

Founder Witliam Whitson

ptans to have a subject/

author index of about 100,000

titles, with abstracts of some

25,000 books and articles,

ready by this summer. The
distilled best from the initial

3.000 books will be online by

spring 1986.

'"Developmental psychol-

ogy has witnessed an explo-

sion of interest in 'inner

development,' " says Whitson.

"Information on conscious-

ness studies, however, has

been scattered. A central

clearinghouse would have a

profound impact on both

theory and practice."'

Whitson says the database

is designed for "people

who are interested in con-

sciousness and spirituality but

who don't want to bother

with gurus, cults, or confer-

ences. " For example, a

subscriber who wanted to try

firewalking could easily

research the phenomenon
through CenterLink.

Also included would be
case histories for therapists,

support systems for counsel-
' ing ministers, and inventories

of speciaiisls and services

for subscribers interested in

personal growth. For exam-
ple, a minister faced with

counseling divorced parish-

ioners could log on to the

database and get the names
and addresses of divorce

specialists in his area.

CenterLink is not meant to

be an intellectual history of

ideas, insists Whitson. "Our

aim is to be useful." Plans

also include psychological

computer games as well

as retreat schedules for spir-

itual practices and speaker

programs.—Connie Zweig

"The mind is no boomerang.

Throw it far enough and it

won't come back,"
—Thomas McGuane
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Ordinarily, ali you needed
to get down in par on the

sixteenth hole at the exclusive

Bay Hill Country Club, near

Oriando, Florida, was a good
long iron or two and a crisp

putter. At least that was
alt you needed until last

spring, when the bryozoa

showed up.

Like golfers everywhere,

members at Bay Hill gradually

grow accustomed to their

own ineptitudes. Over the

years they learn how hard it

is to loft a soft bunker shot up
onto a green they cannot

see. But last winter, at the six-

teenth at Bay Hill, they'd hit

shots like that and hear their

balls land with a soft, plop-

ping sound in the middle

of what turned out to be a
mound of jelly.

Their problem was that a

four-foot- long bryozoa, in

all its Jello-ish, green-brown
splendor, had washed up
on the back nine at Bay Hill,

presumably from a nearby

freshwater pond. The discon-
:

certed members poked at

It with rakes and eventually

called the Orlando sheriffs

office to find out what manner

of creature had invaded
their club.

It took Vines Williams, a

biologist with the Ffortda

Game and Fresh Water Fish

Commission, to tell them

that the interloper was a

harmless colonial type, of one-

celled organism that really

had- no interest in swallowing

either golf balls or golfers.

The movie Blob met
teenagers; this

Si OMNt



SEX, SAMB1AN STYLE

Who are tne most sexist

men in the world? According

to Gilbert Herdt, they're the

Sambians of New Guinea.

The Stanford anthropologist

has spent a decade studying

the bizarre behavior of the

preliterate tribe, where secret

homosexual rituals involving

children have become estab-

lished custom.

Herdt lived with the tribe

six months before he found

out about its unusual prac-

tices. As early as age seven,

boys are taken from their

families to live exclusively with

men. From that time on they

cannot talk to, eat with, or

even look at any woman

—

even their mothers— until

they are married a decade or

more later. If they see a
woman on a path, they must
cover themselves with bark

capes and flea

Once in the men's houses,

they are inducted into a

homosexual cult, in the initia-

tion rite, the boys engage

: in oral sex with the older,

unmarried males, while music

: is played on flutes, the -tribe's

I
symbol of male dominance.

The boys are also forcibly

i nosebled and wounded in

j

various parts of the body
topurgelhemselvesof

I the female essence.

j

The tribesmen believe that

|
there is only a limited amount

;
of male sperm, or

|

"jerungdu," the essence of
: manhood, in the world,

i

and that the rite is necessary

I

for the boys to begin to

produce their'own. Upon

!

puberty, the older boys take
1 over the initiation of Ihe

1 ing, New Guinea style. Even

\
when they marry, the men

j

anxiously stuff leaves up their

! noses to block.the female.

|
odor, and the first bout of

|

maritai sex is oral, with the

women's bodies hidden

I by bark. Afterward the young
husband immediately rubs

. cold mud all over his body to

purify himself.

The new wives are often

imported from a hostile village
1

to avoid inbreeding, which

: further heightens male dis-

|

trust. The men also worry

:
about depleting [heir lifetime

i
store of sperm. "They are

. literally terrified that they will

die if they have sex with

i

their wives," says Herdt.

Eventually, however, helped

: by the high esteem in which

I

the role of husband and

j
father is held, heterosexual

!
enthusiasms are restored,

i One quarter of the men take

! a second wife, and adultery

;
is not unknown

j
Do the ritual practices

amount to child abuse?
' "That's a Western concept,"

;
says Herdt. "Context is all

important in evaluating the

:
meaning and value of such

behavior."' For the Sambians,

the practice is functionally

adaptive. "These rituals

are lied to the transformation

of boys into aggressive

warriors, which they believe

is crucial for the protection

of their society,"

—Anthor

"What terrible trs

life contrives for p—Fyodor Oostoyevski

Two physicians treating

cancer patients with the

antiviral protein interferon

made a startling discovery

recently. Inexplicably, a small

number of patients—2 out

of 85—grew amazingly long,

luxurious eyelashes. In fact,

when left untrimmed, one
woman's lashes curled up on

her forehead and down to

her chin.

"We have absolutely no
idea what caused the prolif-

eration of ihe eyelashes,"

says Kenneth A. Foon, head
of the Clinical Investigation

Section of the National Can-

cer Institute, in Bethesda,

Maryland. Foon conducted
the interferon therapy with

oncologist Paul Abrams.
The two doctors used

highly purified interferon,

manufactured by recombi-

nant DNA technology, in

1 what Foon calls "extremely

. large dosages, much higher

than the body produces on
its own," Both patients who
sprouted the superlong

. lashes were suffering from

non-Hodgkin's lymphomas

(cancers of ihe lymphatic

system). The conditions went

into remission after the inter-

feron therapy.

'After about six months of

treatment, we first noticed

that ihese patients, a man and

a woman, were growing

fantastically long eyelashes."

Foon recalls. "The growth

persisted well into the second

year of treatment, leading

to biweekly trimmings."

Whatever the mechanism
triggering the lash growth,

Foon points out that it seems
to be specific to certain

kinds of body hair, "The hair

on these people's heads

actually thinned. Their pubic

hair, however, began to

grow unusually long, along

with their eyelashes. It was
strange."

Foon cautions that inter-

feron shouldn't be used
for cosmetic purposes. "In

high dosages, it can produce

a lot of other not-so-pleasant

side effects," he explains,

"like fatigue, malaise, fever,

and a drop in the white blood

count."-—Sherry Baker
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CORAL PERIODONTAL
IMPLANTS

An ugly nuisance, coral

that grows with abandon in

the equatorial waters of

French Polynesia may be the

key to solving a periodontal

problem that has troubled

American dentists—and pa-

tients—for years.

It seems the coral in its

natural state, which is six to

eight feet below the water

surface off the coast of Tahiti

and Tetiaroa, contains cal-

cium carbonate and retains

its porous structure when
converted into a bone-

building substance called

hydroxyapatite. This new
compound, when implanted

in patients, appears to be
able to successfully regener-

ate bone eroded by perio-

dontal disease, which, in one
form or another, afflicts

three out of every four Ameri-

cans.

"Specialists have tried

many treatments in the past,"

says Fermin Carranza, chair-

man of the periodontics

department at UCLA, where

Polynesian coral may be a new
dental breakthrough.
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the hydroxyapatite is currently

being tested.

"Previous treatments."

says Carranza, "included

bone grafts taken from the

patient's mouth or hip, and
such synthetic implants

as plaster of Parts or tricalci-

um phosphate." But in every

case, he adds, such meth-

ods were unsuccessful or

even harmful, causing more
bone erosion or tooth loss.

The Polynesian coral,

which could be the salvation

of millions with severe gum
disease/was discovered

more than a decade ago by
scientists from Penn Slate

University. Only recently did

it occur to anyone that the

bleached and processed
coral heads could be turned

into a commercial product

that would actually promote
bone growth.

This coral is so plentiful in

the South Pacific that it

must occasionally be dyna-

mited to clear the shipping

lanes around Tahiti. Interpore

International, a firm in Irvine,

California, has been prying

chunks of the stuff from

the ocean floor and sending

it home for conversion into

hydroxyapatite.

Interpore, which is now
marketing hydroxyapatite,

says this new therapy will

prove so successful that mil-

lions of natural teeth will be
saved each year. Interpore

also regards hydroxyapatite

as a bone graft substitute

and sells the product for use
in rebuilding jawbones.

—George Nobbe

"When choosing between
two evils, I a/ways like the one
I've never tried before.

"

—Mae West

Artist's impression oi Mars Can you identity four literary

depictions—and one scientific sighting—0/ the red planet?

SF QUIZ NO. 3

The planet Mars has
fascinated science-fiction

writers and readers through-

out the twentieth century.

Although our growing knowl-

edge of the red planet has
made many early stories

obsolete scientifically, Ihey

are still read and enjoyed.

Can you identify the authors

who wrote about Wars,

based on the following de-

scriptions of the planet

(as taken from their stories)?

Just to make things interest-

ing, one of the descriptions

is of the Mars that NASAs
Viking landers photographed.

(The answers are given at

the end of the quiz.)

1. A dying world of canals

and dead-sea bottoms,

populated by ferocious 16-

fool-tall, four-armed green

Martians—among others.

2. A delicate world of

bone-china cities, with

houses that revolved to follow

the sun, whose inhabitants

were wiped out by chicken

pox when the first Earthmen
landed.

3. An arid, lifeless world

whose deserts were once
carved into thousand-mile-

long canyons by water that

has since vanished.

4. A planet inhabited by
coldly intelligent creatures

who launched an invasion of

Earth.

5. A nearly dead plane!

that was once the home of a

high civilization. It sent ex-

plorers to Earth who taught

the early Egyptians the

skill of writing.—Ben Bova
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Out of the lab

and into the stadium of Wmm$mm

BY MARK TEICH AND
PAMELA WEINTRAUB

ULTRA liiflliiii

Real 100-meter sprinter

Calvin Smith, competing in

the Olympics, and
the ideal (above and left)

stick-ligure runners

generated by computer

of high-tech trainer

Gideon Ahel. The figure of

a runner is digitally

copied into a computer

and reproduced to

analyze the runner's style.



^Ariel expects to

clone the muscle patterns

of superstars for

use by other athletes.^

Even
practicing on the track, Ed-

win Moses runs with rhythmic

precision, taking one identical

stride after the next. On every

thirteenth step, approaching each new
hurdle, he initiates a complicated se-

ries of movements. All in one beat, he

gracefully bends his back, tucks his

head toward his knees, and points one

arm straight ahead for balance. Sud-

denly he is airborne. Lead leg thrust

out like a saber, he seems momentar-

ily frozen in space, an icon of the ath-

lete's eternal quest for perfection.

Moses has come closer to perfec-

tion than any athlete in history. A two-

time Olympic gold medal-winner in the

400-meter intermediate hurdles, he

has set new world records on tour

separate occasions. Undefeated in his

event for the past eight years, he has

sprinted to victory 109 times in a row.

No other runner has ever done so well

in a single race so often.

What makes Moses's accomplish-

ment so extraordinary is the sheer in-

tricacy of his event. To win, he must
cover 400 grueling meters while nim-

bly leaping ten 36-inch-high hurdles.

Thermographic photographs o! swim-
mers (above) r-eiz coacnei analyze mus-
cle exertions, -r; different ;vater tempera-
tures in events like the freestyle (opposite).

all at a virtual dead-oul sprint. Inevi-

tably, it would seem, he must trip over

a hurdle; but in almost a decade he

has never taken a fall.

If you ask the top track-and-field ex-

perts in the country, they will say that

Moses is neither the fastest 400-meter

runner, nor the best pure hurdler. What
he is. though, is the world's greatest

student of his event. A National Merit

Scholar educated in physics and civil

engineering, Moses continually ana-

lyzes his performance with the latest

tools of modern technology.

Early and late in each season, he
scrupulously tests himself on weight

machines that give a computerized



readout of his strength and power in differ-

ent body regions; at a glance, he can see
whether he has muscle imbalances that may
slow his speed or even threaten injury. He
has worked with a team of technicians and

engineers to take high-speed videotapes

during training, then studied the tape frame

by frame to pinpoint any flaws in his tech-

nique. And during his most grueling work-

outs, he wears a heart monitor that records

his pulse rate every 30 seconds and relays

it to a computer memory in his wristwatch.

Hours later, he records the pulse measure-

ments and r e times

on a home computer.
"1 plot the figures oul on my computer's

bar graph, with training times on one axis

and pulse rate on another," says Moses. "If

'

I"run three miles five days in a row, I can see

a marked change on the graph. By the end

of the week, my heart rale is going up higher

and staying up longer, then coming down
faster and lower at the end of the workout.

That tells me I'm conditioning. In this way I

can see my prog 'esc visually overtime."

But despite Moses's refance on technol-

ogy, fellow athletes don't consider him a ma-
niac. Far from being an anomaly in sports,

he is a respcctec pioneer. Like the proto-

humans who carried the first blunt clubs into

battle or the hunter-gatherers who sent the

lirstwheel careen.ng down a hiil, he is a har-

binger of things to come.
With each passing year, the once straight-

forward (throw it fast, hit it hard) world of ath-

letics is becom ng increasingly complex. To

survive, competitor'.; ike Moses are resort-

ing to an array ol strategies continually de-

veloped in research labs arc on the playing

field itself. Working hand in hand with phys-

icists, physiologists, .and psychologists, they

are forging the lechniquos 'hal will revolu-

tionize athletics in the twenty-tirst century.

When thai rovoluaor has peaked, human
performance will enter a superhuman realm.

The future athlete will move faster, jump
higher, hil harder and comootc with iar more

skill, obliterating most of the body's sup-

posed limitations. This quantum leap will be

oropcl ed by such scientific tools as:

Computer programs that analyze the mo-

tion of every limb and muscle, suggesting

how the athlete can alter his or her move-
ments for optimal performance.

•An extensive series ol diagnostic tests to

identify future world-class athletes and de-

termine the best sport for each individual.

• Electrodes .that literally program an ath-

lete's muscles with electrical signals taken

from superstars.

• Biofeedback devices that measure phys-

iological features Irom heartbeats to brain-

waves, helping the athlete to fine-tune per-

formance from moment to moment during a

game or event.

natural outgrowths

of research tr-.a- has gathered momentum for

more than 20 years. I:ne spiritual father of

high-tech sports, workaholic Israeli Gideon
Ariel, got the ball rolling (so to speak) shortly-

after the 1964 Tokyo Olympics.

Back in the. Fifties, Ariel was a large and
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clumsy adolesce-at assessed with becom-
ing an athlete. After scrutinizing his options,

he decided that the discus offered him the

best chance of success. He was built for it,

and besides, the top Israeli discus thrower

had managed only an embarrassing 160 feet.

"I can do better than that," Ariel told himself

and began four years of training that Sports

Illustrated once called "'almost demented in

its intensity."

Despite his lack of natural ability Ariel

made the Israeli Olympic team in 1960 and
1964. Under the guidance of his coach,

LeRoy Walker, who saessed a scientilic ap-

proach to athletics, he eventually managed
to break the Israel record ps: before the 1960

games in Rome.
A few years later, driven by his love for

sports, he went on to study exercise science

at the University of Massachusetts. He pur-

sued his graduate saidies with the same in-

tensity he'd given to the discus, paying

careful attention to the laws of geometry and
physics slresscd by Walker.

<mThe findings

held firm: No matter what

the sport,

most professional athletes

exhibited

the left-brain alpha

waves just

before an events

Ariel soon understood that the laws of na-

ture were not truly accessible to the human
.eye. To compensate for the eye's deficien-

cies, he began to film athletes with high-

speed cameras. Then he took the film and
manually calculated the motion of limbs and
other body segments frame by laborious

frame. Using the laws of Newtonian physics

to measure performance! he discovered an

astounding fact: Even superstars made
moves that were wasteful or completely

wrong. Moreover, when they modified their

movements to conform to Ariel's analysis,

their performances invar aoiy improved.

But this new "biomechanical" approach

(in which the body was treated like a me-
chanical system) still had limitations. Be-

cause the mathematical formulations were

so complex, Ariel could work with only a small

number of athletes. And he certainly couldn't

analyze the dozens of body segments that

come into play.

Then, in 1968. Ariel discovered the com-
puter. Hewas walking through a medical lab

at Dartmouth when he saw someone using

a wand to touch a moving image on a tele-

vision screen. The fluctuating image, Ariel

explained, was ot an- expanding tumor. The

screen on which the tumor appeared con-

tained hundreds of tiny microphones. Each

flick of the wand (actually a sonic pen emit-

ting sound waves) activated one of the mi-

crophones, which relayed its position on the

screen to a computer's massive memory. In

essence, the computer was charting the co-

ordinates of the tumor as it grew.

Watching the Dartmouth system, one of

the world's first electronic digitizers, Ariel re-

alized this was the technology he had been

looking for. He could film athletes, then use

the digitizer to automatically enter their sub-

tlest motions into the computer. Once the

data were entered, Ariel's program could

create stick figures of an athlete in motion.

By modifying the iigures to test different po-

sitions and spec-os. Ariel would finally arrive

at an optimal model whose mechanics would

lead to the best performance.

It didn't take long before Ariel was re-

cruited by the United States Olympic Com-
mittee (USOC) at its new headquarters, in

Squaw Valley, California. In 1976 he helped

the committee evaluate top discus throwers,

including MacWilkins.

Wilkins, the computer revealed, reached

exceptional speed when he whirled with the

discus; but when he planted his leg to throw,

he directed too much energy into his toot. If

Wilkins could change his positioning slightly,

Ariel declared, he would send that energy

into the discus tsell. improving his throw by

30 percent. Wilkins broke the world record

the second time he put Ariel's advice to the

lest, and he went on to win the Olympic gold

medal in Montreal.

Ariel soon had equal success with divers,

figure skaters, and track stars. Over the

years, his technology improved. By the early

Eighties, he was able to film athletes at the

speed of 10,000 frames per second and

project the image onto a screen containing

20,000 ultrasensitive microphones. The in-

formation could be converted to three-di-

mensional images of athletes traveling

through their entire range of motion. Each

image could be frozen at any point or from

any perspective for observation.

With this high-level technology at his dis-

posal, Ariel performed his greatest miracle

just last year. It all began, he explains, when
he was asked to help revitalize the US.

women's volleyball team—a team of losers.

After examining team members, Ariel

could see why the group was only number
54 in the world: Most of the players were

physically wrong for the game. Physics dic-

tates that, for purposes of reach and lever-

age, the ideal volleyba I piayer should be tall.

But the average member of the the U.S.

women's team was five feet four inches.

Moreover while the world's best volleyball

players had superb coordination, the U.S.

team was merely adequate in this regard.

Based on their guidelines, Ariel and coach

Ari Salinger, a fellow Israeli, found a number
of new players who seemed to fit the bill. But

according to the computer, there was no po-

tential star. Their solution was revolutionary.

Instead of restricting themselves to the na-

tion's pool of volleyball players, they de-



Whatdo Beethoven's Ninth,

the destruction oftheDeath Star,

Mozart's laughandrockvideo's
latest thrillerhave incommon?
Uncommon sounds. Sounds that make

exceptional demands on your audio system.

Because from the crescendo of a massed
chorale to the detonation of proton torpedos,

the sounds ofmodern entertainmentreward

audio high-performance as never before.

And nothing performs like Yamaha
Yamaha's sophisticated new R-9 re-

ceiver is designed to make the most of

today's home entertainment possibilities.

With seven audio and three video hookups,

the R-9 can serve as the control panel for

your entire home audio/video system. And
because it has a separates-quality 125-watt-

per-channel* amplifier with Auto Class

A Power amplification, it provides the high

power and wide dynamic range that add a

whole new dimension to your home enter-

tainment experience.

Now you can hear digital recordings

and compact discs reproduced with the full

clarity and resonance demanded by serious

audiophiles. Experience the high-decibel

impact of the sound effects that make your

favorite films special. And do it through

a receiver so advanced it uses discrete cir-

cuitry like that found in Yamaha's finest

separate components.

The R-9's AM/FM stereo tuner fea-

tures digital tuning with a unique 5-digit

capability that allows you to fine-tune in

increments of 0.01 MHz (FM).

This is particularly helpful in obtaining

maximum signal quality when tuning rela-

tively weak stations interfered with by

stronger adjacent stations.

Combined with our new Computer
Servo Lock Tuning System, it gives you

the best ofboth digital and analog tuning

capabilities.

The R-9 includes a multi-function in-

frared remote control. And it is just one in a

complete line ofadvanced Yamaha receivers.

Now that's entertainment

*12n nafEs RMS pernhanno!. bohi channels driren inl

atnomorethanO.Olo'" T'Lal Harro.nio ihsovrhoo..

Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. PO. Box66e

©YAMAHA
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deed lo sock a superior individual from so/no

oiher sport;

Ariel and Salinger scoured ihe country,

and one day. wniio watering a group of bas-

ketball players tney sported the spectacu-

larly talented Flo Hyman. She was fast on

herfeet, statuesque, and had long, powerful

arms and terrific reflexes. She was just what

the computer ordered. When Ariel asked her

to join the volleyball team, she snapped, 'Are

you crazy? I've never played volleyball
I " But

Ariel persevered. "Calm down," he told her.

"You'll get a thousand dollars a month just to

try it out. What do you care?"

Not surprisingly, Hyman had a lot to learn.

Her arms and legs were often out of synch
with each other, and she wasted her speed
and strength. Ariel had to use his entire bio-

. mechanics arsenal to polish her technique.

"We made Flo Hyman the best volleyball

girl in the world," Ariel now declares. With

Hyman and other computer-picked players,

the U.S. team pulled off a string of upsets

and won the silver '~"-eda
:

ai the 1984 games
in Los Angeles. "If we'd come in fourth," Ariel

says, "I would have been thrilled."

By the time of the volleyball team's suc-

cess, the outspoken- some say abrasive

—

Ariel had had a falling out with the Olympic

committee. He suspected the committee

was planning :o moc ::

y his software without

his approval. So he complained— loudly. The
committee solved matters by virtually boot-

ing Ariel out of the camp.
Nonetheless, the USOC (now located in

Colorado Sp r ngs) executes Ariel s man
date with gusto. According to Gary Schier-

man, a researcher at the training camp's
biomechanics lab. high-spece film, Ariel-like

digitizing equioment. and a host of new aux-

iliary syslems are basic tools for training an
athletic elile.

As might be expected, the Olympic bio-

mechanics lab is a sort of technological ar-

cade. Wherever you look, computers domi-

nate. In one area of Ihe room, embedded in

the floor, are a set of one-and-a-half-fool-long

electronic sheets called force plates. As an

athlete goes through ;ne motions of his sport.

a computer records forces moving forward,

backward, up. down, and side to side. In an-

other corner, competitors a: lach 14 tiny sen-

sors to the soles of their feet. Wires carry

data from Ihe sensors to small computers
worn by Ihe athletes, yielding more infor-

mation on forces generated by their feet.

Perhaps the most important new devel-

opment in the lab, says Schierman, is the

use of computers to visually depict the bio-

mechanics of movement in real time—ras it

occurs. A system known as Selspot, for in-

stance, employs an ntrarcd camera and a

set of light-eiriding diodes attached to the

athlete's body. The camera picks up light

from the diodes and feeds an image directly

into the computer.

Videolape, another importanl tool, can't yet

capture as much detail as film. But Schier-

man notes that it can be played back im-

mediately, without wa trig to oe developed.

"Then it's a deal. You invent an alphabetand I'll invent sex and violence in literature."

And like the signals from light-emitting

diodes, video signals can be fed directly into

the computer, eliminating the tedious proc-

ess of digitizing every frame with a sonic pen.

This allows athletes to correct errors in sec-

onds instead of wailing days for film.

According to Chuck Dillman. head of bio-

mechanics and sports science at Colorado

Springs, this new technology was one rea-

son for America's recent avalanche of Olym-

pic silver and gold. He sees al least as much
importance, Ihough, in the achievements of

little-known decathalon competitor Jim
Wooding, who won no medals in L.A. Like

all decathletes, who compete in ten sports,

Wooding had strong and weak events; but

he had special problems with the pole vault.

"Our computer showed that his pole vault-

ing angle had to be higher just before take-

off and (hat he had to increase his speed,"

Dillman says. Working closely with his coach,

Michael Bozeman, Wooding took the advice

and quickly went from thirteenth to third in

the country, ta«nc seventh at. the L.A. games.
Wooding's success is noteworthy, says

Dillman, because it was based in part on a

computer program developed last year by

Peter McGinnis, then a staff researcher.

McGinnis, Dillman explains, modeled in in-

finitesimal detail all the techniques of the

world's best vaulters, building a composite

program that instantly compares today's

competitors with the pole-vaulting ideal. The

program breaks the body into three seg-

ments, calculating force and motion for each.

As an athlete watches his performance on

the screen, he can see precisely where his

body mechanics depart from perfection.

This kind of precision, Dillman adds, will

be extended to athletes in a slew of olher

sports before the 1988 Olympics in Seoul,

South Korea. Already, programmers at Col-

orado Springs are working on similar models

for the long jump, the javelin throw, speed
skating, figure skating, and ski jumping.

Bui even these programs, says Dillman,

will be kid stuff compared with the next gen-

eration of software—a universal sports pro-

gram being developed at the lab. "The goal

for 1992," he explains, "is ^generalized hu-

man model that will do biomechanical anal-

ysis for any sport. We'll be able to modify it

quickly for each individual athlete. Instead of

three body segments, it will analyze nine-

teen, segments through the entire range of

motion. And if will analyze the forces exerted

by specific muscles as well."

Biomechanical analysis will become in-

creasingly sophisticated as scientists learn

more about the body itself. A good chunk of

this information may come from one of Dill-

man's energetic young colleagues working

just across the camp. Bearded and blue-

jeaned, wearing a shaggy cash of Sixties-

style hair, USOC physiologist Peter Van
Handel decorates nis office wa;l with an as-

sortment of old hats. But the findings in his

drawers and on his shelves are futuristic.

"Right now we can tell athletes how much
they weigh and how much body fat they

have. But soon," Van Handel declares, "we'll

be able to determine optimal patterns of
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The quest for beauty

leads her

on a torturous journey

into herself

THE
SONGBIRDS

OF
PAIN

BY GARRY KILWORTH

Tomorrow they would break her legs.

At first, every" morning there were

songbirds in the tire trees outside her

hospital window, and every evening

the frogs sang in the storm drains with

choirs of bass voices. (Not when she

woke or went to sleep: In her twilight

world of pain there was no real sleep,

just a clinging to the edge of a dream,

an intermittent misting of the brain.)

Then there came a time when the birds

and frogs seemed to be singing from

within her, deep within her flesh, her

bones. The pitch of their notes was,

on occasion, as sharp as thorns; and

at other times, as dull as small ham-

mer blows on a hollow skull. Her world

was full of the agony of their music:

The songbirds of Brazil entered her

blood and swam the channels of her

body with slow wings. The tree frogs,

the ground frogs, they also' filled the

long, narrow passages of her limbs,

her breasts, and her mind with their

melodies. If snakes could sing they

would have been there, too, accom-

panying the cicadas and the grass-

hoppers; the rhythmic, ticking bee-

tles; even the high-singing bats and

the clicking lizards. She tried to re-

member the time when these song-

sters, these choral wonders ot an ex-

otic land, were not part of her, were

separate from her. There was a man,

somewhere, who led her to this state.

If she could remember . .

.

Philip would indulge her. she knew, to

the extent of his fortune. Anita's ap-

proach, however, was cautious be-

cause of the nature of her request.

Even so, the amount of money in-

volved was considerable and, as was
his habit, he reached for the whiskey

when he was thrown off balance. She

had come to realize that it was not the

alcohol that was the crutch but the

need to hold something in his hand

PAINTING BY RALLE



upon which he could concenlraie while he
recovered his composure. The worst was yet

to come. She waited until he had poured his

drink and was gripping the glass.

"Yes
—

" she mentioned the sum—"it's a

lot of money, I know, but I'll give up a few

things ... my fur coat, this flat. . .

."

He looked up sharply. "The flat? Where
will you live7 You're not moving out of Lon-

don? What do you want this money for?"

She hesitated before replying. It was dif-

ficult to tell someone you needed a great

deal of money in order to have all your bones
broken. It would sound ridiculous. Perhaps

it was ridiculous.

' "I'll have to go away . . . it's an operation.

Don't look so alarmed. It's not that I'm sick

or anything."

He frowned, rolling the crystal tumbler

slowly between his paims. Anita wondered
whether Philip's wife was aware of this trait:

She liked to think she could read this man
better than Marjorie could, but perhaps that

was arrogance—conceit? Perhaps Marjorie

was aware of more important supports than

whiskey glasses. Like mistresses.

"Cosmetic surgery? But you're already

beautiful. I like you the way you are. Why
should you want to change?"

"It's more than that, Philip. Something I

can't really explain. ... I'm twenty-six. In a

few more years my present
.

.
. looks will be-

gin to fade. I need a beauty that will remain

outstanding. It's all I have. I'm not clever like

you. Nor do I have the kind of personality

that Marjorie possesses. You both have a

charisma that goes deeper than looks. You
may think it's something superficial that I'm

searching for, but I do need it. I want to make
the best of myself. If I'm beautiful to begin

with, then that just means that I need less

improvement—but there is a great deal of

me I want improved."

"Where will you go? Where Is this place,

the USA?"
She shook her head. Perhaps this' was one

time when he would refuse her adamantly.

In which case she would have to bide her

time, wait for another- lover, just as wealthy,

but more willing to indulge her.

Yet she knew she could not leave this man.

She loved him much too deeply.

"Brazil. A town on the edge of the jungle

called Algarez. There's a surgeon there . .

.

I would trust him. It's a difficult operation, but

I know he's carried it out on two other women.
It was very successful."

"Brazil?" Again, the rolling of the glass, the

slight frown of disapproval. She knew that

his business interests would not allow him

time to travel at this point in the calendar.

She would have to go alone. "Do I know either

of these women?"
"One of them. Sarah Shields."

"The actress. But my God, she was un-

recognizable when she returned to society.

I mean, she looked nothing like her former

self—extremely beautiful, yes, but. . .

."

Anita suddenly wanted to knock the glass

out of his hand.

Sometimes he lacked the understanding

of which she knew he was capable.
".

. , beautiful, yes, but. . .

." There were

no buts to Anita. Everything was contained

in one word. Beauty. She wanted it badly.

Real beauty, not just a passable beauty, To

be the most . .

.

"Will you help me?" she asked simply.

He looked into her eyes, and suddenly he

smiled. A wonderful, understanding smile,

andsheknewitwouldbeall right. Philip was
usually the most generous of men, but there

was that protective shield around his heart,

wineglass thin but resistant nonetheless,

which she had to shatter gently at times. It

was not just the large issues, like this, that

revealed the fragile shell that encapsulated

his givingness, but small things, too— like a

trip to the art gallery or the reading of a poem
to her while they lay in bed after making love.

It was something to do with his fear of being

manipulated, something concerned with

defending that part of his ego that abhorred

control.

She knew he needed her but not as much
as she needed him— in fact her own need
reached desperation point at times, and she

resented the fact that his, though apparent,

was not as consuming as her own. Anita

thought suddenly of his wife. She had never

been jealous of Marjorie. Anyone else, yes,

but Marjorie was his wife and, more impor-

tant, she came before Anita.

"When will you leave?" he asked.

"Next month," she replied.

Anita went into the kitchen to make some
coffee while Philip finished his whiskey. As
she made the coffee she considered the

forthcoming trip. Travel was now one of her

greatest enjoyments, although this had not

always been the case. Brazil. She wondered
whether she would like it there. She remem-
bered her first visit abroad, how awful it had
been. Normandy, as a young girl on a school

exchange. !t had been a depressing visit.

The family she stayed with insisted on im-

pressing her with trips to the war graves

—

rows and rows of white crosses. Strange, she

thought, that men who had died in such

chaos should be buried in neat, symmetrical

lines, while conversely, men who had lived

quiet, orderly lives—bankers, stockbrokers.

insurance people—usually ended up in un-

tidy graveyards, their headstones looking as

if they had been planted by some blind, mal-

adroit giant,

She shook off the thoughts of death. After

all, it was not death that awaited her in Bra-

zil, but fulfillment, albeit that the road to that

end was paved with pain. She knew it was
going to be -hard, but it was a rebirth that

was worth the agony she would have to en-

dure. She hoped her mind was strong

enough. When Philip met her she had been
a twenty-year-old shop assistant. He had
persuaded her to take up a career in mod-
eling so that she could travel with the small

tashion house he financed and they could

be together more often.

She was now twenty-six and wiser only in

a world as seen through Philip's eyes. He
had kept her closeted, comfortable, and



happy for lour years. Her opinions were sec-

ondhand and originally his. She realized this

had created an insipid personality, but ior

the present she was satisfied with the status

quo. Later, when she had lost him (as she
was bound to do one day), perhaps she

could develop her own identity.

Of Philip's former life, she knew only the

surface details. He had married at twenty-

five while in the process.of clawing his way
to the first ledge on the cliff of success. Suc-

cess, in Philip's terms, was money and cer-

tain pleasures that went with it He was a
considerate lover and good to his wife in all

but absolute fidelity. He was not a philan-

derer. Also he did not squander money on
luxuries he did not really require, like yachts,

cars, and swimming pools. He had one of

everything he needed except . . . except

women. The thought jarred when she re-

duced it to those terms. There was a certain

greed associated with his wants that she
generously connected with insecurity. The
truth probably lay somewhere between those

two character defects.

His had not been an easy climb, either.

He had come from a poor background. Philip

had since acquired considerable polish and
was thought of by his contemporaries as an
aristocratic businessman rather than work-
ing class

—

nouveau riche.

At the time Anita had met him, he had been
thirty-two. He had given her a lift home after

work at a store for which he supplied new
fashions. Now she was making coffee for him

following an evening at the theater and be-

fore he went home to his wife,

She took in the coifee, and they drank it

in silence. They would not make love tonight.

Sex was not the most important pari of their

relationship, in any case. Philip needed her

more for the affection she gave him. Not that

Marjorie was unaffectionate, but Anita had
come to know that while Philip was a tough

businessman, he was privately very senti-

mental and needed a great deal of emo-
tional support. It provided the background
softness to a life full of hard-bitten decisions.

Neither woman was volatile or demonstra-
tive. They were both warm and loyal, with

loving dispositions.

It was not contrasts Philip required, but

additions. In turn, he gave much—almost as
much as either woman asked for— in both

practical and emotional terms.

"I'll have to be getting home now," he said,

after the coifee.

She nodded. "I know."

"I'm sorry. I'd like to stay tonight, but Mar-
jorie's expecting me."

"It's all right, Philip, really it is. I'm fine. I've

got a good book and the television if
I need

it. Please don't worry."

He kissed her gently on the brow, and she

stood up and fetched his coat.

"I'll call you," he said, standing at the door.

"I'll be here." He never could say good-
bye, always using ieebe excuses, like a just-

remembered something or other, to prolong

the final parting for the night. Even a half-

«
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"Trouble on the T-40 project. Hnkbr has iailen in love with his fruit fly."

closed door was not a sure indication that

he was on his way. He might turn at the last

minute, whip off his coat, and say, "Dammit,
another hour won't hurt. I'll say the car had
a flat or something."

"Go, Philip," she said, llust go."

He shrugged huffily inside his overcoat

and stepped onto the landing. She closed

the door and then went into the living room
to clear away the coffee things. She carried

them into the kitchen, but as she placed the

tray on the working suriace, her arm knocked
over the percolator, which was still on. Hot

coffee splashed onto her leg, and the pain

sent her reeling backward,
"Philip!" she cried.

She inspected herself. There was a red

weal the size of a handprint on her thigh, as

if she had been slapped hard.

Philip. Damn him, He was never there

when he was needed most. That was one of

the disadvantages of being a kept woman.
The partner was not on call. Christ, that hurts,

she thought. She put her leg under the cold

water tap and turned it on. The water would
bring down her skin temperature. Afterward,

she felt a little better and took several aspirin

before crawling into bed. Funny, she thought,

lying in bed, when she was a child they said

the worst thing one could do with a burn was
put cold water on it. A dry bandage was the

recommended treatment. Now, they,

whoever they were, had decided to reverse

the treatment completely. The world was
controlled by whims. The last thing she re-

membered before she fell asleep was that

her leg still hurt her.

The flight to Brasilia was long and uncom-
fortable, but Anita was excited, not only by

the thought of the impending operation, but

by the idea of being in South America.
She made her visits during the next day

and took in the nightlife of the city in the eve-

ning. There was no real enjoyment in it for

her though, because she wanted to share it

all with Philip, and he was several thousand
miles away.

She telephoned him, but the instrument

had always been impersonal to her. She
could not feel close to him, even while she
was listening to his vaguely distorted voice.

"Philip
. . . it's Anita."

An echo of her voice followed each word
and then a long, deep silence in which it

seemed to her that the ears of the world were
tuned in to their private conversation.

".
. Jo, darling, ... are you?" Parts of his

speech were lost to her. It was a distressing

business. She wanted to reach out and touch

him, not exchange banalities over thou-

sands of miles. Damn, what was that click-

ing? She could not hear him properly,

"Fine, everything's fine," she said.

It sounded hollow, flat. There was more of

the same!

"Look after yourself," he finished, after a

very' unsatisfactory five minutes, When she
replaced the receiver she felt further away
from him than before the call had begun.
Hell, it was supposed to bring them closer,

not emphasize the vast distance that sepa-
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Drugs made from brain

hormones will revolutionize cancer

therapy, says the Nobel

laureate, as well as create a novel birth-

control method, curb appetite,

and maybe even increase sex drive

IRJTERV/IEUll

^^^ ehlnd the V.A. hospital in

I^^S New Orleans, Andrew .

I^^v Serially and his second
wife, Brazilian endocrinologist

Ana Maria Comaru-Schally, share

an office in a shoe-box-shaped

building Schally's secretary calls a

"trailer." A floor-to-ceiling book-

shelf, filled with texts on neuroen-

docrinology and peptide chemis-

try, spans the distance between

Comaru-Schally's desk and

Schally's at the far end of the long

room. In the center of yards of

tightly bunched folders containing

reprints of Schally's 1 ,400 papers,

a sign, scrawled in giant Magic

Marker, proclaims: you must sign

FOR ANY PAPER YOU REMOVE!
!
More

than 50 pens of various lengths

'and hues lie horizontally aligned in

squadrons of fours and fives,

like missiles ready to blast off from

the center of Schally's desk.

Behind the desk are dozens of

degrees and awards so densely

clumped that they blot out the

wallpaper. Schally, more than six

feet tall, wearing a lab coat and

lumberjack boots, sinks into

his swivel chair with the economy
and grace of a big cat, and

suggests that "perhaps I could

answer a few of your questions."

PHOTOGRAPH BY TODD JAMES



These questions center on neuroendocri-

nology, the study of the relationship be-

tween the nervous and endocrine, or hor-

mone, systems. Throughout most of the

Sixties, Schally and endocrinologist Roger
Guillemin engaged in a bitter competition lo

identify the elusive peptides—small pro-

teins—of the brain's hypothalamus that many
believed govern the pituitary gland's hor-

mone manufacture. In the end, Schally and
Guillemin had to share the Nobel prize in

1977 for their discovery of the first three such
releasing hormones.

Practically speaking, the field of neuroen-

docrinology begins with Schally and Guille-

min. Theoretically, it is about 50 years old. In

1937, British anatomist Geoffrey Harris pro-

posed a revolutionary theory about the hy-
' pothalamus, a set of nerve nuclei in the mid-

brain. He suggested that the hypothalamus
manufactures and secretes chemicals that

How through special blood vessels to the

anterior pituitary, the gland whose six major

hormones have widespread effects on bod-

ily functions. Harris was convinced that ner-

vous-system inputs modified pituitary out-

puts. Recognizing that a vast array of

informational networks from all major brain

areas converge on the hypothalamus, Har-

ris proposed his neurosecretory hypothesis:

Each pituitary hormone is regulated by its

individual hypothalamic releasing factor.

Before Harris, the "endocrine system" had

been viewed as relatively autonomous, with

the pituitary and its target glands linked

through a simple feedback loop. The classic

analogy is that of a household heating sys-

tem. The thermostat is the pituitary, the fur-

nace is another gland, and the blood level

of the hormone produced by the gland cor-

responds to the room temperature. When
levels of, say, the sex steroids testosterone

or estrogen fall, the pituitary increases its

production of luteinizing hormone (LH) to

stimulate the gonads. When the sex-steroid

levels exceed a set point, the pituitary cuts

back on LH, thus deactivating the gonads
just as a thermostat turns off the furnace.

Harris recognized the classical model's

critical defect: It didn't explain how the or-

ganism—moth, mouse, or man—could re-

set its pituitary thermostat, adjusting its hor-

monal production to environmental changes.

Harris conceptualized the endocrine and
nervous systems as a functional unity, with

the hypothalamus as the integrating center.

The addition of the hypothalamic overlord is

roughly equiyalenl to attaching a computer
to the old thermostat-furnace model. This

computer is programmed by higher brain

centers that process environmental infor-

mation. With the computer providing the

thermostat with information about the out-

side world, the pituitary adjusts its setting to

such events as emotional changes, the threat

of danger, and rest-activity cycles.

Both Schally and Guillemin were con-

vinced by Harris's theory. Each had done
similar tissue-culture experiments, and each
had become enamored of the same dream;
to discover CRF (corticotropin releasing fac-

tor), the hypothalamic hormone that each

64 OMNI

believed activated p'uduoiion of ACTH (ad-

renocorticotropic hormone), the pituitary

hormone that stimulates the adrenal glands.

In 1957, Schally accepted an invitation to

work-on the quest in Guillemin's lab, at Bay-

lor University, in Houston.

Two men more opposite in style and tem-

perament are difficult to imagine. Schally

—

bold, direct, a physical presence—is dem-
onstrative in speech and feeling. Schally

found Guillemin's icy. remote, autocratic style

of running his lab "from a height" insuffera-

ble. After all, while a mere research assistant

at the National Institute for Medical Re-

search, in London, from 1949 to 1951, the

Polish-born Schally had rubbed shoulders

with six Nobel laureates and received noth-

ing but camaraderie and encouragement.
Not one to be "suppressed and dominated,"

Schally refers to the Baylor period as the

"years of frustration." Tension and resent-

ment mounted as crude extracts of CRF dis-

integrated before they could be analyzed,

and blood assays confused CRF activity with

'•Castration

causes severe psychological

and social

devastation. Not only is

. the patient

depressed, but his friends

are affected since

they know he's castrated3

that of ACTH derivatives.

In 1962, while Guillemin was lecturing in

Paris and looking for a better buy in sheep
hypothalami, Schally bolted to New Orleans.

There he received enthusiastic backing from

Tulane University and the Veterans Admin-

istration. Schally had learned from Guillemin

the necessity of operating on a grand scale,

using tons of hypothalami, since the elusive

factors seemed to be present in infinitesimal

quantities—billionths of a gram. But driven

by a need to be different from Guillemin,

Schally opted for pig brains and persuaded
Oscar Mayer, the meat packers, to give him

a mi lion, gratis.

With Guillemin's return in 1963, the smol-

dering ill will between the two lab chiefs

flared into a fierce rivalry and, finally, to a no-

holds-barred race to identify the first releas-

ing hormone. As Schally puts it: 'After I left

him, the competition became almost hyster-

ical." As the Sixties wore on, colleagues un-

able to appreciate the complexity of the task

and jealous of the money being spent on this

"hypothalamic goose chase," heaped sar-

casm, ridicule, and contempt on Schally and
Guillemin's efforts. Peer outrage reached a

crescendo- at an endocrine group meeting

in 1969, at Tucson, Arizona. There, in order

to avert a funding cutoff, Guillemin dis-

closed the components of the molecule that

would prove to be TRH (thyroid releasing

hormone). Schally had actually come up with

the identical amino acids in 1966 but

dropped the search for TRH when tests

showed no biological effect. With the infor-

mation public, any team could make a run

for TRH. But no other lab was outfitted to

steal victory from Schally and Guillemin.

After years of brutally hard work, the dis-

covery of TRH, the first hypothalamic releas-

ing hormone, turned out to be a dead heat.

Nonetheless, the joint discovery was a mile-

stone in twentieth-century biology— in one
giant step, endocrinology expanded into

neuroendochnology. Scientific scorn thus

squashed, at least four other teams burst

from the gate in the "LHRH sweepstakes."

The task: to identify LHRH (luteinizing hor-

mone releasing hormone), the hypothalamic

peptide responsible for regulating the pitui-

tary sex hormone LH that triggers the pro-

duction of the sex steroids.

Schally realized the key to victory lay in

making large quantities of relatively purified

LHRH extract—a few milligrams—available

to his chemists. Never averse to rolling up
his sleeves and pulverizing hypothalami, he

worked around the clock for months and
even spent New Year's Day 1971 performing

a particularly arduous isolation process in

an abandoned lab with a single assistant.

By March he actually had found the correct

structure of the LHRH molecule.

Schally recounts that "it was one of the

most joyous moments of my life to announce
[to the Endocrine Society, in San Francisco,

in June 1971 ] the solution to the problem that

had fascinated me and others for so long."

Guillemin, who was chairman of the confer-

ence, was compelled to publicly laud Schally

for his immense scientific feat. Cy Bowers,

endocrine chief at Tulane, says: "That may
have been the worst thing that ever hap-

pened to Guillemin."

Schally and his team continued to search

for other hypothalamic hormones during the

Seventies, but their activities had turned in-

creasingly to the synthesis of LHRH ana-

logs—structurally modified derivatives of the

original hormone.

Any drug has two basic components. One
is structural, enabling it to bind or fit into its

particular receptor, as a key into a lock. The
other is its active center that generates its

biological activity. An antagonist is a com-
pound lacking the active ingredient but re-

taining the ability to bind or fit into a partic-

ular receptor. The antagonist is the equivalent

of an ultramagnetized key that fits into a spe-

cific lock. But being inert, it fails to turn the

tumblers (trigger the biological process). It

is, therefore, a kind of "superdud," jamming
the lock and excluding the natural hormone.

By contrast, the agonist has heightened re-

ceptor-sticking power and perhaps height-

ened biological activity. The agonist retains

the active center that generates the biologi-

cal effect once it's fit in—the key turning the

tumblers in the lock.



Schally realized an LHRH antagonist

promised to be an ideal female contracep-

tive. Such a substance would jam some of

the.pituitary's receptors and decrease its

production of hormones critical to reproduc-

tion. Today's pills are analogs of the ovarian

steroids, estrogen and progesterone. Con-

tinuously flooding the system with these po-

tent artifacts can produce side eftects. An

LHRH antagonist contraceptive, Schally

reasoned, would preserve relatively normal

circulating levels of sex steroids during most

of the cycle. For the last decade, Schally has

continued to seek a safe and reliable antag-

onist—with increasing success.

Without terminating his quest for the an-

tagonist contraceptive, he turned to explor-

ing agonists. Synthesis of these, requiring

far fewer changes in the natural molecule,

yielded more tangible results. By 1976, he

had developed for human use D-tryptophan

6 LHRH, an analog with nearly 100 times the

potency of nalural LHRH. Agonist treatment

cured or alleviated a substantial number ol

reproductive disorders. But his fertility tests

also revealed a puzzling negative effect.

Daily injections of the agonist, after a week
or two, caused sex-steroid blood levels lo

plummet. After a month, testosterone

reached the levels found in castrated men;

estrogen dropped to the level of women
without ovaries. This phenomenon was
christened Hie paradoxical inhibitory effect.

Initially disappointed, Schally quickly re-

alized LHRH agonists held the key to a rev-

olutionary hormonal cancer therapy. For

American men over fifty, prostate cancer is

the number-one killer among cancers; breast

cancer was number one among all 'arises

of death for adult women until 19Bb, when
lung cancer crept past it. Tumors of these

secondary sex organs are known to feed to

various degrees upon the very gonadal hor-

mones that trigger their growth at puberty

and maintain productivity in adult life. In the

past, drugs were used to suppress the sex

steroids and so reduce the tumors. There

were some successes, but the long-term

side effects were often serious, even lethal.

Since LHRH agonists proved almost en-

tirely free of harmful side effects, Schally and

co-workers proposed to exploit the para-

doxical inhibitory effect to safely shut down
the testes and ovaries "from on high." In the

last seven years, Schally has expanded the

notion of hormone dependency to embrace
both new hormones and new cancers. While

hormone therapy has generally been used

as a treatment of last resort, Schally is cur-

rently stressing the viability of a double-bar-

reled, early approach, combining the latest

chemotherapy agents with various analogs.

The devilishly complicated work of syn-

thesizing and refining hundreds of analogs

and then applying them to breakthrough

treatments in cancers and developing new
contraceptive methods would more than fill

a lifetime for most scientists. But Schally. at

fifty-nine, has projects mapped out past the

year 2000. He is engaged in a quest for the'

ever-elusive releasing and inhibiting factors

of prolactin. A pituitary hormone responsi-
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ble for milk production during pregnancy in

women, it plays a subtle role in sex behavior

of both sexes. He is continuing his explora-

tion of the role of brain hormones in the con-

trol of appetite, satiety, and obesity, and has

initiated a study of the effects of hormonal-

feedback on the brain centers ot learning,

mood, motivation, and intellect.

Douglas Stein interviewed Schally (and

Comaru-Schally) at the scientists' lab on

Perdido Street, midway between the French

Quarter and the Superdome.

Omni: You have spoken of yoursell as an "all-

around neuroendocrinologist." What does

that mean?
Schally: By ne jroendocrinoiogy I meant not

so much working with insulin or even ste-

roids but with hormones coming from the

brain. But since 1978, when I started my work

on cancer, I've actually done less neuroen-

docrinology than endocrinology. We've
learned a lot about cancer, but my wife and

I are not oncologists. We've studied hard.

6/Ve never

criticized the pill. It's the

best thing

available. But conventional

propeller planes

were also excellent for

decades—
until jets came along.*)

m'aybe twelve or ihirie-cn hours a day, and
not by reading :extbooks. either, but rather

hundreds and hunc;reds.o
;

original papers

to understand the subject profoundly.

Omni: Wasn't your research into the releas-

ing hormones initially inspired by Geoffrey

I larris's theories?

Schally: Harris postulated hypothalamic

control of the pituitary, but he was unable to

obtain the actus substances and show their

biological act vity. Guii.emin and I—or I and
Guillemin—isolated three hormones, TRH
was essentially a draw. My group clearly

achieved scientific, clinical, and physiologi-

cal priority on LHRH; and Guillemin, of

course, had priority on somatostatin [a hy-

pothalamic hormone that inhibits the release

of growth hormone]. We validated Harris's

theory, and had he been alive, undoubtedly

he would have shared the Nobel prize.

I stepped into this field as an endocrinol-

ogist, an expert in glands and their hor-

mones, many of which are small proteins

called peptides. I proposed to make im-

proved chemical derivatives, or analogs, of

these hormones, Harris was not involved in

analogs, either in concept or design. He re-

alized that the brain comes down like a fun-

nel, ending up with a structure, the hypo-

thalamus, which itself leads into the pituitary

sialk. So his contribution was anatomical and

physiological. Ours was endocrinologic and

biochemical.

Omni: Why wasn't CRF found until 1981 ?

Schally: We simply did not have the tech-

nology in the Fifties and Sixties. ACTH is the

smallest of the pituitary hormones, so I mis-

takenly looked for its releasing factor in a

small molecular weight area. It's paradoxi-

cal that CRF turned out to be bigger than

ACTH—forty-one amino acids to only thirty-

nine in ACTH. Later technology, sophisti-

cated purification methods, and sequence

analysis for large molecules that became
available only in 1977 would have made
finding CRF much easier.

Omni: Why did you decide to work with Guil-

lemin in 1957?

Schally: Guillemin invited me to come to

Texas. I wanted to be his partner but not to

be dominated, since he had his views, and

I had mine. But I
now have no quarrel with

Guillemin. We're very friendly. The war is

over—the Japanese and Germans are our

allies. I stated things as they were because

that's the way I am. He denied the existence

of our competition, though people in his own
lab said it was a brutal rivalry. Now there's

no conflict of any kind.

Omni: Why did you drop the search for CRF
in 1962 and begin looking for many releas-

ing factors at once?
Schally: We didn't know which could be

solved first. Then we were ridiculed by many
people in the field. Later, after we found the

releasing hormone, some of them had the

honesty, decency, and humanity to apolo-

gize for their former views. Many were twenty

years older and more widely recognized than

I, so I respected and admired them for that.

Some went to the other extreme, proposing

thousands of releasing hormones.

Omni: Why did you move from the search

for new releasing hormones to synthesis of

analogs of TRH, LHRH, and somatostatin?

Schally: Our laboratory and others devel-

oped analogs of two classes—stimulatory

agonists and inhibitory anisgonists. We in-

tended the antagonists for contraceptives. It

was feasible. We'd made antagonists that ef-

fectively blocked ovulation in female rats and

spermatogenesis [production of sperm] in

male 'rats. But it was more difficult to de-

velop antagonists than agonists, since this

involved many molecular changes.

Our original aim was to use agonists to

increase fertility in animals and humans,

since these agents are one hundred times

as potent as LHRH itself. But after prelimi-

nary animal tests, we started clinical studies

and were quite surprised to find many tests

totally negative. Instead of fertility stimula-

tion, we obtained inhibition. We explored this

so-called paradoxical inhibitory effect of the

agonist. We found that chronic doses de-

sensitized the pituitary. The pituitary then cut

back on production of LH and FSH [follicle

stimulating hormone, which activates egg-

and sperm-making cells]. And the gonads
cut back on secretion of sex steroids.



So we realized that the agonists might be

used to inhibit tumor growth in cancer. Since

the time ot [hormonal-cancer-treatment pi-

oneer] Charles Huggins [the Forties], it has

been known that roughly one third of breast

cancer is dependent on estrogen. And up

to eighty pe'rcenl of all prostate cancers are

dependent on testosterone. We decided to

enter the cancer field, feeling it would be very

stupid and criminally negligent not to.

Omni: Some people say your cancer work

is merely, an extension of Huggins's.

Serially: Yes, but I feel it's an entirely new
approach because we're using an entirely

different class of compounds. We've also

proved their effectiveness not only in pros-

tate but in breast and other cancers. In some
cases tumor growth is completely arrested.

In others it is inhibited. Once a beachhead

was secured, we moved in two directions.

One, by combining the LHRH agonists with

chemotherapeutic agents; and two, by ex-

panding into other areas of cancer treat-

ment. We really stuck our necks out with

bone, cartilage, and pancreatic cancers.

There I
proposed the concept of multiple-

hormone dependency. We could suppress

the sex hormones with an LHRH agonist, and

various gastrointestinal hormones with an-

other compound. There's also a great pos-

sibility that LHRH agonists can be used for

certain types of uterine cancer.

And then, a so-called expert working for

the NIH Grant Review Committee claimed

we had no proof that ovarian cancer is hor-

mone dependent. That false expert was
wrong! With French colleagues I have now
substantiated that the epithelial type of ovar-

ian cancer is indeed dependent on LH and

FSH. Cancer leaders of NIH had great faith

in my approach and were very happy about

its confirmation. So I feel we have greatly

expanded the horizons initially pioneered by

the great Charles Huggins.

Omni: Why did you start with prostate?

Schally: We did some preliminary work in

breast cancer, and our results were disap-

pointing. Well, we weren't oncologists, and

few of the cancer experts had strong back-

grounds in endocrinology. Later we learned

thai only one third of breast cancer in pre-

menopausal women is dependent on estro-

gen, while another third may be linked to the

hormone prolactin, and the final third is ap-

parently hormone independent. Still, we had
dramatic clinical proof that agonists could

inhibit prostate tumors.

Omni: Would you end treatment with the an-

alogs at some point?

Schally: No, no, no. Treatment with agonists

is essentially palliative. If it's stopped, tumor

growth will resume. For men with prostate

cancer our treatment will shrink the tumor

and clear metastases [spreading] to the

bone, sometimes even to the lung. In most

patients, though, after you stop giving the

agonists, levels of testosterone rise. You can't

stop treatment any more than you can stop

giving insullnio a diabetic. We're working on

a combined use of the latest chemothera-

peutic agent and our LHRH agonist that

could lead to a possible cure in a few years.
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FOLKS WHO WORK AT JACK DANIEL'S
go out of their way to drink the cool water from

our own Cave Spring.

We only have two fountains. But folks could

be working at the farthest warehouse and still

find an excuse for getting by one of them.

So we know our water is good for drinking.We
also know it's good for Jack Daniel's. You see,

it's completely iron-free—

and iron is a natural

enemy of good whiskey.

A sip of Jack Daniel's,

we believe, will tell you

why we all appreciate

our iron-free spring.
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He kindled children's

dreams of flying and defied

parents' darkest fears

THE KITE MAN
BY ROBERT DUNN

In our neigMwrlioDd, the kit



Sam in the posters til Ihe post office, with

yellow-ian corduroy pants and dry hair about

the same color, a red chamois shirt and yel-

low suspenders, a long, thin nose, and a way
of setting his mouth so that his upper lip, the

bottom of his chin, and side creases always

formed a rectangle. We knew he was an odd
man, but at -that time our youth was awash
with odd figures—breakfast-cereal heroes,

comic-book stars, a masked man on TV

—

and it hardly matlered that Ihe kite man was
flesh and blood. He was a secure figure in

that magical firmament that arced our imag-

inations, and that most of us children would

choose in a minute over the forced and
d'rudging world of school, church. Cub
Scouls, Camp Fire Girls, and home duties.

When he pulled up, he'd blow a silver whis-
'

tie, open up the back of his woody, and pull

out cardboard boxes full of wrapped kites.

They weren'i lovc.y kilos like those I saw
in- a gilt-edged Chinese picture book I took

home from the library, but functional kites,

the kind you'd have to beg your molher to

drive you down to the dime store to buy when

the wind blew steadily, and you licked a

pointer finger and held it up approvingly to

test the wind speed. That's where the kite

man had us: As soon as we started to dream

of any kites at all, there he'd be.

"That's a bright one," he said in his saw-

dust voice when
I
held up a canary-yellow

one. "You get that flying and you'll give the

sun a worry it might be losing its job." My
friend Billy Jasmine held up a baltleship-gray

kite and unwrapped it enough to show us a

full-toothed fighter plane.

"That's the kite we used to fly against the

Japs," the kite man said.

After we examined his kites, we ran home
to rifle our piggy banks or try and cadge a

quarter from our mothers, but there weren't

that many quarters going around, and we
usually came up short. But the kite man was-

adamant: "You see what kind of living
I make.

My car.creaks and rattles and drinks oil like

a fish drinks water My suspenders are start-

ing to sag. I
dian't always live like this— I cut

a grand figure in my day—but this is the way
I live now, 'and I'm nol going to do anybody

any favors, I can't go around giving away
kites." No matter how much those who'd al-

ready blown their allowance on gum or movie

matinees would entreat him, he'd never give

us one for free.

But he would tell stories.

"Once, in my better life, I was in the Navy,

and I used .to go all around the world." This

day the kite man hadn't shaved. His eyes

didn't look at us or beyond us, but at a spe-

cific distance midway between; and we tried

to focus at this distance, too, to see what he

saw. At first we couldn't, but then we could.

"Every time our ship touched port I'd go
ashore and see amazing things. There was
one town where the men wore gold pillows

on their heads and walked around with canes

that sprayed out fire like garden hoses. In

another town„.on their main street, dust rose

up and spun in hundreds of three-foot-high

whirlwinds, and dogs walked backward, us-

ing their tails to feel along.

"It was in another town on ;he other side

of the world that 1 learned about kites. Kites

there did all sorts of things. Farmers used
them to hunt bad birds, and people in town

used them to send mail. There were kites

you could send to the marketplace for a few

extra chilies, and kites that would fetch a

doctor if your tonsils swelfed.

"The most amazing kite was a tough one
that used to take on challengers in the town

square. I remember one very hot 'and dry

afternoon when I musi've drunk a gallon of

this lemonade they flavored with cinnamon.

How good that was!

"That day the kite faced fifteen steve-

dores. They were huge, and their muscles

bulged, and sweat ran down heir faces, but

in the end all fifteen of Ihem were lilted and
flown around the square until Ihe kite tum-

bled them back to Earth. Then the kite

slipped its line and swooped past us as

everyone applauded. What a show!

"You can imagine how interested I was in

that kite. I went searching it out and came

4He was no

longer simply the kite man,

a comic figure

in our cartoon menagerie,

but again a

young man courting a rose of

a girl on his

way to adventure and war.T*

to a shop deep in ihe bazaar, oast the cock-

atoo shop and the gold bauble merchant. A
thin man, near the age I am now"—the kite

man must have been near thirty
—

"stood

over a long wooden table laid out with cloth,

scissors, wood frames, and twine. On the

walls were kites shaped like dragons, but-

terflies, Persian carpets, even kites that had
on them the faces of special people in the

town, like the mayor and Ihe woman who kept

other men happy. The man's name was

"I told him I'd seen the stevedores fly and
asked if I could purchase a kite that would

do the same thing.

" 'Why else am I in business?' Aagaseh
said. 'But they're not cheap. Still, an Ameri-

can sailor, if he hasn't squandered all his

wages down there'—he waved to part of the

bazaar you don't need to know about
—

'he

can always aftord one or two.'

"Well, I could afford one, and I bought it.

A'agaseh gave me a brief lesson in control-

ling- the rambunctious kite, and by the time

my ship left port I was able to get it to carry

me in five-foot" hops. On the boat I practiced

in secret, and one night I unreeled the kite

and flew at the end of its rope off the port

quarter for half an hour. It was a clear night,

and the kite and I were fhe only shadows
before the stars.

"Whenever I returned to that town, I vis-

ited Aagaseh and bought more of his magic

kites, And a few years later, when
I
left the

Navy,
I
had—well, I had a number of them.

"You want to know what happened to them,

don't you? I donated one to the Smithsonian

museum in Washington, and they were very

grateful for it. Another I sold to the Great

Branzini, who uses it working county fairs in

New England. With the rest I found that if I

cut out part of a magic kite and worked it

into a regular kite, I would have another

magic one. That way I
could make a great

number ol magic kites. And now and then,

if I tind a group of children 1 really like, I
think

about selling them one
—

"

The kite' man's voice trailed off, and he

looked at us; and our eyes were large and
round, and we were very quiet. Finally, Billy

Jasmine's sister Mary spoke, "Do you like

us? Could we buy a magic kite from you?"

The kite man's pause lasted forever. Then

he said, 'As Aagaseh said to me, these kites

are not inexpensive. They cost a hundred

times what my regular kites cost."

Our brains whirled: Thai would be twenty-

five dollars. And yet Ihere were seven of us,

and so not much more than three and a half

dollars each. Suddenly, a magic kite seemed
attainable.

"If we can save the money," I asked, "when

can we get a kite?"

The kite man looked long into the sky.

There were. cirrus clouds, whisked feathery,

and the sky color was pale blue. "It's late in

the season, and I keep my magic kites lar

from here. I won't be. back to get them until

after winter. But if you save, your money— if

you give me a little bit each week as I come
by—then I will oring you your site next spring.

That's a promise."

Well, we were so excited that although we
bought three regular kites, we found we had
little interest in flying them; unfurled, they

danced through the sky as kites- do, but on

the ground we kept running with them, wait-

ing to feel them tug us into the air. But they

didn't, and soon we fell to talking about what

would happen when we had a real magic
kite that had come trom the other side of the

world. We put our regular kites away.

The next time the kite man drove up in his

woody, we didn't buy any kites, just gave

him our quarters. He pulled out a leather-

wrapped notepad and carefully jotted down
our payment.

"Good, good," he said, and that's what he

said each time we gave him money.

Then the kite man got into trouble in our

neighborhood.

The Henrys lived in a cul-de-sac hall a

block from us, and Mr, Henry was a milk-

man, and Mrs. Henry stayed home making

buttons out of cow horns her brother in Chi-

cago go! her for a good price. Mr. Henry
was short, dark, and gruff, and his milkman

uniforms always looked too white and so tight

he strained the buttons. His wife, though she

often looked worn and tired, was still pretty.



She always wort-; 3on~olhing bright and per-

haps even girlish—a pink, lacy pinafore or

caked red lipstick. Although Ihe Henrys

rarely went out, you could tell she was born

to sing and dance. If you ever fell into con-

versation with her, she was sure to tell you

that the happiest time of her life was when
she entertained servicemen at the USO as

they passed through going to the Far East.

She'd blush nearly as'red as her lipstick as

you tried to join her nostalgia.

The kite man was by to get our money one

afternoon when Mrs. Henry came past on

her way to the hardware store for some fine

sandpaper for her buttons. She stopped

short and stared at us. Now, the kite man
was not loved by the adults on our block the

. way the pony-picture man was—the pony-

picture man ted their illusions, while the kite

man led ours—and I thought she was only

going to scold us and send him away, when
she cried in a high, gasping voice, "Rod-

ney—Rodney Jones, is that you?"

The kite man had been bending over so

we didn't have to hold our money up so high,

but now he straightened, and his chin rec-

tangle grew stiff. "Marjorie Hunnicut?" he

asked.

"Yes, it's me," Mrs. Henry said. "Hunnicut,

indeed. I'm Marjorie Henry, now."

'And you live here?" The kite man was in-

credulous.

"This is where my big hero carried me after

the war." And Mrs. Henry laughed in a way
"

none of us children understood.

"It's been
—

"

"Ten years, at least," Mrs. Henry said. "But

I remember it like it was yesterday. It was the

night before your ship left, and you kept me
out dancing even though I said over and over

I had to go home
—

"

"I didn't believe you—

"

"Well, you made me stay, and then it

started raining—remember, it was like a

flood—and your car got stuck, and you jusl

wore me down
—

"

The kite man relaxed his chin and smiled.

"I'll never forget the look on your father's face

when I carried you up to his door through

the mud."

"I'll never forget the look on your face! You

were scared silly!"

"That was because I was worried I'd miss

my boat. It .left at noon."

"I missed you," Mrs. Henry said.

"You married soon''"

"Not soon. But you didn't write."

"Yes," the kite man said, and dropped his

eyes. "I didn't write."

Both of them stood quietly, and we chil-

dren felt funny, as you do when your parents

are fighting, but different.

"You look the same, Rodney," Mrs. Henry

said, breaking the ice. "You've filled out a

little—you were always such a string bean.

The years since must have done you good."

"You look just the same, too," the kite man'
said. "You look . . . so . .

."

"Young and beautiful?" she laughed.

The kite man's eyes shone.

"Marjorie, can I walk you wherever you're

going?"
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Mrs. Henry's eyes turned in for a moment;

she blushed. "I would like to see you," she

said slowly. "Can i meet you for tea in half an

hour? That's three-thirty. But not at my
house— at the coffee shop on the corner of

Elm. Is that all right?"

The kite man stood stick-straight. In our

eyes, as it must have been in Mrs. Henry's

and even his own. he was no longer simply

the kite man, a comic figure in our cartoon

menagerie, but again a young man courting

a rose of a girl on his way to adventure and
war. He nodded at Mrs. Henry.

He began to dress better, wearing crisp

khakis, loafers, a Shetland sweater, and a

loden coat, and he came to our neighbor-

hood much more often. Though I guess we
knew it wasn't simply to collect our money
for the magic kite, each time he was there.

he took whatever money we had. That made
us scrounge harder, and we ranged blocks

away for bottles to return to the market and

set up a curbside car wash with buckets,

sponges, and Billy Jasmine's garden hose.

6He cast his

eyes up and down the street;

we looked at

the rows of houses, at the kite,

,
' then up to the

sky, and i thought of my iife, and
I remembered

just anger and anguish.^

But still there wasn't enough, and it was one

afternoon when my mother was out back
trimming the azaleas that I snuck into my
parents' bedroom and dug out her coin

purse. It was right in my hand when she

walked through the door, her jaw dropped,

.and she shouted, "Steven, what are you

doing?"

That's how the story unraveled. When my
parents found out that every kid on the block

was giving all their money to the kite man for

the magic kite, they said we were being

robbed. They told Mr. and Mrs. Jasmine, and

they told the Morgans, who lived at the lip of

the cul-de-sac, and they said they'd seen

the kite man often at the Henrys, and hadn't

put much mind to the fact that he came only

in the morning, when Mr. Henry was sure to

be making his milk-delivery run.

"Then he's Marjorie's special friend."

"Shouldn't- Leo be told?"

No one did it directly, but soon Mr. Henry
found out about his wife and the kite man.

He gave Mrs. Henry a livid spot above her

right eye, then, stricken with shame and hu-

miliation, he left his house and went to his

sister's in Portland.

My father punished me hard and

grounded me. Other kids were grounded,

too. and each day that week after school our

street was quiet. Though I felt bad for having

stolen,
I—and the rest of us—never under-

stood what else we did wrong, We just

steamed alone in our separate homes, bored

and angry.

On Friday night-cur parents got together

to talk about the kite man, and they decided

that when he next came to the neighbor-

hood, the least they would do was get our

money back and then make sure he never

came here again.

On Saturday morning he was here,

dressed well, climbing long legged out of

his woody. My mother saw him through our

picture window and ran to the phone to dial

half-a-dozen numbers; and I
went to my win-

dow and pressed my face against the chilled

glass.

My father and Mr. Jasmine went out to talk

to him, and as they stood facing him, I could

see my father's face get redder and redder.

Mr, Jasmine's hands waved, but the kite

man's sat quietly in his pockets. Then Mrs.

Henry showed up. She was wearing a large

pink hat with a daisy, and she carried a small,

white suitcase. She shouted something at

the kite man that
I
could hear but couldn't

make out, and he made a big smile.

Then my father stepped in front of Mrs.

Henry, moved his hands wildly, like he
wanted to stop her but was afraid to touch

her. He looked helplessly at our house, and

my mother dashed out the door. Mrs. Henry

was getting into the woody, and my mother

grabbed her right hand and pulled her out.

They scuffled, and Mrs. Henry's hat fell into

the gutter. The kite man started at my mother,

but my father and Mr. Jasmine, joined now
by two other men, circled him.

Everybody's mouth was opening and
closing hugely.

Finally, the kite man was pushed into his

woody. He started it up. He rode the key too

long, and there was a ripping, grinding

sound, loud with engine knock—a sound full

of hurt, not of a car about to go somewhere
but of something being destroyed.

"He wouldn't give the money back," my
father said over macaroni and cheese that

night. His face still had flushed traces of red,

especially on the sides of his forehead. "He

said he had a deal, and he never went back

oh a deal."

"Yeah," my mother said. "A deal to cheat

a bunch of helpless children."

"Well, I'm sure he's gone for good," my
father said. "We made it clear that if we ever

saw that stupid wooden car of his again the

police would be here in five minutes. He won't

be back. He knows there's a whole book we
can throw at him."

When the kite man came back we chil-

dren were ready for him. It was the first warm
day of spring, and we were playing outside,

dressed only in sweaters, crunching un-

melted snow with our sneakers. A steady,

lifting breeze blew from the south after lunch,

and I'm sure I wasn't the only kid who was
th'nkng of kites.

When the woody turned down our block,
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With a new Panasonic cordless phone,you won't
sound like you're calling from another planet.

The new Panasonic cordless phones. They reduce

static and interference. And won't let you get

billed for calls you never made.

"Hello@#$%, Bill?"

"Is that %$#@ you. Jack? Are you #$%tf using

that cordless phone @#$% again?"

How do you get great sound from a cordless

phone? You get a cordless phone from a

company famous for great sound. Panasonic.

Unlike older cordless phones, ours work with

the new FCC channels. Which means that static

and other interference are minimized.

And so are security problems. A few years ago, if

your neighbor also had a cordless, he could get your

dial tone on his phone, make calls, and then you'd

get the bill. Now, with our new digital coding

and auto secure systems, that problem is ^f
virtually eliminated.

And every Panasonic also comes with a tone/

pulse switch for MCI and Sprint* compatibility.

Auto redial. Paging. Our reputation for reliability.

An'

So ifyou don't wanttosoundlikeyou're calling from
a galaxy far, far away, get a Panasonic cordless phone.

siighfiy ahead of our time.



Primordial seas were our origin: the galactic ocean is our future. Midway

between, we probe the past for clues of what's to come. We return to the

sea and study our cousins—the dolphins—to learn what it may be like to talk

with extraterrestrials. We pioneer new medical techniques—underwater birth

—

and the infant that emerges is destined to live among the stars. From his per-

spective in space he will see an Earth different from the one we know today,

but we can behold tomorrow now. It's all a matter of where to look. "Omni:

Visions of Tomorrow is a series of four television specials that explores the

Top left: Underwater-birth experiment reveals humans' intuitive affinity lor water; mid-

die; an enhanced Landsat view oi southern Florida; below: a space-shuttle radar

image oi the coast ofNew Guinea; above and near ielt: watching travels of dolphins.



6We've obtained a clear view of the future by looking at today's leading technologies.^

positive potential for human growlh and development thai science is making
possible, " says Vivian Moss. Ihe show's award-winning producer-director. "It's

an optimistic view of Ihe future, which is uncommon on TV today." The second
episode, "Space,'

1

examines the benefits and promises ot mans foray into the

final frontier. 2010 star Keir Duilea lakes viewers on a tour that includes stops

at NASA's school for astronauts, a unique flying solar observatory, and, finally,

the solar system itself. Moss adds: "The series interprets on film the compelling

nature of the magazine—a look that's beautiful, perceptive, and based on
human curiosity." Check local listings for time and stations.DO

Below: the sun's lury as seen from an oibiling probe, near right; a shuttle astronaut

begins his spacewaik; rat righi: an artist's rendering ol the rings of Saturn; middle
right: an intriguing land lormation on Mars: below right: a painting o! Jupiter from to.



Is Soul Transplant

Possible?

CAN THE SELF BE
Re-created?

Descartes, French philosopher, said that the

seat of the soul is the pineal gland. Was
he right? Is thesoul aftoig—a quality of

a particular organ? Could such an organ
and its soul essence be transferred from
one human to another?

What is the relationship of man's self-

consciousness to soul? Can this stream
of consciousness be manipulated—and
with it our awareness of Self and of our

world, altered?

Such is possible now—but by means of a

personal application of your own mental

powers in a unique way.

ACCEPT THIS FREE BOOK
Let the Rosicrucians, a worldwide cul-

tural fraternity (not a religion) explain

their rational method of self-unfoldment

to you. A more extensive personality and
a greater perspective of life can be re-

created by you. Write today for the free
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rated them. She needed him desperately. If

she had asked him, he would have come
running, but there was no real excuse—not

one of which he would approve. Just a long-

ing for his company, which was almost a

physical hurt inside her.

The flight to the hospital, over the dark-

green backo ;

prohisioric jungles, was short

but not uneventful.

They flew low enough in the small aircraft

for her to study the moody rivers, the sud-

den clearings studded with huts, the forests

pressing down a personal night beneath their

impenetrable layers of foliage. Down there

were big cats, deadly snakes, spiders the

size of soup plates, and alligators with skins

like tank iracks.

On landing, she went straight to the hos-

pital. It was a small, white building on the

outskirts of the town, surrounded by gar-

dens with trees ot brilliant hues. The color of

the blossoms was so light and buoyant, it

seemed that only the buried roots held the

splendid trees to the earth: Should the roots

be severed, they would rise slowly like bal-

loons, to take her up into the atmosphere.

Anita's fanciful thoughts, she knew,

stemmed from her desire to steer herself

away from considering the forthcoming op-

eration. When she was confronted by Ihe

surgeon, however, she knew she would have

toiace up to the ordeal. His office was on

the second floor. He had switched off his air

conditioner and flung windows and balcony

doors open wide, letting in the smell of veg-

etation. She could see out, over ihe balcony

and beyond the hospital gardens. The light

seemed to gather near the edge of the dark

jungle, as if the forest perimeter was a dam
to hold back the day, to stop its bright wave
rolling in to defile the old '.re-os and ancient,

overgrown temples.

The surgeon spoke; his words, perhaps
subconsciously, were timed exactly to coin-

cide with the metronomic clicking of the aux-

iliary overhead fan.

"You realize," he said, "there will be a greal

deal of pain!"

He was an elderly American with a soft

accent and genlle eyes, but she had diffi-

culty in not looking down at his hands. Those
narrow fingers, as white as driftwood with

continual scrubbing, would soon be crack-

ing her bones. They were strong-looking

hands, and the arms to which they were

joined, powerful. Many limbs had been pur-

posefully broken with cold, calculated ac-

curacy, by those hands.

"We can only give you drugs up to a cer-

tain point The whole operation is a long

business—a series of operations in fact

—

and we don't want to send you out a mor-

phine addict."

She nodded. "I understand."

What'sort of instruments are used? she
wanted to ask, but was loo afraid of the an-

swer to actually do so.

She imagined ugly steel clamps, vises,

and mechanical hammers that were fitted

with a precision more suited to a factory jig

than a medical instrument. This is the way
we break your bones. We screw this here,

that there—can you feel the cold metal

against your skin? The plates gripping the

bone?—then, once we have lined it up and
in position—whap!

—

down comes the weight

between the guide~blocks and crack! goes
the bone. Easy, isn't it?

"Of course, once we're finished with you,

you will be . . . ah, even more beautiful than

you can imagine."

"That's what I- want. I don't care about the

pain so long as the result is good."

"Not good, bui breathtaking. We'll

straighten out any defects in the limbs, give

you a jawline that Cleopatra would envy,

small feet, slender hands. We'll also graft a

little flesh here and there. Take away any ex-

cess. The eyes, we can do much with the

eyes. And we'll have to break those fingers,

one or two of them. . .am I being too blunt?"

"No, no." She had paled, she knew, at the

word break. The other words were fine. She
could take terms like straighten the limbs—
but break had a force behind it that shook

her confidence.

"I'll be all right," she said. "It must be the

journey, ihe heat or something. Please don't

worry. Please go on."

Her body was alive wr.h -eeling, as if elec-

tricity were coursing through her veins in-

stead of blood. She concentrated on his

words as he began to describe what her ex-

perience would be, to ensure, he said, that

she knew exactly what to expect. If she

wished, she could leave now, and there

would be no charge.

Outside the window, the birds were sing-

ing, and she concentrated not on his de-

scriptions of the forthcoming mutilations of

her body but on their songs.

At first ihe pain was a patchy, dull feeling, iis

location in her body specific to certain areas,

like her lorearms, which were the first to be

broken. An aching that was difficult but not

impossible to bear.

At night, when she was left alone, she

could feel the pain throbbing and pulsing in

the various parts of her limbs. Later, it de-

veloped a sharonoss and spread like a field

fire through her whole anatomy, until there

was no pinpointing its source.

The pain was her, she was the pain. It

reached a pitch and intensity that tilled her

with a terror she had never betore thought

possible, could not have imagined in her

worst nightmares. It had shape and form and
had become a tangible thing that had ban-

ished her psyche, had taken over com-
pletely her whole being. There was nothing

inside her skin but the beast pain: no heart,

no brain, no flesh, no bones, no soul. Just

the beast.

It was unbearable, and she refused to bear

it. She tried, with all her willpower, to remove
it from her body. It was then that the pain

began to sing to her. It called in the birds

from beneath their waxen leaves, Ihe fabric

blossoms: It summoned the night singers,



the small, green tree ""roes and the booming
bulls from their mudbank trumpets; il per-

suaded the chitchat lizards to enter in, and
the insects to abandon the bladed grasses

for its sake. When it had gathered together

its choirs, the beas". oa'n sang to her. It sang

unholy hymns with mouths of needle teeth,

and the birds, frogs, and insects sang its

song. Gradually, over the many days, she

felt the sharp sweetness of their music giv-

ing her anew awareness, lifi'ng her lo a new,

higher plane of experience, until there came
a time when she was dependent upon iheir

, Tomorrow they would break her legs. She
lay back in her bed, unable to move her head

because of the clamps on her jaw. Her arms
were completely healed. The plaster had left

them pale and thin, with her skin flaking off,

but the doctor assured her they would soon

look normal. Better than normal, of course.

Then her jaw had been reshaped. That was
almost healed.

The surgeon was insistent she wait for her

legs to be remodeled, even though she told

him she wanted the process hurried so that

she could get back to Philip. Her legs.

She knew the worst pain was yet to come.

Then, of course, there were the minor oper-

ations; her nose, fingers, toes, and ears. (Af-

terward she could wear her hair shorter.

Would not need to cover those ugly ears,

which would ihen be beautiful.) The sur-

geon had also mentioned scraping away
some of the bone above her eyes, where

there were slight bulges. (She had never no-

ticed them, bul he had obviously done so.)

Also there were her shoulder blades to ad-

just—the scapulae—she was even begin-

ning to learn the Latin names, . ,

,

Sweet pain! What delicious strains came
from its small mouths. Sing to me, she whis-

pered, sing! She needed more and more.

"The hands haven't gone too well; we're

going to have to rework Ihem," he said.

She smiled, as much as the wire brace

would allow.

"If you have to."

"You're a brave woman."
"I try to be," she replied, drifting off inlo

her other world, the real world, where she

became herself. Her actual self.

In there, deep inside, lay the quintessen-

tial spark of being, where she was pure Ani-

ta. To reach that spark, it was necessary to

use an agent—drugs, medication, will, faith,

religion, or perhaps pain. Pain was her ve-

hicle to that interior world, that inscape that

made the rest of life seem a wasleland of

experience. There was the power, the en-

ergy of birth. The cold release of death.

Heady. Unequivocally the center of the uni-

verse. So strange to find that all else re-

volved around her. That nothing existed that

was not derived from her. Even Philip. She
was the sun, the moon, the stars/the earth.

She was void, she was malter, she was light.

'

Anilaand her pain,

"How do you feel?" asked the surgeon.

She smiled. "I really do feel like a new
woman. How do I

look9
"

"See for yourself. . .

." He indicated the

mirror on the wall, but she had already stud-

ied herself for hours before the mirror in her

room. The scars were now invisible, the

blemishes and bruises gone. Blue-black skin

had been replaced by her normal cream

complexion. And now? Now her features

were . . .
breathtaking, yes. Her whole body

was absolutely perfect in its proportions. This

was what she had desired for so many years.

Beauy, absolute.

"I'm very pleased," she said. "I really

haven't the words to express my thanks."

He held up a hand. "I've been adequately

rewarded," he said. "We don't do it for love

of beauty—although I admit to being proud

of my art. And I must congratulate you on

your courage. You withstood the pain with

as much bravery as I've ever seen."

She shruggec
" :

t isn t something I'd like

to go through again," she lied, "but I think it's

been worth it. It nas been worth il," she has-

tily amended.
They shook hands.

"You're a very beautiful woman," he said,

in a voice that suggested he had lorgotten

he had created her.

On the drive away, she barely looked at

the trees, still dripping with colors. Their

blooms no longer interesiec her. Nor did the

birds upon their branches. She had her own
colors, her own songbirds.

Philip was waiting by the exit of the airport

arrival lounge. She saw him from the far side

of the room,

He was looking directly at her, and she
realized that he did not recognize her. He
iooked away anc began searching the faces

of the other passengers.

She began walking toward him, Twice

more he looked at her, as if expecting a sign

from her to tell him she was Anita, then back
to the other passengers.

She noticed his expression was expect-

ant but calm. He thought he had no need to

be anxious. Anila was supposed to declare

herself. As she drew closer she almost wav-

ered in her purpose.

Her heart flooded with emotion. God, he

was her life, Never would she have the same
feelings for any other man, He was every-

thing to her. Philip. Even the name was
enough to fill her heart with the desire, the

passion the :ence r -col ngs of love.

She needed him, wanted him above all

\z\se except.
, . .

She studied his eyes, his face, his quizzi-

cal expression as she passed him and then

went through the exit, her feelings choking

her. She was leaving him. She wanted him

desperately, but she was leaving him—and
the delicious pain, the emolional agony, was
exquisite. She nurtured the hurt inside her,

listening to the music thai ran through her

veins. This was beauty: the delight, the ec-

stasy of spiritual pain, even sweeter than a

physical hurt. Her songbirds would be wilh

her till death, and her indulgence in the mu-
sic they createc .vasnee "Trough her whole

being and made her complete, made the

whole of existence eomaeie. for every-

one—even Philip.DO

W Here's to

more,
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watched one psychic try to make people fall

from a bus and another attempt to kill small

animals at a distance. The existence of the

lab, if not the precise experiments, more-

over, has been confirmed by sources as di-

verse as a former KGB man and the U.S.

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).

The Siberian lab, Stern says, was part of

a larger Soviet effort to harness psychic

phenomena, sometimes referred to as psi.

In fact, at least four limes over the last 15

years, American military documents have

warned of aggressive Soviet use of the

paranormal. And as recently as 1983, the

Congressional Research Service specu-

lated thai Soviet parapsychology received

funds of more than $10 million per year.

Are the Soviet-; doing military research in

parapsychology'7 Could a osychic in Mos-

cow view missile :ns".allations in Nebraska
. . . turn a cab driver into an assassin . .

.

erase the magnetic memories of our nalion's

computers? Could Soviet mentalists some-

day manipulate the minds of American lead-

ers? Is that what Nikiia Khrushchev had in

mind when, in a typically cryptic- remark, he

predicted that one day the Soviet Union

would "rule the world by invitation"?

There's plenty of evidence to suggest that

the answer is no. Scientists don't know
whether psychic phenomena exist, much
less whether some "evil empire" is using them

to control the opposition. And Soviet officials

won't even comment on the subject.

Bui regardless ol whether the Russians

have mastered psi, the Soviet emigres we've

interviewed maintain that military interest in

the subject is intense, spanning ai least 30
years. But because the Soviet military has
cloaked its efforts in secrecy, the details have

never been clear. Some are buried in ob-

scure Defense Department reports; others

can befounb h rescarcn papers smuggled
out ofthe USSR. Still more information comes
from the nexus ol Soviet psychics and seers

now living in the West and from the officials,

scientists, and spies who say they've worked

with them.""

If the story is enigmatic, it is also complex.

In order to' put many ot the pieces to-

gether-— to our (.nowlodgo ior "he first time

—

we sifted through inousane: ot pages of U.S.

military documents and contacted dozens
of sources lo find the few credible witnesses

around. After locating these people, we
checked and cross-checked references to

see where the information might intersect.

The result: a sketcny vale cf covert research

conducted in the interstices of society, a story

as disquieting as the concept of psi itself.

Much of the background for thai story

comes from psychologist Mikolai Khokhlov.

a man intimately acquainted with the Soviet

military mind. A former case officer with the.

KGB, Khokhlov seems surprisingly benign.

He's short and portly, filling his small office

at the California State University, San Ber-

nardino; with humor and warmth. Occasion-

ally he strokes hit snow-while goatee or runs

his fingers through the gray fringe that-

crowns his head. His manner and appear-

ance suggest a Russian Burl Ives.
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But there is a- iclner, colder side to Nikolai

Khokhlov. A shrewd master ot languages and

human nature, he has switched identities 'he

way most of us change shoes. In 1941,

Khokhlov joined the NKVD. a predecessor

agency of the KGB. Nineteen years old, he

assumed the alias of Nikolai Volin, a profes-

sional entertainer. His job was to lure a crowd

of German troops into a concert hall. Once
the troups were inside the hall, his comrades
planned to blow it up. (The assignment was
canceled because the Germans never
reached Moscow.) Then he became Alexei

Krylov, a partisan soldier in Soviet Georgia.

Later he posed as Firsl Lieutenant Otto Witt-

genstein, of Ihe German occupation torces

in Minsk, where he "arranged the death of an

important German governor.

After the war, Khokhlov took on several

assignments, the last of which included

posing as Josei Hoflbauer, an Austrian mer-

chant, It was 1954, says Khokhlov. "and the

Russian anticommunist movement was
oublic enemy number one." The head of that

wTheir work,

strictly classified,

included a

nationwide search for

local healers

and psychics who could

perform under

strict scientific controls.^1

movement. Gco:g/ S. Okolcvich, was living

in Frankfurt, West Germany. Khokhlov was
sent to-directa team of assass ns who wcjid

rencei- Okoiovich "harmless."

Bui Khokhlov was unable to go through

wilh il and agreed to publicly defect while

American agents took his family inlo protec-

tive custody at :he U.S embassy in Moscow.
Khokhlov fulfilled his -.part of the arrange-

ment, In a press conference in Germany, he
denounced Ihe Soviets and his mission, be-

lieving his family was already safe.

Bui the Americans bclcned it. They never

took custody o> Khokhov s family. He never

saw his wife and child again.

For a few years, Khokhlov says, he was a

"vegetable, drifting aimlessly through the

United States and Western Europe." Butji-

nally, in the mid-Sixties, he enrolled in a doc-

toral program in psychology at Duke Uni-

versily. There he met J, B. Rhine, the dean
ol American parapsychology, and in 1968
he wrote .a seminal paper called "The Rela-

tionship.of Parapsychology to Commu-
nism." That paper and K.hokhlov's network

of Eastern Bloccontacts have made him an

m.lhorily on Soviet parapsychology.

Drawing on that authority, Khokhlov de-

scribes a tradition rooted in centuries of

mysticism. Russian folklore, he notes, is filled

with tales of simple villagers healing sick-

ness with a single touch. During the nine-

teenth century, that tradition was embraced
by the Russian intelligentsia who, along with

the Russian scientific community, became
interested in the paranormal. They were tan-

talized by hypnotism, which some thought

might be linked to psychic phenomena. And
in 1907 the nei.-ropnysiolocst V. M. Bekh-

terev founded the Psychoneural Institute,

devoted to exploring the relationship be-

tween psychology and parapsychology. Until

the Revolution in 1917, Bekhterev and his fol-

lowers avidly researched ;he phenomenon.

That revolution, according to Khokhlov, in-

terrupted the research and forever changed
its shape. Marxism denies the existence of

anything so vague as psi or the human spirit,

he explains. And to the new Soviet leaders,

belief in the paranormal was foolish at best

and counterrevolutionary at worst.

But despite that atliiude. psi work went

on. Starting in ihe Twenties, Bekhterev's stu-

dent, Dr. Leonid Vasiliev, of the Leningrad

Institute of Brain Research, conducted re-

search in long-distanco tcieoatny. Fearful of

reprisals, he kept his work quiet until after

Stalin's death. But the memoirs he later pub-

lished describe hundreds of experiments. In

one trial, he wrote, he put a subject inside

an electrically shielded room while a psychic

in a different room allegedly made the sub-

ject fall asleep. In another experiment, he

placed a psychic in Leningrad and a sub-

ject in Sevastopol, more ihan 1,000 miles

away. According to Vasiliev, the subject fell

asleep and woke up precisely at the times

that the psychic had noted.

When Stalin died, dozens of researchers

like Vasiliev went public. "The fear dissi-

pated," says Khokhlov. But they didn't get

their real break until 1955, when Khrush-

chev, Ihe new Soviet leader, made a good-
will swing through ;ndiaarc marveled at na-

tive yogis. Khokhlov says Khrushchev
returned and decreed, "We have to have our

own yogi—tomorrow,"

Khrushchev's declaration was effective,

and by the late Fifties, the Central Commit-
tee had begun recruiting scientists to slaff

parapsychology labs Bui Ihe final thaw didn't

come until 1.960, when a French magazine
carried reports ot ominous research in the

West. According to Science et Vie, the

American military had sent a telepathic

message from a WestinghOL.se lab near Bal-

timore to a passenger on the submarine

Nautilus, four miles beneath Arctic ice.

Western experts dismiss the article as a

hoax. "We don'; know any-n ng aPout it [the

reported experiment]," says Glenn Brown,

manager of corporate communications for

the Westinghouse Defense and Electronics

Center, in Baltimore. He says that the com-
pany has never done psychic research.

But reaction at the Kremlin was reminis-

cent of the White House response in 1957,

when the Sovieis launched the firsi satellite

into space. "It caused quite a turmoil," says

an emigre physicist who was a graduate
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^John von Neumann
and Vannevar Bush were told thai

the vehicles

came from another solar system 9

Anonymous low-level

informants have for

years accused the

U.S. government of

hiding crashed UFOs.

Since these sources

are of uncertain relia-

bility, the reports have

been largely ignored.

Now. however, ufolo-

gists must consider

the testimony of Rob-

ert Sarbacher. whose
entry in Who's Who
consists of more than

three inches of tiny

prtnl, including edu-

cation at Princeton

and Harvard and a

stint as dean of the

graduate school of the

Georgia Institute of

Technology

In the years after the

Second World War
the story goes, Sar-

bacher served as a
science consultant for the Defense Department's Joint Re-

search and Development Board. He was m his Washington

office on September 15, 1950. it seems, when he received

a visit from Canadian electrical engineer Wilbert B. Smith

According to information released by Smith just recently it

was then that Sarbacher revealed the existence of crashed

UFOs, apparently under investigation by Vannevar Bush,

the government's top scientist.

In a recent interviaw, Sarbacher, now head o! the Wash-

ington Institute ol Technology, confirmed those remarks He
says that during his period of government service as a "dol-

lar-a-year man"—one of a number of government scientists

who served largely as volunteers—he was told that the ve-

hicles were composed of an "extremely light and very tough"

material, apparently intended to withstand tremendous ac-

celeration and deceleration.

At one point, Sarbacher says, he was even invited to a

meeting at Wright Patterson Air Force Base, in Dayton, Ohio,

where officials related

their findings to sci-

entists connected with

the Research and De-
velopment Board.

Sarbacher had other

commitments and did

not attend the meet-

ing, but he says that

those who did, includ-

ing Bush and noted

mathematician John
von Neumann, were
told that the vehicles

appeared to be
spaceships from an-

other solar system

Asked about his re-

action to the episode,

Sarbacher seems
oddly blase. He ad-

mits he hasn't given

much thought to a
matter most people
would consider ex-

traordinary—he con-

siders It simply a cu-

rious event in the course of a long scientific career After

all," he says, "I had—and have—a greai many more press-

ing scientific responsibilities I
wish I could refer you to

someone who was more directly involved than I was," he

adds "Unfortunately, they're all long gone."

Writer William Moore, who has been chasing government

UFO secrets tor years, considers Sarbacher's testimony

significant. "It's the first time someone with a reputation has
come torward to state publicly that the Pentagon has a re-

covered UFO," he says "This isn't proot, of course, but it fits

in with information we have from other sources,"

Informed of these claims, Temple University history pro-

fessor David M Jacobs, author of The UFO Controversy in

America, admits Sarbacher's credentials are impressive bul

observes, "Until somebody can produce an actual crashed

saucer, this is hearsay evidence. And how can he talk so
casually about something that would have to be the most

sensational event In all of hlstory?"-^/£ftOME CLARK

UFOUPDffTE



What is tawny, ten feel

long, and stalks the British

Isles devouring lambs? Thai's

the question being asked
Oy writer Michael Goss, who
has tallied 70 such sightings

throughout Britain over the

last ten years.

In one well-authenticated

appearance, Goss says,

the creature killed nearly 100

sheep in Stokenchurch.

northwest of London Ac-
cording to a local bus driver

and Royal Marine comman-
dos sent to shoot it, the beast
looked like a large dog. But

others insisted that the neat

remains of its food resembled

the work of a cat.

Another large beast ap-
peared in the summer of

1982, Goss relates, In the

Fobbing Marshes east ot

London. That animal startled

a water company foreman

at an isolated storage area

one afternoon, and a few

days later it leaped from a
hedgerow in front of a pass-

erby. A cat or a dog? Again,
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no one could be sure.

Finally late In 1983, three

witnesses, one with field

glasses, saw a large animal

near Horndon, just a mile

from Fobbing Marsh All were
sure that the beast was a

inther.

concedes that even

: witnesses can be
ig And he admits that the

mystery creature could be
no more (ban a legend,

like the alligators said to live

In New York City's sewer
system.

But he is disturbed be-

cause critics have tended to

dismiss the reports. In one
case. Goss recalls, a sleek

black panther seen at Exeter

was laughed off when a

garage owner found a stray

Labrador retriever a month
later. The dog was docile,

fat—and blind

Throughout Bntaii

concludes, pe
they are seeing larg

cats and dogs "If this is a

new folklore, we ought to

know it," he says. "If it is a

zoological or paranormal fact,

then it is even more essential

that we learn what we can
"

—Owen Davies

"Beauty is something
wonderful and strange thai

the artist fashions out of

the chaos of the world in the

torment of his soul

"

—W. Somerset Maugham

After a long day's climb

into the Caucasus Mountains,

Victor Kavunenko and four

fellow Russians pitched

a tent and bedded down for

a well-earned rest. Alas, II

was no! lo be.

According to reports in the

Soviet press, Kavunenko
woke up with the feeling that

a stranger had made his

way into the tent. "I thrust my
head out of the sleeping

bag," Kavunenko is quoted
as saying, "and I froze. A
bright yellow blob was floating

about one meter from the

floor"

In the next Instant, Kavu-

nenko related, the blob

disappeared into the sleeping

bag of a comrade, who
screamed in pain If then

reemerged to attack the rest

of the mountaineers, one
by one.

"When it burned a hole m
my bag. I felt an unbearable

pain, as If
I
were being

burned by a welding ma-
chine," said the terrified

Kavunenko, who claimed to

nave passed our several

limes When the attack was
over, he added, one of the

men lay dead, and the other

four had sustained serious

injuries—including burns and
muscle damage.

This bizarre story has
recently been questioned by

critics in the West. The
British Journal of Meteorology,

which ascribes the encounter

to ball lightning, admits that

it is stymied by the deliberate

nature of the attack.

And laser physicist J. Dale

Barry, author of Ball Light-

ning and Bead Lightning,

casts doubt even on the ball-

lightning interpretation

"The thing of it is," he says,

"most of these reports about
ball lightning are later found

to be something completely

different In this case,

perhaps their tent was
pitched on iron-rich rock and
they were struck by a normal

bolt of lightning Being so
close to the source, they may
have been blinded by the

bolt, which most certainly

could have affected what they

saw.

"I've never heard of an
intelligent ball of tire, let alone

one that seeks someone
out and zaps him intention-

ally." Barry concludes. "I can
only describe the whole
thing as bizarre—though

unbelievable might be a
better word."

—Pablo F Fenjves



Losing your heart may
have its compensations il the

law wanis the rest of you
And Swedish prosecutors

want Laf Stenberg (above),

the world's fourth recipient

of a Jarvik-7 artificial heart

The fiffy-three-year-old

Stenberg. it turns out, is more
than an ordinary business-

man If his counirymen
are right, he's not even an

ordinary mobster. As many as

20 years ago. Swedish
newspapers called him a

"gangster king", more re-

cently, they've described him

as Stockholm's godfather.

Legally, Stenberg operates

a complex network of finan-

cial companies, primarily

in the real-estate business

Illegally. Swedish law enforc-

ers claim, he runs most of

their country's prostitution and
illegal gambling. Yet when
they raided his firms tn 1976,

all they could pin on him

was a charge that he had
evaded some $44,000 in

taxes. If convicted, it could

cost him six years in jail,

but his health has been too

poor for him to stand trial

National prosecutor Mag-
nus Sjoberg says that Sten-

berg will be tried as soon

as he is well enough But ac-

cording to Stenbergs lawyer,

the law might just as well

give up now "My client can-

not be convicted of breaking

any law." says Stockholm
attorney Bjorn Rosenberg.

"He cannot even be tried. Mr.

Stenberg is dead."

Swedish law is slightly

ambiguous, but Rosenberg
points out that the courts

have always defined legal

death as stopping of the

heart And Stenberg's dis-

eased heart stopped beating

shortly after It was removed
at Stockholm's Karolinska

Institute on April 7 "Prosecu-

tors wish to declare that,

by common sense, Mr Sten-

berg is still alive," the attor-

ney concedes, "but the

past decisions of i hfl

are clear Even if the law

is changed in the future, as
has been suggested, it

cannot affect my client."

—Owen Davies

"I could not think oi feelm
the coherent, unifying sense

that I ordinarii >

somehow thought a'

—Carios Casfeneda

Intercontinental Travel

Systems, of San Diego, is the

travel agency with a differ-

ence. Instead of shepherding

lei-draped NebrasKans
around Waikiki and camera-

toting Jerseyites through

Paris, it stages theme vaca-

tions And most popular,

according to owner Gary
Rundquist. is the "Murder

Weekend." three days of

solving a staged crime fol-

lowed by a tour for tourists

with a taste for detection

"Our April tour." says

Rundquist, "begins at the

Royal Albion Hotel, in Brigh-

and. On the first

night, there's a fire alarm or

something at four in the

morning, just to get people
Into the mood

'Then someone is found

dead Over the next couple of

days, our guests sift through

Often, the evidence

points toward one suspect,

but thai person also dies

When guests think they know
who did it, they put together

a report explaining their

deductions. Finally ihe local

constable—he really is the

constable—gathers everyone

together, interrogates the

witnesses, and solves the

crime. He also evaluates the

guests' reports and picks

the one he feels is best. The

winner receives a trip on

the Orient Express."

Afterward, Rundquist

adds, participants tour Eng-

land's most famous murder

sites, including the Sherlock

Holmes Pub. the Professor

Monarty Pub, the London
Police Departmenl canteen,

and Scotland Yard's Black

Museum of murder cases.

Other features of the vacation

include a stay in Moreton-

Hampstead Manor House,

said to have inspired Sir

Arthui Conan Doyle's "Hound
of the Saskervi lies," a visit

to Agatha Christie's estate,

and meetings with such
writers as Colin Dexter and
Lady Antonia Fraser.

The $1 ,600 Visit to the

world of the English mystery

may be the travel agency's

best seller, but it is not the

lur Chance-of-a-

Ghosl" tour last year visited

many of England's famous

haunled houses and castles,"

he says "Everyone seemed
i We'll definitely

do that again II more people

are interested,"

—Owen Davies

"Call It romance, call It love,

you did It Now pull up the

blanket, I want to sleep."

—anonymous Psthan poel



For as long as Frederick

Koch can remember, people

have been mispronouncing

his last name They d say

his patience g<

thinner— ht .

correct [ha

would ten frts

Finally, lasl November,
m wha! mus! have been a

sudden brainstorm, Koch
decided to change his name
and do away with the pho-

netic headache that had
been plaguing him all his life

And change his name
he did—to Coke Is II

Enter the Coca Cola Com-
pany, which objected to

the use ot its trademark

There was a series of appeals

andcounterappe;!'

stormy legal battle looked

Imminent. Lawyers

exchanged harsh words.

Koch grew upset

Then, a victory ol sons—
for the little guy. The Coca
Cola Company allowed Koch

to keep his new name,
but they barred him from

se OMNI

using it commercially

Koch— or. rather. Coke Is

It—accepted the terms but

none too happily

A self-prodaimed cham-
pion of "the poor, the weal*,

• guy getting the

short end ol the stick

"Corporations crush indi-

viduals," he says, "and I

mean now to make that the

issue. I'm mad enough to

thing through to the

bitter end."

For Coke Is It, that may
mean using his name com-
mercially After all. as he

sees It, it's the only name hes

got

Asked if the new name
had created any difficulties

:

i" the legal one,

Coke Is It paused before an-

swering "Well." lie III

said, "some people have
been calling me Mr. It."

—Pablo F Fenives

'Religions die slowly.

"

^-FranzMarc

If ana when intelligent

aliens make their presence

known, they may turn out

to be porous creatures

resembling coral or sponge
That, at least, is the opinion

of Stanford Unwersll

cist Ronald Bracew-"

says. "I see no reason why
such beings couid not control

technology similar to our

own."

On Eartri, Bracewell ex-

plains, lowly coral and
sponge are mineral structures

:otoniesof

Bui jnder

evolutionary circum-

stances these communities

could organize info complex
beings, each one functioning

.id need

wouldn't need mobilil

they might want to tra

creatures lo carry messages
and do work. "Each one of

these masterminds would sit

like the head of a corporation

in a boardroom " Bracewell

says, "and flunkies would

go out and do the jobs."

—Erie fvlishara

"Theservice ol the mysteries

began with an invitation

and culminated in ecstasy. In

rapture and madness."
—Eric Kahler

"As you may know, f am a

card-carrying member of the

Amalgamated Flying Saucers

Association.
"

—Robert F. Kennedy

"Perhaps m the vastness ol

outer space there exist other

civilizations with beings

stupendously in advance
intellectually of our own, and
perhaps In due course, the

superintendent machines that

we have created will go out

and meet them. It they do.

nd a friendly rather

than a hostile reception.

For it seems inevitable

atureswho
dominate other solar systems

will be like those who will

come to dominate our own
They too will be machines

"

—Chris Evans
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Omni: Isn't impotence a side effect?

Schally: That the agonist causes impotence

is not a side effect but the very nature of its

action. Agonists, we realized, could be used
in any condition in which it's desirable to

suppress the sex hormones. In Israel we did

beaulifu! work on precocious puberty in

young boys and girls with excessively high

levels of sex hormones.
Omni: But wouldn't men find this "chemical

castration" difficult to accept?

Schally: Well, consider the alternatives. The
earliest treatments for prostale cancer—
either castration itself or the use of estro-

genic compounds like DES [diethylstilbes-

trol]—cause complete impotence. Castra-

tion causes severe psychological and social

devastation—nol only is the patient de-

pressed, but his friends are affected, since

they know he's castrated. But it's not possi-

ble to cause the tumor to regress without

greatly reducing testosterone. Our agonisl is

the only treatment withoul other side effects.

And in advanced prostate cancer, it's a sim-

ple choice: life or sex life.

Urologists aren't fazed when I fell them
their patients wouldsuffer immediate loss of

libido and potency. They say: My patients

want to urinate, and that is more important

to them than their sex lives. This seems- to

apply to most countries except France.

There, loss of libido would be so horrible to

men—even those seventy and older—that

French doctors don't want to consider this

treatment. It's a question of medical tradition

in every country. What's considered proper?

Latin women like to be injected, and don't

feel they've received effective medication if

they aren't. American females, on the other

hand, prefer pills.

Comaru-Schally: In patients with advanced
prostate cancer, the results of surgery, ra-

diation, and chemotherapy are poor. LHRH
analogs are fantastic because they sub-

stantially decrease bone pain in two or three

weeks. There is disappearance of bone le-

sions, after three or four months. Estrogen

promotes arteriosclerosis in men. This ther-

apy lacks the other side elfects of estrogen:

no clotting" problems, no liver toxicity, no di-

abetes, no breast enlargement. In Mexico,

patients who were surgeons had to retire be-

cause of severe pain. After a few weeks of

this treatment, they returned to.their practices.

Omni: Why is prostate cancer seventy per-

cent hormone dependent, while breast can-

cer is only thirty percent''

Schally: Normal breast tissue develops
slowly in a girl. Besides, the growing breast

requires prolactin, progesterone, adrenal

steroids, even insulin and growth hormone.

all balanced just right. No wonder only one
third of mammary cancers are estrogen de-

pendent! I'm not a philosopher, I'm only

looking at the epidemiologic situation as it

exists and trying to recommend the best

treatment. We can't answer why. Why can a

cheetah run faster than a racehorse?
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Omni: Do you think D- tryptophan 6 LHRH is

superior to all other agonists?

Schally: We couldn't investigate a thousand
different analogsl The toxicology may cost

two to three million dollars to investigate per

drug. People's reactions to it and a few other

agonists were all similar, so we decided to

use this compound in clinical studies. Re-

member birth control. Perhaps twenty dif-

ferent pills appeared on the market in the

early Sixties, every firm claiming its'product

was best, while they were all similar.

Omni: How do you know analogs are safe?

Schally: We have been extremely thorough

in testing for. side effects. Remember tha-

lidomide—what teratologic damage! It

should have been investigated better be-

fore being released. Although we had high

confidence that they could be used in pre-

cocious puberty—you see two-month-old

little girls with pubic hair!—we were exceed-

ingly careful and advised the Israelis to use

the compound only after NIH did similar.tests

in the United States. I have many medical,

itSmee Uncle

Sam will not set up
drugstores on

the street comers to

sell LHRH
agonists, it's up to

the drug

companies to develop them.^

scientific, and social friends in Israel, some
of whom are like brothers because we sur-

vived the war together in Europe. Imagine if

our compound harmed not one but one
hundred children! Do you know what a Yid-

disha-mama would do to me? The repercus-

sions would be immense. We never claimed

LHRH agonists were a universal panacea or

a cure for cancer, and we don't suggest their

use in a speculative fashion.

Omni: Do LHRH agonists affect the output

of other hormones besides FSH and LH?
Schally: The adrenals are minimally af-

fected, and sometimes prolactin levels fall.

Also, we suspect central nervous system

activity: LHRH may be a mild antidepres-

sant. There have been many reports of an-

tidepressant effects, but we will not .make

claims yet for long-term ones. When pain

disappears, cancer patients get a sense of

well-being and begin to eat more. Psychia-

trists are going to perform trials with patients

- having stress-induced depression. This

treatment will involve a different procedure
from cancer or precocious puberty, where
large doses are given daily to completely

suppress sex-steroid production. For

depression, the agonist would be given in

ve'v smal: doses, say. ".wico a week.

Omni: What about the old theory that LHRH
could be a natural and safe aphrodisiac?

Schally: We did several studies and did not

find a clear-cut aphrodisiac effect for LHRH.
But a British study suggests improvement in

the erection. The effect on animals is very

straightforward. In rats, LHRH provokes
mounting in males and lordosis [copulating

position] in females. It's such a powerful

aphrodisiac that even if the pituitary or go-

nads are removed, these behaviors occur.

There's definitely a direct effect on the cen-

tral nervous system. But for humans, the ef-

fects are more ambiguous.

There have been suggestions to use
LHRH analogs to simulate castration for sex

criminals and rapists, but I will not be in-

volved. Working with convicts is not for me.

Giving either the LHRH antagonist or ago-

nist on a long-term basis, because of the

paradoxical inhibitory effect, would cause
normal production of sex steroids to drop,

thus inhibiting sex drive.

Omni: How is prolactin implicated?

Schally: Suppression of prolactin could be

beneficial to both women with breast cancer

and men with prostate cancer. For many
years I've sought the so-called prolactin in-

hibiting factor, PIF.from the hypothalamus.

Should it exist, we could make analogs as

we did with LHRH and use them in cancers.

I still believe there is a peptide that sup-

presses prolactin, and I'm hoping to eluci-

date the role of the hypothalamus in its re-

lease. For growth hormone two factors are

necessary, one to stimulate and one to in-

hibit. I suspect the same is true for prolactin.

Guillemin also believes in prolactin releasing

factor [PRF], But- unless I'm personally in-

volved in the research, I won't play God and

say things exist or don't exist.

Omni: Are you working on contraception?

Schally: Oh, yes, as an endocrinologist I have

always been fascinated with the idea of de-

veloping a novel birth-control method. My
original concept, which I was clearly the first

to publish in 1972, was that LHRH deriva-

tives can be used to develop new methods.

The pill has side effects that one third of all

women find intolerable. I initially proposed
several methods, but my main approach was
always essentially an antagonist. We were

the first to test the antagonist in men and
women in Mexico. We proved in Mexico that

anfagonists would work but only in large

doses—sixty to ninety milligrams. This was
very expensive—who would pay two hun-

dred dollars a month for birth control? Mean-
while, others realized that agonists can also

inhibit fertility, so when studies began I wasn't

enthusiastic about the agonists because of

the possibility of side effects and variability

of response. So I never participated and said

the development of antagonists should con-

tinue.

Even now, heads of various birth-control

agencies, and at theWHO [World Health Or-

ganization] base their thinking on vaccina-

tion, vasectomy, or once-a-month steroids

They essentially misunderstood the ap-

proach with LHRH analogs. Now govern-



merit agencies are slowly beginning to re-

alize that the antagonist is the appropriate

molecule. They have recently shown tre-

mendous interest in the antagonist, sup-

porting the philosophy and the method very

strongly. The method is called, incidentally,

by my name—well, what else could they call

it? There's little doubt that a birth-control

method based on LHRH antagonists or ag-

onists will be introduced for women within

the next few years.

Omni: What side effects of the pill would be

eliminated by a perfected antagonist?

Serially: The circulatory effects reported for

the pill have not occurred. There's no evi-

dence of breast engorgement, morning

sickness, headaches, or the more serious

complications for hy-

pertensive or diabetic

women due to.f luid re-

tention. On fhe other

hand, fears that ste-

roid pills contribute to

some forms of cancer

have been largely

discredited. I
have

never criticized the

pill. Tome, it's the best

thing available. But

conventional propel-

ler airplanes were also

excellent for dec-

ades— until jets came
along.

Omni: What are the

drawbacks?
Schally: Cost is still an

issue: Could a woman
afford to pay twenty

dollars per month?
And how do we ad-

minister it? In Swe-
den, agonists were
given three times daily

by intranasal spray.

But would a woman
follow such a regimen

scrupulously? What if

she gets a cold? Pos-

sibly microcapsules

could be made for in-

jection every three

months.
.

Omni: What is the ad-

vantage of your

monthly microcapsule method?

Schally: With daily injections, in cancer

treatment, when patients start to feel more

comfortable they have a tendency to es-

cape for a day or two. The microcapsule not

only releases the same amount of analog a

day, it ensures patient compliance. Two years

ago we visited Belem, a town on the mouth

of the Amazon River, where we did some
prostate cancer studies. At a tuberculosis

center nearby, clinicians told us about prob-

lems with patients. Nurses find pills strewn

in the bathrooms and everywhere—pa-

tients throw-them away when they feel bet-

ter. It happens "with any drug therapy. -

Omni: What about male contraception?

Schally: I've always had great reservations

about male pills because of the physiologi-

cal considerations. The reproductive cycle

in females is easier to control because it's

cyclic. The cost of a male pill is prohibitive,

and there's the issue of sexual dysfunction.

In the United States and abroad, men tested

with LHRH agonists as potential contracep-

tives in 1978 showed sharp drops in testos-

terone levels and sperm counts after six

weeks. They complained of impotence, low

libido, and hot flashes, like women" entering

menopause. Though they were paid, some
immediately withdrew from the program.

Omni: Will the LHRH analog contraceptive

work like the present pill, blocking ovulation?

Schally: My strategy has always been not to

totally block estrogen secretion but to block

STIFF UPPER LIP AND ALL THAT.

Englishmen live imperturbably

with their relentlessly wet
weather. Butthey also in-

vented the trench coat and

the rolled umbrella. And
get along just swimmingly.

Unflappable Englishmen still dressfor

dinner in climates so sweltering that the idea

seems self-punishing. But by savoring a tall,

iced Beefeater* and tonic, they manage to

keep their cool.

The English, you see, believe in keeping

a stiff upper lip in the face of adversity. But

they're equally good at keeping adversity

to a manageable level. Which probably

explains why they invented the trench coat,

the rolled umbrella, and the Beefeater Gin

and tonic.

BEEFEATER* GIN
The Crown Jewel of England

'"

the preovulatory peak of LH and FSH and

thereby ovulation itself.

Omni: Wouldn't the ultimate birth-control

method be individually calibrated, based on

the hormonal fluctuations of each woman?
Schally: Any method must be very simple,

as is the pill. Some physicians who've treated

couples for infertility inject them with various

hormones and advise them to have inter-

course on certain days of the month. The

couples say this is cumbersome, that it kills

the beauty of love, and that sex was ho longer

a joy. It takes the fun out of it. Many a woman
finds, after two or three trials, a brand of

contraceptive for herself. You can drink

whiskey and have a hangover, but if you drink

vodka, you don't. I'm not advocating drink-

ing either— l don't. I like gin or brandy. You

should give a woman a range of choices.

But I still favorthe antagonist. Let me get you

a copy of my concluding remarks at the 1984

Quebec City LHRH Symposium, of which I

was chairman. [Schally exits.]

Comaru-Schally: Let me tell you something

about my husband., okay? Forget about sci-

ence for a moment. Do you know what time

he wakes up? Five-thirty a.m. He exercises

for half an hour, and we get here at six-thirty

every morning. His knowledge is tremen-

dous and his reading, immense. In his pa-

pers he. mentions everyone in his field and

is very honest. He swims every day and can

go for hours without stopping—unbeliev-

able. When we come back from a trip, he

starts exercising im-

mediately. He speaks

many languages, lec-

turing in South Amer-

ica in Spanish and
Portuguese. I learned

Spanish from him! We
: in 1974, when I

was an endocrinolo-

gist in Rio de Janeiro.

[Schally returns, pa-

per in hand.]

Schally: I play soccer,

and to me a swim-

ming pool is a neces-

sity; I'd rather have
one car and one pool

than three cars. To

work as hard as I do,

physically and men-

tally, I have to relax

^=S*|||^ t and maintain perfect

. ~JS Hk!i " physical fitness. Often

I go home completely

drained mentally. Al-

though I can still drive,

if you asked me my
address or telephone

number, l probably

couldn't tell you. But

after I swim twenty

minutes, I'm re-

freshed. I
always liked

sports, except moun-

tain climbing, which is

dangerous and com-

plicated. Why should

you want to climb

mountains—and climb the same one again

and again? Swimming is simpler, simpler

than golf, and the pool doesn't need much

Omni. Is science ideally a collaborative ef-

fort rather than a competition?

Schally: Yes, absolutely. With gentlemen and

intelligent people it's a pleasure to collabo-

rate. The Mexicans don't like me, they love

me. And the Spaniards. The antagonism be-
.

tween myself and Guillemin was certainly not

so hard as the Cold War. Still, because of

the competition between us, collaboration at

that time was impossible. Although Guille-

min said he was ready to collaborate, the

members of his team denied it in black and

white to Nick Wade [author of The Nobel



Duel, an account of the Schally-Guillemin

rivalry]. But if a champion has no serious

competitors, the quality of his performance

slips. Without a strong competition in, say,

the hundred-meter or two-mile race in the

Olympics, times would decline.

Guillemin and I have completely different

characters. I'm open and frank but don't like

to offend or irritate people. Our behavior is

completely different. He doesn't like sports.

I had very fine training and learned little if

anything from Guillemin. I worked with sev-

eral Nobel prize-winners in London. A.J.P

Martin, for instance, who pioneered chro-

matography, was to me the closest to a gen-

ius one could ever be. But after he got the

Nobel, he made no more major contribu-

tions. I have more to offer now than before

the prize. My brain is functioning better, and

I have this way of making the right guesses.

I often predict the doses and outcomes of

many experiments on the button.

Omni: Does nationality affect temperament?

Schally: I'm a terrible mixture myself. After

living under Nazi occupation. England
seemed a paradise. But after five years of

bad climate and high taxes, I left England,

partly out of desire for more sun. Rumania,

where I spent my childhood, has very warm
summers. But I

feel lhal whatever I've done
I owe to my British training and the chance
this country gave me when I came here.

Many of their students got the Nobel prize,

I would say, because of their fine training.

The British trained not only my hands but my
brain—taught me how to approach an ex-

periment mentally. You must be both sys-

tematic and prepared to work hard. Good
ideas are a dime a dozen, so you must se-

lect which, from among one hundred prom-
ising ideas, are really worth pursuing. In the

Sixties, I worked brutally hard and very much
with my hands because people didn't yet

have faith in my ideas. After the identification

of TRH and LHRH, there was no problem.

.But before, I had to spend hours perfecting

techniques that were new and difficult. Peo-

ple always said I had good hands— I still do,

only now I work more with my brain.

Omni: Did you feel your whole career was
on the line at Tucson in 1969, that if you didn't

come up with a releasing hormone soon, you

might be ruined?

Schally: If it was on the line, it would have

been unjustly so. So far, man has not landed

on Venus or Mars because of technical lim-

itations. I had full confidence and never lost

it. Criticism didn't bother me— I knew I was
right all along, so I just had to shake it off.

NIH possibly could have stopped support,

but I didn't feel this was a trial. We were doing

our darndest, the best that could be done
with the funds and facilities. However, per-

haps Tucson was some kind of silent trial.

I've used my Nobel prize only when nec-

essary, as proof that I can do good work,

that organizations and agencies should have

confidence in me, but I don't live in the past.

To me it's the present and future.

Omni: How do you feel about fund-raising?

Schally: Okay. For example, during the early

Seventies, I wrote to major contraceptive

manufacturers asking for their drugs and any

possible small support for my LHRH tests.

Tulane received grants of two hundred to two

thousand dollars on my behalf from the

manufacturers of the pills I investigated. I feel

the information I provided—because of the

special methods I have perfected in my
lab—was worth one hundred or one thou-

sand times more to these firms. One must

work with the -pharmaceutical industry be-

cause we need these compounds'and the

advice. But I provide valuable data on dose
and response. Since Uncle Sam will not set

up drugstores on the street corner to sell

LHRH agonists, the drug firms must de-

velop them. Some people try to extract as

much money as possible from drug com-
panies and give nothing in exchange. That's

totally unethical, and if you do this once,

they'll probably never trust you again. We
need certain chemicals—plus a small sup-

port for the lab—from the drug houses.

Omni: What do you mean by "a small sup-

port for the lab"?

^Modern scientific

research is a team effort

like football,

with linemen and backs,

each having a

different function. Some
strike for goals,

others ward off attacks.^

Schally: People think lhat the Nobel and all

these other prizes I have won make every-

thing simple. Actually, there may be less

money after the Nobel: The V.A. says the NIH
gives me all the money I need. And the NIH
says the Vets take care of me. We will have

a huge new building with forty-two labs, two

hundred eighty offices, but! have to fill them
with dozens of highly competent investiga-

tors. People from every country want to work

here. If I had another group leader and
maybe five or six more researchers, even

the cancer work would go faster. Modern
scientific research is a team effort, much like

soccer. Maybe you don't follow soccer, but

American football is similar—with linemen

and backs, attacking and defensive play-

ers, each having a different function. Some
strike for goals, and some work only to ward
off the attackers.

Omni: Do you see yourself more as a quar-

terback or a coach?
Schally: Definitely as a quarterback, be-

cause the quarterback has a big say in plan-

ning and strategy. Definitely not coach! The
problem now is the fight for funds. Research
is very expensive—a rat costs seven dol-

lars. With prostate cancer, it was a question

01 ": : " '
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times, as with my appetite-control studies, I

have to probe and explore before deciding

my direction of research.

Omni: Tell us about these studies.

Schally; In 1964, I proposed that the hypo-

thalamus or brain may elaborate a peptide

or peptides responsible for the central con-

trol of appetite. Since then, the work of oth-

ers, primarily J. Gibbs and G. P. Smith at

Cornell, has shown that at least CCK [cho-

lecystokinin, a gut hormone] mediates im-

pulses from the digestive tract and helps

produce satiety. My theory is probably cor-

rect: Some peptide derivatives of thyroid re-

leasing hormone do stop gastric secretion

and reduce appetite. But better ones have

to be made. Both blood-borne chemicals

and nervous impulses from the stomach are

critical in appetite regulation. If, for example,

you distend your stomach with something

nonnutritious like cellulose, many of these

impulses cease. Since the body has a vari-

ety of both nervous and hormonal mecha-

nisms to control eating, today we attack on

two fronts. We have found some substances

in the body that inhibit gastric acid and ap-

petite. And by means of analogs we're aim-

ing to make these more potent. At the same
time we're looking at brain extracts that may
contain the real substance. One hunts for real

diamonds in the earth, but meanwhile we
make synthetic diamonds knowing they can

be used industrially.

Recently
I got twenty thousand dollars for

this work: ridiculous, not enough for one
highly trained technician. So like a fighter, I

have to select my punches carefully. When
you have to go fifteen rounds, you can't ex-

pend all your energy in one round.

Omni: What is the relationship of the brain

opiates to satiety and hunger?

Schally: I worked on opiates for a while but

feel they've been overexploited, so I
dropped

them. They may be involved in a number of

mechanisms, but to investigate them I would

have to overcome very strong competi-

tion—people who know more about the

subject than I. I
never get into a fight or a

war I cannot win. So to compete significantly

in opiates, to be a major contender, I would

have to cancel my involvement in things of

greater importance to me, like cancer and
contraception. Opiates could have a role in

appetite regulation, but the practical appli-

cations may be more remote.

Omni: Do modern an'abolic steroids, cur-

rently popular with bodybuilders and other

athletes, pose serious health threats?

Schally: Well, steroids suppress the gonads,

and women become amenorrheic. Men cer-

tainly suffer gonadal atrophy. But athletes of

late have moved away from anabolic ste-

roids to growth hormones, which may prove

even more dangerous. In the long run, you

may get classical symptoms of acromegaly

[gross distortions of face and skeleton due
to' Bone overgrowth], diabetes mellitus, and
increased heart size. Knowing these ste-

roids suppress the gonads, they try to get

around it by taking HOG [human chorianic

tropin activates ovaries and testes].



which is commercially available, hoping to

turn on the testes via the hypothalamus. They

would like to use LHRH for the same reason.

One drug will often have side effects, so you

try to skirt it with another compound, and so

a vicious cycle develops.

I'm not one to condemn or condone, but

many athletes are cheating— if this can be

called cheating. But in the last Olympics, they

all probably took something—the competi-

tion was so fierce and intense. In cycling they

commonly take transfusions of their own
biood, Some athletes, over a period of a year

or two, hoard up quarts of their own blood,

gnd when competing at high altitudes, in-

fuse it jusi before the game. I'm not in sports

medicine directly, but being interested, I do

get these stories.

Omni: What projects do you have planned

for the future?

Schally: We must continue in neuroendocri-

nology, hoping to find prolactin inhibiting and

releasing factors. We have detected and

confirmed the existence of a factor that could

prove to be a natural chemotherapeutic

agent. Our results indicate the presence of

two classes of compounds that could turn

out to be the body's own defense against

cancer. Many groups are exploring tor it in

the urine, pituitary, and hypothalamus—

a

peptide definitely seems to exist in the brain,

With genetic engineering we must make
more economical analogs of GHRH [growth

hormone releasing hormone], ones with"

fewer side effects so we can give short chil-

dren daily injections to make them grow. We
must find a molecule that's smaller, cheaper,

and perhaps one hundred times as po-

tent—as we did with D-tryptophan 6 LHRH,
Omni: Is there any distinction between ex-

treme dedication and obsession?

Schally: Obsession is healthy if you're ob-

sessed with a good idea, but if it turns out

to be a bad idea, that can become most un-

healthy. Doing a good experiment and writ-

ing it -up offers me a very great satisfac-

tion—but it is not an obsess/on. When a

person pursues an idea that is right, that's

perseverance. Maybe the dictionary wouldn't

agree with me. I learned that the worst thing

is to lie to oneself. If it's bad, you say so; if

it's good, it's good. But you don't have to

insult people. I try to say things politely. I am
extremely curious. I propose a certain ap-

proach, and because I'm logical, it should

be correct—but not always.

I was never obsessed. I only wanted to

prove the validity of my ideas because I
firmly

believed I was right. So it was never a desire

for the Nobel prize that motivated me, but

rather the desire to prove the correctness of

a concept. Why should I be obsessed now

—

why, why? I have won nearly all the scientific

honors that can be won! i could travel here,

travel there, stay in the best hotels—but these

things wouldn't give me any satisfaction. So
I've moved on to other research projects. If

something collapses, if an important collab-

orator leavesme,
I
say, okay, let's find a re-

placement. I have tremendous mental and
physical energy, and I don't get obsessed

—

I hope.OO



ULTRA SPORTS
heartbeats, aerobic capacity, metabolism,

and innumerable blood variables for each

athlete in every sport. We'll also be able to

tell athletes how these parameters should

vary with altitude or temperature. Our com-

puterized tests for strength (how much they

can liit) and power (how fast they can lift it)

will tell them which muscles to work on for

better performance in any given activity."

This wealth of physiological knowledge,

says Van Handel, will immeasurably im-

prove the nurturing of athletes from the be-

ginning to the end of their careers. And in

the near future, each athlete may be able to

select the best sport for his or her body be-

fore ever setting foot on the athletic field.

Already, a number of reseafchers believe

that a major determinant of fitness in a sport

is the nature of muscle tissue itselt. Accord-

ing to exercise physiologist Michael Wolf, a

fitness consultant based in New York City,

there are four basic types of muscle fiber-

one "slow twitch" and three "fast twitch."

Slow-twitch fibers, high in aerobic enzymes,

are considered best ior marathon running

and other endurance activities in which a lot

of oxygen is consumed. Fast-twitch fibers,

especially the type highest in anaerobic en-

zymes, are better for such speed and power

events as sprinting or weight lifting. Many
scientists believe that by studying biopsies

of an athlete's muscles and determining the

ratio of fast- to slow-twitch fibers, they will be

able to guide competitors into events that

offer the best chance of success.

But muscle tissue is just one factor to con-

sider. Dr. James Nicholas, team physician

for the New York Jets and director of the In-

stitute of Sports Medicine and Athletic

Trauma at Lenox Hill Hospital, in New York

City, has begun developing an athletic ap-

titude screening tool simply called the Pro-

file. The Profile, which Nicholas likens to a

standard occupational profile, will include

measurements of everything trom heart rate

and peripheral vision to limb strength and

maximal oxygen volume. When such a sys-

tem is complete, experts suggest, the next

logical step would be to feed results into a

computer programmed with the physical and

physiological capabilities required for every

major sport. The final printout would tell the

athlete precisely what sports are best suited

for his body.

By examining the resilience and flexibility

of the joints, for instance, testers would know
whether an athlete can withstand the jarring

pivots in tennis or the leaps and crash land-

ings in basketball; by gauging the capacity

of the heart and lungs, they would deter-

mine his endurance for such sports as

swimming or running; by calculating equilib-

rium, they could predict his future as a plat-

form diver or gymnast, and by determining

his bone strength, they would encourage or

discourage performance in contact sports

Ikc wresting arid football.

In the future this sort of tool will be used

increasingly early in life. Arthur Ashe, one-

time Wimbledon and U.S. Open tennis

champion and current coach of the US.

Davis Cup team, notes that in public school

there is tremendous peer pressure to go into

one of four sports; football, baseball, bas-

ketball, or track. "Say a kid wants to be with

his buddies and gets put on the football team

almost out of sympathy," Ashe notes, "He

just ends up riding the bench for the rest of

his life. That doesn't do anybody any good.

But if we can do tests of that child's body

chemistry and composition as soon as pos-

sible, we'd be able to steer him toward a more

appropriate sport instead."

Even when athletes can choose their sport

in advance, they'll still need effective train-

ing programs to succeed. Because of the

dramatically expanding knowledge of phys-

iology, this training will probably be a lot eas-

ier on their bodies and brains.

Until recently, coaches tended to blud-

geon athletes with training—they had them

run as far, lift as much, and work out as long

as they could without collapsing. Though no

one knew exactly what worked, it was
thought that the sheer magnitude of sweat

and suffering would somehow do the trick.

But through the partnership of medical

science and computer technology, the ath-

lete of the future will be given quality rather

than quantity training. For example, a re-

search team led by computer expert Jim

Collins and physiologist David Costill, direc-

tor of the Human Performance Lab at Ball

State University, in Muncie, Indiana, has a

computer program called Peak Perform-

ance for runners, swimmers, and cyclists.

An athlete keeps a continual record of such

vital data as weight, age, pulse rate, training

distances, and race times. The computer re-

sponds with feedback on everything from

calories that should be burned to how in-

tense a day's workout should be. This helps

the athlete develop a streamlined regimen

(with only three high-stress workouts a week)

that gets the job done efficiently and avoids

injuries caused by overtraining.

One of the most ingenious new training

strategies, many experts say, led directly to

4 of the 21 swimming medals won in LA.

Developed by physiologist John Troup, di-

rector of sports medicine for the U.S. swim

team, the method is based on monitoring

levels of lactic acid, which accumulates when

muscles deplete their available oxygen. As

lactic acid builds up, the muscles lose effi-

ciency and become exhausted.

Recent East German research had sug-

gested that if an athlete worked just a little

harder each time out. he eventually would

produce less lactic acid. Up to a certain

point, the muscles could function for longer .

and longer periods before fatiguing. Ath-

letes could stay at peak levels only for short

periods, but with careful calculations, those

periods would fall exactly when planned.

Excited by these possibilities, Troup de-

cided to try to increase the speed and en-

durance of Olympic swimmers around the



United Stales. He traveled to training sites

throughout the country, setting up his equip-

ment so that each time a swimmer com-
pleted a workout he could draw a drop of

blood and measure the level of lactic acid.

Soon Troup could predict how much lactic

acid would be produced in each successive

training session. By gradually building the

workouts according to the charts he kept,

he could almost always keep lactic-acid lev-

els lowest and muscular endurance highest

just before a major meet.

"By using science to get rid of the guess-

work, we avoid overtraining," Troup says. "We
get the swimmer to his peak, and we get him

there at the appropriate time.

"

Precision training will help bring athletes

to the limit of their natural potential. Bui a

number of controversial new techniques may
push them beyond it, blurring the distinction

between the well-trained and the synthetic

athlete. Although such official bodies as the

US. Olympic Committee speak out vocifer-

ously against drugs and artificial forms of

stimulation, many top scientists and athletes

are quietly exploring these areas in the hope
of creating an entirely new standard of ath-

letic achievement.

One of the leaders in this efforl, naturally

enough, is Ariel, who continues his research

at the Goto Research Center, located in the

posh Orange County, California, resort of

Coto de Caza. In collaboration with Emory
University physical therapist and anatomist

Steve Wolfe, Ariel is pioneering an amazing
technique that will record the muscle pat-

terns of athletic superstars and transfer them

to other promising athletes.

According to Ariel, the idea originated with

a physical-therapy technique used on stroke

patients at the University of Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts scientists, says Ariel,

used an electromyograph {EMG) to record

electrical signals from the arm muscles of

normal subjects. The electromyogram.
stored. in a computer, could stimulate the

stroke victims' arms through electrodes at-

tached to the skin. In most instances, these

paralyzed patients eventually recovered at

least partial use of their limbs.

Ariel and Wolfe decided to use a similar

technique to augment the muscle power of

athletes. "What we did," Ariel explains, "was
take an EMG of muscles in an athlete's arm
or leg. Like the Massachusetts team, we en-

coded the signal in a computer. Then we
had the computer feed that same signal

through electrodes right back into the ath-

lete's body during training." At this point, Ar-

iel explains, the athlete was using not just his

own muscle power but also the electronic

stimulation provided by the electrode, "the

firing characteristics of the muscle fibers

were reinforced," says Ariel. "The stimula-

tion built more muscle fibers faster and sped
up their contraction time." Soon the muscle
performed in the augmented fashion,

whether the electrode was present or not.

Eventually.Ariel took the concept a step

closer to the work done at the Universityof

Massachusetts. Using the radical technique

known as EMG cloning, he tried to repro-

duce muscle patterns of superstars in as-

piring superstars. "We took electrical sig-

nals from the muscles of Olympic cham-
pions," Ariel explains, "and put them into the

athletes we were trying to train."

Though the results of this research are not

in, Ariel sees tremendous potential. "They've

already been using the technique for reha-

bilitation with enormous success," he says,

"and there are no side effects."

While Ariel has been trying to "augment
the body's electrical patterns, other re-

searchers have begun to test powerful new
drugs. Actually, American athletes have been
experimenting with drugs ever since the Fif-

ties, when U.S. team physician John Ziegler

met some Russian colleagues in Europe.

Hoping to prove that Soviet athletes held do-

minion over the rest of the world, the Russian

doctors were pumping their charges full of

anabolic steroids— artificial male hormones
that increase weight and strength. Not to be
outdone, Ziegler raced back to the states

and created Dianabol, the gold standard for

steroids ever since.

Today, many athletes have tried not just-

anabolic steroids but also genetically engi-

neered synthetic human-growth hormone,

manufactured primarily to stimulate growth

in extremely short children. And according

to Florida physician William N. Taylor, author

of Hormonal Manipulation: A New Era of

Monstrous Athletes, there are other geneti-

cally engineered hormones on the horizon,

including growth hormone releasing factor

and somatomedin-C. Both are known to

dramatically stimulate human growth.

Those who strongly oppose the use of

drugs in sports say that hormonal sub-

stances like steroids can devastate an ath-

lete's body, with effects ranging from sterility

and liver damage to heart disease and can-

cer. "Five to ten years from now the records

may fall, but the athletes may fall soon after,"

says Edwin Moses. "Drugs are becoming
more and more widely accepted, and they'll

endanger sports if they're not controlled."

But some athletes have begun to advo-
cate development of a true drug science in

sports. "I say open it up," says Carl Lewis,

winner of four gold medals in the long jump
and sprints at the L.A. Olympics. Lewis him-

self does not use drugs but believes thai

"doctors should start prescribing drugs le-

gally and testing people to make sure every-

thing's okay. It these drugs are in fact harm-

ful, then we'll be able to change them and
make them better for everyone."

New Jersey sports physician and vascu-

lar surgeon Irving Dardick, agrees. "People

like to picture athletes on Mount Olympus
waving the flag oi puniy' says Dardick, head
of the USOC Sports Medicine Council from

1975 to 1985, "But it doesn't work that way
because the. athletes are supposed to win.

Athletes have always used techniques to

enhance performance. And where do you
draw the line between vitamins, nutrilion, and
then a nutritional element—a drug—that im-

proves strength or mood. We don't know
enough about drugs to use them now, but

as we become more scientifically astute in
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analyzing performance, as we see the Inter-

actions among various hormones, vitamins,

nutrients, and enzymes, we'll be able to sup-

plement our deficiencies safely, so that ath-

letes can perform better over a longer pe-

riod of time.'
1

Some researchers, for instance, have

gun to discuss chemical means of increas-

ing not just size and strength but endurance.

Ariel, who docs not endorse the use of drugs,

nonetheless wants to chemically slow the

body's metabolism to increase the energy

gleaned from each morsel of food.

"The muscle cells store fats and carbo-

hydrates, which break down chemically to

restore ATP [adenosine triphosphate], the

body's immediate source of energy for mus-

cle contraction," Ariel explains. "You have

only so much ATP in your body; in a sprint

the rapid muscle contractions burn it all up.

If you're running the four hundred meters,

which requires both sprinting and endur-

ance, you've got to pace yourself or you'll

exhaust your supply too early in the race and

be forced to slow down." But if scientists

could stimulate ATP production with some
"natural substance," says Ariel, "the sprinter

could go all out in the four hundred meters

without having to slow down,"

In addition, IBM biochemist David" Cope
is trying to increase endurance by altering

the ammonia cycle, associated with metab-

olism ol amino acids found in protein. When
amino acids are broken down by the body
for energy, ammonia is the waste product

that results. Until the ammonia is converted

to urea and excreted, it is toxic. Like lactic

acid, it slows the body down. The solution.

Cope suggests, might be to inject potas-

sium and magnesium esparte.salt into the

body, to help it remove ammonia faster and
thus perform at a peak level longer.

But the athlete is not just a jigsaw puzzle

of muscle and hormone; as with all complex
things, there are iniangiblcs to consider. Be-

havioral scientists working with athletes to-

day have been seeking to harness the ulti-

mate intangible—the unconscious itself.

Psychologist Bruce Ogilvie, often called

the father of sports psychology, says that his

discipline has come out of the closet in the

last few years. i3ac< h trie Sixties, when his

services were first sought by a handful of

pro football teams, he had to travel incog-

nito. Today he has helped 38 professional

sports teams, and in the last Olympics alone,

he was invited to work with 48 athletes, 38

of whom ended uo w nn'ng medals.

Following in Ogilvie's footsteps, literally

dozens of psychologists have become in-

volved in sports because athletes and
coaches have increasingly and un-

abashedly sought them out. And as the

number of spo>:s psycho:ogisls has grown,

so has their body of technique. In recent

years, they have even developed an array

of specialized performance-enhancement
strategies built on the principles of behavior

modilication.Jvlost high-level athletes today

would not blink twice, for example, if you

spoke about "self-talk" (positive reinforce-

ment based on the way an athlete'talks to
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himself during competition), "visualization."

(mental rehearsal of a successful step-by-

step performance), or "reading motor cues"

(noticing physiological signs, Such as tight-

ness, that indicate when stress is about to

interfere with performance).

The wave of the future r, sports psychol-

ogy, says Ogilvie. is finding better and better

ways to narrow in on each athlete's "con-

crete psychological aosclules." According

to Ogilvie's former student, psychologist

Maynard Howe, this means moving away
from "team psychology" toward an intimate

understanding of each athlete as an individ-

ual. "What we've really got to do," says Howe,

now a professor at United States Interna-

tional University, in San Diego, is "learn about

each player's inner dynamics to understand

the source of his power. Then we can help

him engineer his personality for success."

Howe, briefly a professional tooiball player

with the Boston Patriots until a car accidenl

ended his career, believes that in the future

this notion o" the individual wi i be carried io

•The athlete of

the future will move faster,

jump higher,

hit harder, and compete with

. infinitely more
grace and skill, obliterating

most of the

body's supposed limitations*

a^new extreme, Hcwe 'cresses the day when
sports psychologists make brain-wave re-

cordings, callcci olecti cor ccoha log rams. Or

EEGs, as an athlete performs.

"Let's say the athlete s oo rg a oack 'up

on a balance beam," says Howe, "We'd re-

cord EEGs during an optimal performance.

Later on we could .hypnotize him and have

him go through the same event in his mind.

If his mental preparation were well focused,

we would record the same EEG on the

couch. We could usethis process to monitor

the mental preparation of each athlete in

each event.'"

Biofeedback techniques oven more intri-

cate than those envisioned by Howe are al-

ready in use at Arizona State University, in

Tempe. The resident wizard, psychologist

Dan Landers, wires his athletes with elec-

trodes that measure hca.'t rate, respiration.

brain waves,, and muscle activity during

training. By analyzing those data on a com-
puter, he can often tell why athletes go into

a tailspin. He then uses biofeedback Io elim-

inate the problems they may be having.

Recently, Landers worked with a world-

class rifle shooter who had hither nadir. Her

re was 20 points lower than it

had been the year be:ore. ard she felt pow-

erless to improve. Landers pinpointed the

problem when he measured her respiratory

pattern before and during competition. "She

was unknowingly nhaling i..sr before each

shot," Landers says, pointing out that even

a slight breath can cause a rifle to vibrate,

sending a bullet awry. "All we did was say,

'Don't breathe in' just before she shot," Lan-

ders says, "and her.score improved."

Landers-alse came to tno 'escue of a crack

young archer naned Rick McKinney. Though

considered One of the best in the world,

McKinney had begun to suffer wracking

tension headaches that got in the way of his

performance. Landers wired McKinney for

EMGs and soon discovered the trouble: an

unconscious tendency to squint his eye

every time he released the arrow.

To break Ihe debilitating habit, Landers

connected an electrode from the muscle

under McKinney's eye to the computer. He
then had the computer's amplifier "crackle

like firecrackers" every time the electrode

detected muscle activity. "The sound was
so loud it helped him to concentrate on whal

was going on," Landers says. "After just ten

arrows he'd reduced that squint to a blink.

Soon even the blink was.gone."

While searching for the squint, Landers

had also happened upon a momentous dis-

covery. To be thorough, he'd done a whole

gamut of tests, including a reading of brain

waves. He noticed that every time Mc-

Kinney prepared to shoot, his left brain pro-

duced alpha waves, indicating relaxation. In

essence, ;heanalyhc left brain was shutting

off as the intuitive right brain took over.

Landers soon tested a number of other

athletes, and the finding held firm: Profes-

sional athletes, from runners and archers to

basketball players, exhibited left-brain al-

pha waves just before an event. Analyzing

the phenomenon. Landers came up with an

extraordinary conclusion; An athlete's brain

waves change at each stage of an event.

In a follow-up study of long-distance run-,

ners, Landers found that when a runner is

racing at a speed he is used to, his left-brain

alpha waves increase tnrougnout the first half

of the run and again at the end. But if he

pushes his pace, Initiating what Landers calls

"the push-and-fight phase of competition."

the left-brain aiona waves decrease. 'At cer-

tain moments the tactical and analytic left

brain is crucial for sports.' says Landers. "But

to use more intuitive abilities, athletes do

better if they can turn off the left brain and

let the right side autopilot take over."

Landers hopes :u translate these findings

into his most powerful biofeedback tool yet.

First, he plans to chart brain waves and feed

them into a computer, much as he did with

McKinney's muscle activity. Then he'll use

an amplifier to let athletes monitor their EEGs
from one moment to the next. By reacting to

the cues and cry ng to enhance or repress

the alpha state, athletes should achieve the

cpi'mal mnd-set for each situation.

Once this is possible, his plans will be more

ambitious still. Each year, he notes, com-
puter components grow smaller, and it may
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soon bo possible to mske a heart, brain, or

muscle sensor the size of a dime. These

sensors, attached to the athlete's body or

clothing, would radio information to a nearby

computer for analysis. An instant biofeed-

back tone would be transmitted from the

computer to a tiny plug in the athlete's ear.

"This is imminent," Landers predicts. "We've

got to put the component together, but most

ol the basic technology is there."

It seems clear ihat'Landers. Ariel, and their

countless scienlii'c bro:hrcn are already re-

delining the criteria.for athletic excellence.

Dardick predicts that American athletes will

be carried to an unprecedented plateau be-

fore the next Olympics. "There's no question

in my mind that wore gorg to blow the world

away in the next four years," says Dardick.

"We'll be number one in 1988 with or without

the Soviet bloc teams."

Equally optimistic, Dr. Kenneth Cooper,

father of the American aerobics revolution

and director of the renowned Aerobics Cen-

ter, in Dallas, believes that all the most cher-

ished world records will soon be demol-

ished. "We'll see things like a sub-two-hour

marathon and a sub—three-minute forty-sec-

ond mile in perhaps twenty years," he says.

The more impressive the accomplish-

ments, though, Ihe more insistent certain

questions may become. For example, as

sports tend to become a 50-50 partnership

between scient s~.z and competitors, will ath-

letes be sacrificing their personal freedom7

And as they become more dependent on

science, will they still be athletes in the orig-

inal sense oiihe word, or will they simply be
receptacles for technology?

Ken Cooper, lor one, sees these as real

concerns. "I'd hate to see all of this go too

far, until the Olympics become nothing but

a year-2050 space-age war between coun-

tries trying to prove their technical superi-

ority," he says.

Dardick, however, has no such worries.

"We have simply evolved," he says. "Today

science and technology are part of us. How
can we divorce science from athletics when
we don't divorce it Iro

1" anything else in life?"

The real question. Da.'d c.< contends, is not

whether we should use science in sports,

but rather, how. Right now, he says, a vast

slore of data on subjects including bionic

joints, protein computer chips, circadian

rhythms, brain hormones, and nuclear mag-
netic resonance exists outside the athletic

arena, not yet accessible to researchers in-

vestigating- sports. "There's a tremendous

order in the universe, a pattern, and if we
want to command the potential of nature, it's

a pattern we'll have to understand," Dardick

says. "We have to take that pattern and make
it useful to the athlete."

The key word in Dardick's vision. Moses
would agree, is useful. The athlete is still" the

irreducible force, and he must use technol-

ogy only as it serves his needs. "You can't

use science to manufacture an athlete,"

Moses says.--"R.aw talent still beats mass
production. My scientific approach is not im-

posed on me. It's completely natural; it just

makes it eas-er to accom.o si" what I do."DQ



SOVIET PSI

studenl al I lie lime, "ihe rarnc Nautilus was
on everybody's lips. '

In 1962 authorities gave

Vasiliev a secret lab in Leningrad, and by

the mid-Sixties the Kremlin had established

a handful of labs to harness psi.

An insight into lhat era comes from Abra-

ham Shifrin, a former adviser to the Soviet

War Ministry. Shifrin, who now lives in Israel,

worked for the Soviet government until 1953,

when he was sentenced to a labor camp for

spying. (His real crime, he says, was- es-

pousing Zionism.) In camp he beiriended a

Russian parapsycholoqist and a guru from

.Tibet. The three did extensive research in

Yoga, he says, which caught the attention of

the higher-ups at a secret research institute.

After Shifrin's release in 1963, he was sum-

moned to the- lab, on Boishaya-Kommunis-
ticheskaya Street, in the center ot Moscow.
Soon after Shifrin arrived he was intro-

duced to Dmitri Mirza, executive director of

the lab, and Solomon Gellerstein, its scien-

tific director. They told him that the lab had
been opened in the. mid-Fifties, after

Khrushchev's tour of India. Their work, strictly

classified, included a nationwide search for

local healers and psychics who could per-

form under scientific controls. Says Shifrin,

"They said if I came to work with them, I'd

get a salary and a good flat."

Shifrin declined the offer but kept in touch

and sometimes worked with the scientists.

During one meeting, he relates, Gellerstein

waslaidupinthehospiia Shidn wassrimn
by his bedside when three cosmonauts ar-

rived. "I asked Golersioin what made him

important enough for cosmonauts," Shifrin

recalls, "and. he said that he had personally

trained them in telepathy."

Shifrin's story checks oul. One source says

that Gellerstein pub. i shod a book on training

"cosmonauts in orecogn t on. And according

to a 1967 edition of Soviet Maritime News,

"a psi training system had been incorpo-

rated in Ihe cosmonaut program."

Gellerstein's socio' psi iao was not the only

one of its kind. A DIA study describes secret

psi work "going on at the Pavlov Institute of

Higher Nervous Activity, in Moscow, the Du-
rov institute, and certain areas of Siberia."

Khokhlov describes a facil ly in Leningrad.

And a 1975 intelligence: -eporl entitled So-

viet and Cz rapsychology

Research details a dozen "open" laborato-

ries where psi work was conducted as well.

But if the Soviets emphasized the para-

normal, Khokhlov says, it was because they

hoped to achieve "a breakthrough in the

control ofthe mind," Support for that conten-

tion comes from Larissa Vilenskaya, an oft-

quoted source on Soviet psi.

Vilenskaya
:

s chilling s:o'y begins in 1968,

when she was given part-time work at the

newly formed bloirior.'nal'or i laboratory of the

A. S. Popov Scientific anc lochnological So-

ciety of Radioeieclron cs and Communica-
tion, in Moscow. Under the direction. of Dr.

Ippolit B.Kogan, Ihe lab had an "open, infor-
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mal atmosphere. '
with afui -time staff of five,

plus part-time and volunteer help number-
ing nearly 300, Vilenskaya recalls Seme
studied psychic healing. Others looked at

precognition—the apparent awareness of an

event before it- occurs. Still others studied

whal we now call remote viewing—the abil-

ity to envision a distant location. Vilenskaya

explored a phenomenon callec skn vbior

in which colors and images allegedly are

discerned by touch.

The goal of the lab was to find a simple,

physical explanation for psi. But that goal,

according to Vi enskaya. was subverted by

the authorities. Rumors began circulating lhat

researchers had -been asked to do. mind-

control experiments.

Most staff members seemed reluctant to

alter course, Vlenskaya says. Finally, in 1975.

the lab was shutdown. Three years later a

facility called the bioeleclronics section

arose in its place, with three military men on

its 25-member board of directors.

"Whereas the dig nlorma'.ion lab was free

<mThe simple

dilemma Is that the

Soviets are

known to artfully practice

"disinformation."

Unfortunately, we don't

'

know what

the limits of'that are

3

are oper. says ViensKaya. "the bioelec-

tronics lab had limited access. It was tightly

conlroiled. You needed special passes to get

in." Soon after ihe lab opened, she explains,

the staff, under military supervision, began
screening hundreds of people from outlying

districts for asyen.c experiments. Increas-

ingly, she adds those experiments involved

control ol the mind.

Vilenskaya left the Soviet Union in 1979,

spent two years in Israel, then in 1981 emi-

grated to the United States. Today, the dark

and stocky em ere caches frewalking in San
Francisco and keeps up with Soviet efforts

as editor ol a .oi.-mal calico Psi Research. In

it, she's translated scores of papers smug-
gled Out of the USSR. Based on lhai work,

she estimates that the Soviets have "at least

a -dozen- major org ani/a: ions" investigating

psi, with at leas: 100 people working full-time.

Moreover, Vilenskaya notes, the new re-

search is not benign. Parapsychologist Vlail

Kaznacheyev, lor example, reportedly

eausedva diseased ceil :o transmit its mal-

ady to another, healthy cell, though the two

were separated by a sealec; quartz window.

Other reports indicate that the Soviets are

trying to make machines that induce strokes.-

II the Soviets ever succeed in such proj-

ects, the experts add, they will do it Ihe So-

viet way. Marxism, after all, shuns the notion

of mysticism. So Sovief psi researchers must

find a physical means by which psychic

messages can travel. Current Soviet theory

holds that electromagnetism is the key,

"It's a simplistic idea, but it goes like this,"

says nuclear physicist Elizabeth Rauscher,

who teaches physical sciences at John F

Kennedy University, in Orinda, California.

"Brain waves consist of electromagnetic en-

ergy. If you imagine that the brain is like a
spherical antenna, then it stands to reason

that those electromagnetic waves can
somehow beam out. Receiving those waves
could result in telepathy."

Belief in this theoretical model is evident

from the gadget s ;hai Soviet psi researchers

routinely employ. A machine known as the

biopiasmograph, for instance, allegedly uses

a special kind of liquid crystal to sense the

"biofield" around a person. USSR Navy ad-

miral Gennadi A. Sergeyev, the machine's

inventor, says it is capable of measuring the

"changing magnetic forces" that surround

psychics. And a device known as the Lida

reportedly uses olocvornagnetism to alter

conscious states. W. Ross Adey, a neurosci-

entisi at the Veterans Admm stialion Medical

Center, in Loma Linda, California (see "Tran-

quilizing Machine," page 42, April 1985), re-

cently used Ihis gray, shoe-box-size device

on cats, inducing prolonged episodes of

deep sleep.

According to Khokhlov, moreover, the So-

viets are already trying to use electromag-

netic waves to influence the world. They've

been bombarding the Ae-encan embassy in

Moscow with microwaves on and off for 'the

last 30 years, affecting behavior in unspec-

ified ways, he contends. And since 1976

they've bathed large portions of the United

States with a machine-gun-like clectromag-

nelic signa* in lire 2- to 20-hertz range. (See
"The Mind

I ields." page 41, February 1985.)

Though such waves have been detected,

however, not everyone agrees with Khokh-

lov's interpretation. The U.S. State Depart-

ment confirms that the Soviets have period-

ically beamed microwaves at ihe embassy,

but, they add, the intent is probably to block

radio broadcasts. And as for the mysterious

machine-gun signal, the American military

says that Khokhlov is describing over-the-

horizon radar, a Soviet early-warning system

designed to delect American missiles. "The

Russians arc diabolical." one source says,

"but they're not crazy."

Indeed, according to physicist Russell

Targ, one ol Ihe West's foremost authorities

on Soviet psi. Russian research into the

paranormal is a peaceful pursuit. Soviet

emigres like Khokhlov and Vilenskaya, he

says, don't have the whole story.

A tall, curly-hairec: scientist who special-

izes in remote viewing, Targ is in a position

to know. From 1972 to 1982, he worked tor

the prominent California consulting iirm SRI

(Stanford Research Institute) International,

which had contracts with Ihe American mil-

itary to help develop psychic spies. In 1982,



after Targ quit SRI because he thought its

psi work was too military, he founded Delphi

Associates, . a psychic consulting firm that

reportedly made and lost a small fortune in

the silver-futures market.

At the invitation of the Soviet Academy of

Sciences. Targ has visited the USSR twice

in the last two years. He has probably mot

more Soviet psi researchers than any. other

American. "I cannot confirm any Soviet mil-

itary work with psi,"-he insists. "Our associ-

ation is purely scientific."

Still, Targ has brought home some valu-

able information about Soviet research. He's

learned that Ippolit Kogan—Viienskaya's

former boss, who the DIA asserted had
dropped from sight—is now associated with

. the Institute of Radiotechnology and Engi-

neering, in Leningrad. Last year Kogan came
out with a book arguing that psychic phe-

nomena can be explained by low-frequency

electromagnetic waves. Targ also has news

of Victor Inyushin, darkly mentioned in US.
intelligence reports as the inventor of a mind-

control machine known as the psychotronic

generator. Today, says Targ, Inyushin is ex-

perimenting with lasers to improve agricul-

tural productivity and with K rlian photogra-

phy for medical diagnosis.

targ also brought heme irformation about

work of his own. He had, he claimed, dem-
onstrated remote viewing between Moscow
and San Francisco. The experiment took

place in the fashionable city apartment of

Djuna Davitashvili, the slim, Georgian hos-

pital masseuse who had astounded the So-

viet medical establishment with her alleged

psychic healing of even the most helpless

cases. According to Targ, Davitashvili was
able to describe a site—the carousel at pier

37 on San Francisco's Fisherman's Wharf—
that only a few hours later would be visited

by psychic Keith Harare.

"it was successful remote viewing in both

distance and time," Targ asserts. But other

scientists disagree. "Their documentation is

very poor. Until I see the details and proto-

cols, I can't say it's valid." says Ray Hyrnan,

psychology professor at the University of

Oregon. Marcello Truzzi, sociology profes-

sor at Eastern Michigan University and foun-

der of the Center for the Study of Scientific

Anomalies, was skeptical of Targ's claims.

"What kind of scientific control is that, doing

an experiment in somebody's apartment?

Why weren't they in a lab?"

Targ insists that what he did was a dem-
onstration—not an experiment—and did not

reguire the rigors of a lab. Members of the

Soviet Academy ol Sciences, he adds, were

impressed enough to invite him back for an-

other demonstration.

"We came to Russia to build a bridge of

consciousness," he says. "They take this stuff

seriously," Targ adds thai his visits have led

him to dismiss American fears of Soviet psi

research as unwarranted at best and Red-
baiting at worst.

"There is controversial information from the

emigres about hair-raising Soviet experi-

"This, of course, is jus; a teaser. To truly

appreciate the beauty and craftsmanship of this exceptional

buy, you should come back when the tide is out.

"

ments that have not been confirmed any-

where else," Targ declares. "For motives of

their own, they tend to color what they say."

Targ has a point. After all, who are these

emigres? The editor of a psi-advocacy jour-

nal who teaches firewalking? A former KGB
officer and expert assassin'' On the other

hand, who is Targ?-A former CIA contractor,

now a stock-mar koi soothsayer and one of

the few Americans for whom the Russians

roll out the red carpet? What kind of weight

can we give to their evidence?

That's precisely what troubles the serious

defense analysts. Said one, "How do you find

experts in a field that deiies scientific repli-

cation?" Others warned us aboul the Soviet

practice of "disinformatsia."

"The simple dilemma is that the Soviets

are known to artfully practice disinforma-

tion," says Roger Beaumont, a history pro-

fessor at Texas ASM University and author

of articles and books on strategic studies.

He worries that some emigres and papers

are "plants," releasing scary information to

make us waste money on a make-believe

psychic-arms race. "Unfortunately, we don't

know what the limits of that are."

Others warned us that our article would

be used as disinformation—but not by the

Russians. "It's real simple," a source told us.

"They [American authorities] take people like

you and say that the Russians are ahead of

us. And you write, 'Hot damn, we'd better

catch up!' But the fact is, we're years ahead

of the Russians."

Our efforts were further hampered by the

questionable quality of American intelli-

gence work. The declassified reports we saw
seem to assume that whatever Soviet pub-

lications they obtained confirm their worst

nightmares. Several DIA documents list the

National Enquirer in their bibliographies. They

also list paperbacks that quote earlier intel-

ligence reports as their sources of informa-

tion. The same rumors are cycled and re-

cycled until, by simp e longevity Ihey seem
to become fact.

Yel the bulk ol material indicates that co-

vert psychic research is taking place in the

Soviet Union. And regardless of whether psi

exists, the intent of the research is control of

the human mind. This impression became
inescapable, in fact, when we met the elu-

sive August Stern, the one man in the West

who has actually worked in a top-secret So-

viet military laboratory.

For months, we'd heard about this mys-

terious man. His name cropped up in a 1977

New York Times article and later in a TV doc-

umentary about the paranormal. Since then,

he had apparently disappeared. But after

several weeks of inquiry we found him at the

Free University of Amsterdam, where he had

quietly taken a job as senior psychologist.

"Yes. I will talk with you," he had said over

the phone. "But it must be in person."

Two days later we arrive at a low-rise

apartment building on the outskirts of Am-
sterdam; a brooding, razor-thin man meets
us at the door. Showing us into a modern
living room, he asks us to sit and then be-

gins chain-smoking and pacing the iloor.
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When he starts to talk, his English is halting,

broken by a thick Russian accent and a
staccato laugh. For two days, between
glasses of wine and espresso, August Stern

dredges up memories of Siberia's "Special

Department 8."

In the mid-Sixties, Stern had just finished

school with graduate degrees in computer

science, neurophysiology, and applied

mathematics. He was exactly the sort of

candidate that a Navy colonel named Vital-

lie Perov sought. Perov was recruiting talent

for a new lab in Akademgorodok—a self-

contained city of academics created in Si-

beria in the late Fifties. Its mission was se-

cret, he told the young man, but it would be

an oasis of crucial work.

"I was eager to do the research," recalls

Stern. "This was to be the cream of the sci-

ence crop. Only the best were to come."

But when Stern arrived, he was surprised

by what he saw. Instead of the best and the

brightest, the department housed a bizarre

amalgam of 60 scientists and shamans per-

forming research whose cruelty left Stern in-

credulous. "Perov was under great pressure

to produce a phenomenon—any phenom-
enon," Stern now says. "He was a puppet of

a man, under terrible stress."

As the interview proceeds. Stern exhibits

stress as well. He struggles with English, and

his attention frequently dissolves. When
asked for details, he can become annoyed.

"Why do you need to know so much?" Then
he begs off, arguing that to say too much
about Department 8 might let his former col-

leagues know they're on the right track,

He remembers one experiment in which

a psychic tried to influence a woman in the

next room. "It seemed ridiculous to me at

the time," he recalls. "They were filming her

as she pressed certain buttons on a panel."

He describes another experiment in which

a cat was placed behind a barrier while a

psychic mentally tried to kill it. Stern says he

does n't.remember the results. He alludes to

other work but will not discuss it. "There were

all kinds of Frankenstein research," he tells

us. "There was cat murdering in the night."

Stern worked on secret projects, too, His

major effort involved searching for a physi-

cal key to psychic phenomena. Like many
Soviet researchers, Stern believes that we
all exist in a vast sea of energy and particles.

He focuses on neutrinos—subatomic parti-

cles with no charge and no mass. They travel

at the speed of light and pass through any-

thing. As such, says Stern; they make the

perfect carrier lor psychic phenomena;
people sensitive to neutrinos are what we
call psychics. "When this is understood it will

cause a revolution." Whatever the merits' of

Stern's and others' research, Deparlment 8

was closed in 1969, its work continuing se-

cretly in other locations.

Stern left the USSR in 1975, but based on
his experience, he is convinced that the So-

viets will one day find a way to control and
use psi. Whenthat happens, "You won't need

psychics," he says. "It won't be a question

of individual power or gifts. It will become
simple scientific knowledge."
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Is Stern credible? We mailed a paper he

wrote, explaining his theories, to several

American scientists. "This is what we call

high-quality nonsense," says nuclear phys-

icist Rauscher. Stern uses incorrect num-
bers to make his key points, she says.

"There's nothing in this that makes any
sense." Robert Morris, a psychologist at

Syracuse University's School of Computer
and Information Science, agrees. "It's all

surface thinking." he-says. "Stern seems to

capitalize on superficial sirni arities, without

demonstrating any kind of concreteness."

And yet we can't dismiss Stern. We
brought back a copy of a 1968 letter in Rus-

sian, recommending him for a research po-

sition. It was from Aleksandr Romanovich
Luria, winner of the Order of Lenin and per-

haps the most eminent psychologist in the

Soviet Union. Luria had taught Stern in grad-

uate school. We showed it to a translator, a

Soviet emigre. "This is incredible!" she said.

"Do you know how unusual it is to get a
handwritten letter from someone like Luria?

Stern must be very bright."

Whom to believe? After waltzing through

the puzzle palace of psychics and spies, we
still can't decide. For all the reports, no one
has proved the existence of psi. The Soviets

seem convinced that electromagnetism in-

fluences behavior and perhaps psychic

ability as well. While those in the American

science establishment disagree, many con-

cede that the subject deserves study. Sen-

ator Claiborne Pell (Democrat, Rhode Is-

land), for example, suggests that we should

monitor the Soviets, checking their results

when possible. He says, "It would be a de-

fault of responsibility to do less."

Yet not even the most ardent believers say

we should have a Manhattan project for the

paranormal. As Rauscher says, "Who wants

to get into a mind race when we've already

got this whole nuclear mess?"
It's late afternoon. Stern has been talking

for hours. He stops and taps out another

Marlboro, lights up, and inhales. He speaks

as if from far away.

"Sergeyev. Inyushin, the others ... I have

a feeling they may be on the right track.

There's nothing to be scared of . . . they're

not advanced enough yet, not now." But in

10 to 20 years, he warns, the Soviets will

emerge with a completely new view of man

—

not of muscle and bone but of quantum
physics, magnetism, and electromagnetic

waves. When that day comes, he asserts,

they won't need to scour the countryside for

psychics. They'll just build machines for ma-
nipulation of the mind.

As evening approaches, the apartment
grows dim. Stern looks out a window, past

neighboring apartment buildings stretching

to the West. Cigarette smoke curls past the

aquiline nose,, the piercing, dark eyes. Soon
he's a silhouette in the twilight nothing more
than a voice in the shadows. All that is miss-

ing is the sound of faraway thunder. "It will

take time," he observes in a distant mono-
tone. "This is basic research. But remember
how surprised you were when they launched

Sputnik. You'd better prepare."OQ

BAflflES
1. T PUZZLE. The trick is to realize that ver-

ticals and horizontals can be formed with

irregular diagonals (below left).

2 BROOK. The solution isn't to lengthen the

sticks but to shorten the brook (below right).

3. PING-PONG. Use the water in the vase to

float the Ping-Pong ball to the top.

4. TRIANGLES. Here is the gradient of clues:

1. Touch, hold, and feel each of the sticks.

2. Instead of doing it on the table, think of

doing it on the floor.

3. Think of the sticks as if they were part

of an Erector set.

4. Would pieces of Styrofoam help in

building something with the sticks?

5. If you were traveling in Egypt, what

comes to mind?
6. If you were to camp out, what special

experiences would you have?
7. How do you pitch a tent?

The solution is to arrange the six sticks in

a pyramid or tetrahedron.

PUZZANALYSIS

1. The feeling of not being able to do it

often indicates a person who is depressed,

with low self-esteem.

2. "It can't be done" is heard from people

who don't own up to their own responsibili-

ties, Weiner says.

3. If you feel "there must be a trick," does
this reflect general feelings ot distrust to-

ward therapists, games editors, and others?

4. One newspaper reporter faced with the

triangles problem, broke the sticks. When-
Weiner asked if this reminded him of any-

thing, the man said he had problems con-

trolling his anger.

5. A person who needs hints or who gives

up and turns to the answer page tends to be
passive and dependent, not a go-getter or

leader, Weiner says.

6. Humor is often used to buffer general

feelings of anxiety, but a playful attitude is

the most healthy and creative way to ap-

proach puzzle solving.

7. One patient, working on the triangles

problem, was reminded of feelings he had
had as a child in his crib—wanting to get out

but knowing that if he does, "my mother will

see. that I'm growing up, and she won't do

things for me anymore. So I cry for her to

come to me instead. .

." The root of the

feelings was obvious; He was stumped by

the problem and wanted the therapist to

come help him out."

If all of this instant analysis doesn't make
you feel better, take two Rubik's cubes and
call us in the morning.OO
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OFFERS YOU A
MILLIONAIRE'S
PARADISE

LOCATED IN THE EXOTIC Fiji

t Islands, Laucaia is a 4.7 square-

mile island that offers a few
discerning people the vacation
opportunity of a lifetime.

From Laucala's well-equipped deep

sea boats, fish for the big ones—Black
Pacific Sailfish, Black Marlin, Shark
and feisty Barracuda!

Or just come and relax. With its

privacy and modern facilities, exclusive

Laucaia combines all the natural

attributes of a tropical paradise without
the intrusion of the normal tourist

routine. A real "Bali Hai" for those who
want, and can afford, the best in sport

fishing and vacationing.

There is a basic charge of $1650 per

person. This charge covers up to 7 nights

and 8 days with all meals. Included in

this package are the round trip flight to

and from Nadi International, and use
of a fishing boat (captain, crew, bait and
all normal gcar| for 4 days.

Other amenities available are:

tennis, waterskiing, snorkeling, scuba
and swimming pool.

Laucala's clear azure seas provide

a magnificent environment for under-

water exploration and photography.
The waters surrounding the island

abound with rare tropical fish and
flowered coral reefs. World-famous 60-

mile-long Heemskerck Reef is a great

attraction for divers.

For information, please write:

Noel Douglas, Forbes Magazine
60 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 1001

1

or call 212/620-2461.

THE KITE MAN
coughing loudy, we dashsc home and dug
out from our back drawers the socks we'd

made heavy with coins. The kite man didn't

look good. He was back in his yellow cor-

duroy pants, and they were dotted with oil;

his suspenders were gone, he hadn't.shaved,

and his chin was doubled.

"Twelve dollars and seventy-five cents," I

said when we gathered around him.

The kite man took the coins and let Ihem

tall from one hand to the other. At each clink

it was like an electric shock ran through him.

"We want our magic kite now," Mary Jas-

mine said.

'Just so, just so," the kite man said. He
stepped around his car and took oui a kite,

tight-wrapped like all the others, but thicker

in the middle. Though the borders were of

kite paper, in the middle was something

richer and shinier, like a very tine cloth.

As we stared at the kite, our heads swam
with the smells and chatter and bright colors

of the bazaar the kite had come from.

The kite man grew nervous and cast his

eyes warily up and down the street.

"What do we do with it?" a girl asked.

"Do you want to come away with me?" the

kite man asked.

Two girls started to shake their heads, but

the rest of us didn't do anything.

"Do you want to stay here all your lives?"

We looked at one another, at the rows of

wooden houses, at the kite, then up at the

sky. I thought of my life here and remem-
bered nothing but anger and anguish. "No,"

we all said at once.

The kite man snapped straight. "You," he

said, pointing at Billy Jasmine, "go to Mrs.

Henry and tell her to come right now."

The kite man popped the rubber band
binding the kite, unfurled it, and began to set

its wooden posts. His hands moved quickly.

perfectly. The paper of the kite was purple,

but the diamond at its center was black with

white markings. There was a picture of three

children with wings on their backs, drawn
squat as if bees were the models. In the up-

per-left corner was a third of a white ball.

The children were aimed at it. On the other

side, and tall, was a iigure in billowy pants,

a turban, and a long mustache. On his face

was a delirious smile. The picture was crude,

stitched without finesse, and comic, like a

sketch in the margin of a student's note-

book; but we thought it amazing because it

so clearly echoed our imaginations.

"Rodney," Mrs. Henry called from down
the block. She carried her white suitcase.

-"Hurry hurry," the kite man said. The kite

was together now, and from his car's trunk

he pulled a long rope of tied-together rags.

It was of all colors and kinds of cloth, and
starting about halfway down at each tie there

was a large bow and a leather loop. With the

rope hooked on, the kite jumped around

skittishly, like a wild horse led to a gate.

"Get in a line," the kite man said as Billy

and Mrs. Henry got' to us.

Down the block our oarenrs were coming,

awkwardly half running, half walking, mov-

ing as they did in the days before jogging.

The kite was in the air, and it didn't play

coy with us like most kites, but took off

straight at about a thirty-degree angle to-

ward the north. We threaded the rag rope

between us, and each took a leather thong.

The kite man was at the head and Mrs. Henry

at the end. When the kite was a few hundred

feet away, a sleady purple diamond in a pale

blue sky. we felt a jolt in our arms, then a

steady pull as we were lifted, borne away.

I've never known light as immense, as all

encompassing as the light that fell around

us as we rode the kite; it was even greater

than later, when I was a Navy pilot and we
used to rip our planes ninety degrees up

and shred clouds like they were tissue pa-

per. It was the^moothesi flight I've ever

known. The ligh&as a seed coat around us.

I
remember us all stretched out along the

kite's rope, huge smiles on our faces, our

arms and legs akimbo, but not dangling

helplessly, rather as if each of us had found

the most comfortable position for our jour-

ney. When the kite dipped, my heart, which

had become set on being carried away for-

ever or at least to a faraway land where men
wore gold pillows on their heads and dogs

walked backward, fell, too, and when the kite

man brought the kite down,
I
suddenly felt

the wind's chill.

We landed gently about fifteen miles from

home, in a pasture outside Northfork, and

the farmer whose land it was must have seen

us and called the police because soon there

were enough cars to pick us all up. All but

the kite man and Mrs. Henry, for as soon as

we landed they took off through a row of

beeches and were never seen again.

All the way home in the police car, every

time I thought of how much I wanted to keep
going, a burning tear ran down my cheek.

Yet I knew I was being ungrateful and that

even the kite man could not give me the es-

cape I desired.DO
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The games editor will see you now

By Scot Morris

/ am always doing what I can't do yet 'in

order to learn how to do it.

—Vincent van Gogh

I remember the moment when i solved

the T puzzle. I
had been in Beverly Hills

visiting Jerry Slocum and his puzzle

collection—the largest in the world—and
time was ticking away. I had a plane.to

catch, but I was so close to solving the

puzzle that I had to put in just a few more
minutes. There were just four simple pieces

(reproduced below), and all I had to do
was fit them together to form the letter T. How
many ways can you arrange four pieces7

As ! tried turning and fitting them this

way and that, my frustration and embar-

rassment grew. Here I was, the Omni games

editor, a guy who is supposed to know a

thing or two about puzzles, confronted with

a classic problem I knew I had seen many
times before and four simple pieces that

seemed like ajigsaw puzzler's nightmare.

I couldn't stay any longer, and I couldn't

take the puzzle with me. The thought of

asking Slocum for the solution came and
went— I wouldn't sink that low. So I traced

the pieces in a nofebook, said I'd work
on it some other time, and bid farewell.

About ten minutes later I was. at a traffic

light, and inspiration struck. I looked down at

the four shapes in my notebook and solved

the puzzle just like that, in my head. I

didn't have to cut the pieces out— I knew I

had it. Everything came together the

"aha! experienc"e,"gestalt closure, a feeling.

of completeness and happiness. Some of

my embarrassment was replaced by.

pride. The psychological impression of that

116 OMNI

moment was so vivid that I even know the

intersection ! was stopped ai—the corner of

Wilshire and Westwood boulevards.

To try your hand at the T puzzle, copy
the shapes at left, and cut them out The task

is to arrange the four pieces into a T. Look

easy? Try it.

PUZZLES BY PRESCRIPTION

If the puzzle-solving experience is a

pleasant boost to you and me, imagine what

it must be like to people with serious:

emotional problems— people with chronic

depression, say, or feelings of being out

of control, impotent, or unable to cope with

the world. For them, the simple joy of

solving a puzzle could be a significant, life-

changing experience. That is the thesis

posed by Melvin L. Weiner, Ph.D., professor

of clinical psychiatry at the University of

California, Davis. His new book, Cognitive-

Experiential Therapy: An Integrative Ego
Psychotherapy, recently published by
Brunner/Mazel, details his unique new use

of puzzles in psychotherapy.

Weiner is no newcomer. His first research

in 1950, in the area of reality testing,

attracted the attention of' psychologist Jean

Piaget, and he was a research associate at

Piaget's Geneva institute in 1955 and
1956. Piaget wrote the forward to Weiner's

second book, and the iwo of them collabo-

rated on a research paper in 1957.

The central theme of Weiner's psycho-

therapy is that an ounce of experience

is worth a pound of talk and analysis. Merely

understanding and reflecting on your

problems isn't enough,

But why puzzles? "They are tangible

challenges that a patient sees he can solve,"

Weiner says. 'A little taste of success is

sometimes the best antidote to teelings of

powerlessness and low self-esteem, Some
people need to learn how to learn, and
puzzles can help, especially with patients

who are withdrawn or resistant."

Weiner has developed more than 200
tasks that he uses in therapy—each appro-

priate for certain types of patients, in

dealing with certain types of problems. For

example, with a patient who felt passive,

incompetent, and not in control of her own
destiny, Weiner introduced the brook

problem. As shown to scale above, it

consists of a line drawing of a brook, three

inches wide at its narrowest point, and
two flat wooden sticks. Each stick is two
and three quarters inches long and one
quarter inch wide. The problem: At a bend
in a brook two solid boards lie ready, but

each is a little too short to span the brook.

How would you get to the other side

without getting wet. jumping, or tying or

nailing the boards together?

This patient came up with ideas ranging

from water skis, to stilts, to a pole vault

and a catapult (impractical solutions that

would, probably result in getting wet), all

without ever actually picking up the sticks

and manipulating them directly. Finally

she said, "I would probably stay here." What
are you going to do here? "Wish I could

be on the other side." What do you usually

do when you're in a situation like this?

"Fix a drink." The patient saw the task as a

metaphor of how she tries to convince

herself to settle for whatever she has and
not to try for more. Finally she solved the

problem after checking the lengths of the

sticks. "I'm glad I got it." How do you think it

happened? "By actually getting in there

and playing with them. I wouldn't have

figured it out just sitting and looking at them."

For another patient, Hal, a thirty-two-

year-old paranoid schizophrenic with

a "tenuous hold on reality," Weiner intra-



duced the Ping-Pong problem as a way of

helping Hal 'test reality" and learn to deal

with it. As illustrated, a glass tube, nine

inches tall and one and seven eighths inches

in diameter, closed atoneend.sitson the

table. A Ping-Pong ball is inside. Various

tools, including five-inch plastic forceps,

metal pliers, six-inch chopsticks, a variety of

string, and paper clips are all laid out

nearby. The instructions.are to remove the

ball in the quickest and easiest way without

moving, tilting, or breaking the cylinder.

Finally, "You may use anything in the room
to help you." The office contains no tape

or glue or chewing gum—just ordinary

items like a lamp, books, a telephone, a vase

with flowers, diplomas and pictures on
the wall, papers, furniture, and so on.

Most people soon realize that the "tools"

offered are inadequate—they serve only

as decoys. Then they broaden their

attention to "anything in the room." If they

think of the ball as only an object without

special characteristics, they don't get far.

If so, Weiner asks them to concentrate on
the special properties of the Ping-Pong ball.

Hal was one of the most disturbed patients

Weiner has treated. He had had two
previous hospitalizations, both with drug
therapy, after acute schizophrenic break-

downs. After six months of therapy Hal's

wife told him she wanted a divorce, and this

set off an intense schizophrenic reaction.

He cut his tongue six times with a razor

blade and perforated his penis in several

places with his wife's darning needle. He
was hospitalized again, suffering visual

hallucinations of rats defecating on his food,

thoughts of telekinesis, and feelings that

he could send and receive mental

messages. Weiner came in during Hal's

first day of hospitalization and saw him lying

in bed, curled up in a fetal position,

wearing only his shorts, "Hal was severely

regressed, depressed, and withdrawn.

He looked utterly defeated and crushed:"

Weiner pulled up a chair and asked Hal

how he felt. Hal's words were slurred,

vague, and disconnected. Then, out of the

confusion came; "Dr. Weiner, do you have
one of your puzzles with you?"

"Why do you want a puzzle?" Weiner

"Because it puts me in touch with the

part of my mind that is rational." Hal said.

Weiner proceeded to lay out the seven
pieces of the classic tangram puzzle and
asked Hal to copy a shape with them.

Hal would work on the puzzle for a minute

or two, then withdraw into fantasy and
hallucinations, then return to the task, then

talk about his wife, shift to the task again,

speak of his feelings about hospitalization,

then come back to the task. The puzzle
served as a/aft in Hal's whirlpool, a here-

and-now reference point to which he kept

returning to maintain contact with reality.

ft took Hal more than an hour to solve the

tangram, but he did it. He was discharged

from the hospital after eight days and
continued Weiner's therapy for another

year. At last report Hal was working as an
aide, taking care of a disabled person.

WHEN TO HINT

Weiner's experience has made him an
expert in the art of hinting. The therapist

must strike a middle road between not

enough and too much. He shouldn't let a
severely depressed patient flounder in

fruitless directions—that only heightens his

sense of failure and increases the

tendency to withdraw. On the other hand, if

the therapist jumps in and gives clues

prematurely he robs the patient of the grati-

fication of self-discovery and undermines
feelings' of self-worth, competence, and
being in control of one's own life.

As an example of controlled hinting,

consider the triangles problem. You are

given six narrow sticks, each three inches

long, and asked to make from them four

equilateral triangles, without bending or

splitting any stick, with all ends fitting

together, no parts left over, and without any

of the sticks crossing over one another.

Weiner has a gradient of 21 hints for this

puzzle, each designed to help just enough
but not too much. We present seven of

these hints, in order, on [he answer page, if

you can't solve the triangles problem,

read the hints, one at a 'time, until the solution

becomes clear.

PU2ZANALYSIS

The way you solve a puzzle is often

indicative of the way you approach problems

in everyday life. As you try to solve

the problems presented in this column
(T puzzle, brook, Ping-Pong ball,

and triangles), reflect on your own behavior.

Here are seven possible experiences

you might. have in puzzle solving. Which
ones apply to- you? A simplistic analysis

can't be definitive, but it can be useful. On
the answer page, well reveal what Weiner

has to say about each approach.

1. Is your first reaction, "I can't do it. I'm

no good at this'
1

?

2. Do you think, "It's impossible. It can't

be done"?

3. Do you feel that the problem must
have a "trick" to it?

4. Do you become angry or belittle the

task when you don't find an easy solution?

5. Are you compelled to ask for hints

or clues or to give up easily and turn to the

answer page?
6. Do you niake' a game out of the task

and treat it playfully or make jokes about it?

7. Does working on the puzzle bring to

mind old memories of events or situations?

Answers are on page 108.DO



LASTWORD
By Terry. Rurite

^Connors is

one of a new breed

of. automotive
: ',,,.

maintenance specialists
.

: who promise to''

change garages forever.

He is the world's

first car psychologist3

He asks again: "How ;ong have you had .

ih;s {rouble. . .
performing?"

.

"The fuel level is.low. . .

."

"Come.on, open up. The problem isn't

your gas tank at all, is if?"

"The fuel level Is. ...".

. "Look. I can't help you unless you. try -to

communicate with me. t'm-.your friend."

"Don't forget your keys. , .
. the headlights

arson. . . . you? fly is open.

A: Connors throws n is clipboard .to the

floor and stalks from ins room, it's been a

tough day a s

one of trse highest paid auto mechanics in

the

college professor. He wears a hand-tailored

s are as

smooth and clean as a surgeon's He read.lv

admits thai he hasn't Wted a tool in. more

than a year. He doesn't oven drink beer, yet

each week he . , iozens

.oflate-mgdeic'ars—many of which have
' been in and out of other garages "'or years.

Connors Is one of a whole new breeo

of automotive maintenance specialists who
pi-, rns? .. :; '

.

is the world's firs: car psychologist.

. "Every car manufactured in the;world

today rolls oft . . . ine wi*h a tiny

computer inside ofT," Connors explains.

"Many are still rather simple, but increasingly

more are actually complex electronic

'brains' that monitor everything from fuel

.consumption to the -supply Of gin in the wet

oar Some-even second-guess the driver

—

making aeci ; lean the me
or death of ins vehicle and its occupants.

The pressure-must. be incredible."

Connors oats the fender of a recently

serviced Dodge Omni parked in a stall at

his Auto Body, and Mind Shop. "The first

mechanic who looked at this car couldn't

find anything wrong with It—so he rebuilt the

engine, replaced ail the fluids arid rewired

it. But fnat Gidn'toorreci the car's erratic
'

behavior, because- tlie problem wasn't

meonanicai--.:t was psychosomatic.."

Industry insiders-are still disputing, the

extent of the problem
, out ma?

pillions of collars are spent each year for :

mechanical repairs or oars with misdi-

agnosed menial ailments In the case of

the Dodge, the problem was not poorly

seated valves. out rather deep-seated
feelings of insecurity an ailment common
to American-made cars.

'A simple necrosis, reaily" Connors says.

"This car belongs to a doctor and is forced

to share i ga .
\

if Docy s

a 'second car "and spends most of the

time -n the garage- -unii! it's iimeilo go

shopping or haul a few bags ot Scott's Turf

jive anyone
an inferiority complex."

Once the problem has-been found. :ho

"therapy" is often quite easy "You have

ave very

.simple brains by our standards," says

Connors. "So ii doesn't take. 'much of a pep
talk to i'iCk them into 'eeitng great again.

in ihe case of the Dodge, we just played i!

a few Lee lacecca Gommercials."

And so "Dr. A!" has treated automobiles

afflicted with a countless variety -of menial

disorders- with a rate of success most

"human" psychologists would "envy. Eighty-

five percent of all the cars he sees require

only one visit. Very tew of them are ever

lowed back with, the same diagnosis.

.

"Most ot the problems ate predictable,"

Connors admits. "In a given day I may treat

a Cadillac suhering from delusions ol

grandeur or a Renault Le Car thai feels

cheap' and unsubstantial."

Many automotive problems are particular

to a nationality.. "Italian cars are prone to

premature fuel injection, which is under-

standable whan 'you consider (he way they're

axpected to perform

:
. 'Uapan'ese cars tend to oe.'a little

.
paranoid—they always, feel that the bigger

American cars are trying to run them off

the road. Ofcourse, they actually am trying
'

-ro run them off the road, but worrying about

It isn't going to do any good
"

Deep in the* back of 'he garage a few

cars are'parked in special padded stalls

where white-jacketed mechanics keep
ihem under 24-hour surveillance The

naliways ihere echo with the eerie whine o ?

.seat-belt buzzers and the demented
ciatteroi misfiring motors.

This is Ward H. the hard-luck unit for

cars that nave little hope of ever- being fixed

It. is here that Connors does his most

important work, treating cars thai have been

driven insane— -here, a-caiatanlc Fiati

there, a dangerously aggressive American

muscle car. Today Connors is going lo

per for-:- an auto lobotcmyen a

"Manic depressive," explains Connors.

Hi really; Sweden has the

highest suicide rate in the world."

,AI supervises as three holes are drilled

in:-: the plasiic casing o- ine my electronic

brain to elimina:e Ihe defective circuits that

torment it. The crew stands back as ihe key

is lu'nec. and the engine sparks to rfe

Shrugging off the baeksfaps and

handshakes from rue colleagues, Connors

slides behind the wheel and shifts into

gear. He knows.tlie operation won't be a

.success until the car has been tested

on Ihe road by- an expert

But as the Voivo lurches ire:™ Its stall, i;s

mechanical voice shouts: "My fuel level

.
is low 1 My door's ajar! i

can't go on like

this. . .

." The inhuman 'shoe; becomes a

.shrill scream as the Volvo hurtles out ihe

garage exit. "You and me. Connors. You and

me. We're going straight to hep"
~ne lading voice is cut oh by the squeal

of tires in the distance fo :"ovved by an

explosion. As the crew grabs. fire extin-

.
guishefs ana scrambles out the exit, the

padded cells o! Ware H start to ring as
' dozens of horns clamor in- unison.DO


